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(Gavel.)

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

Council's Committee on Budget and

14

Finance shall come to order.

15

April, 2004, continuation of the review of the

16

Fiscal Year 2005 budget consideration.

17

we have Mr. Carroll, Ms. Johnson, Mr. Mateo, Mr,

18

Molina, Mr. Nishiki, Mr. POntanilla, and Ms.

19

Tavares.

20

This is the 8th of

This morning

Excused is Mr. Kane;

Members, before we continue the review

21

today -- We have scheduled Department of

22

Transportation and upon that conclusion, the

23

Department of Planning -- we will take up public

24

testimony.

25

which we will take at this time.

We have requests for public testimony
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The Committee allows three minutes for

1

2

testimony, at which time the staff will inform you

3

of that three-minute mark and you will conclude in

4

one additional minute maximum.

5

that has cell phones, pagers or other interruptive

6

d~vices

7

silent mode, or the Chair will ask you to be removed

8

from this chamber.

are asked to either turn it off, put it on

Saying that, the first person is Mr. Tony

9

10

At this time anyone

Krieg or Diana Hutchinson.
. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

11
12

MS. HUTCHINSON:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. HUTCHINSON:

Good morning, Councilmembers, aloha.
Good morning.
My name is Diana Hutchinson.

I'm

15

Executive Assistant at Hale Makua.

16

private, nonprofit corporation established in 1946.

17

Our mission is excellence in health care in our home

18

and yours.

19

support of funding for MEO transportation.

20

provided copies of this testimony.

21

read from it now.

22

We are a

We would like to present testimony in
We have

I would like to

Hale Makua respectfully urges the members of

23

the Maui County Council to support continued funding

24

of Maui Economic opportunity for its transportation

25

services.
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5

Con@unity transportation is an essential

2

ingredient that supports long-term care services on

3

Maui.

4

elderly or disabled family members at home.

5

Oftentimes, the families are unable to provide

6

transportation because they don't have a vehicle to

7

accommodate the elder and their assistive equipment.

8

Furtherj the children of these frail elders are

9

aging themselves and are unable to safely transfer

Many working families also care for frail

10

them into a vehicle.

11

for these elders to Hale Makua's Day Health Care

12

Program and Maui Adult

13

transportation, these frail

14

able to benefit from the daily support that day care

15

and day health provide.

16

Care and Maui Adult Day Care's programs prevent the

17

need for family members to leave the work force to

18

provide daily care, and also prevent premature

19

admission to Maui's nursing home beds.

20

MEO provides transportation

D~y

Care.

Without this

individu~ls

would not be

Hale Makua's Day Health

As you also know, Maui's nursing home beds

21

are in sho.t:t stlpply and are very expensive to staff

22

and operate.

23

remain in their own homes as long as possible even

24

though they suffer from the debilitating effects of

25

heart disease, cancer, strokes and fractures.

Most of Maui's citizens prefer to
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1

Day Health Program affords them that choice.

2

care and day health programs currently serve more

3

than 120 persons in Central Maui, anq even more in

4

smaller programs in the communities of Lahaina and

5

Hana.
Today,

6

Day

tnere are teh persons waiting to

7

participate in Hale Makua's Day Health Care Program.

8

But, we are told that MEO does not have funds to

9

hire enough drivers to meet the demands of all its

10

transportation customers.

11

happens with wait-listed families:

12

unable to cope with the challenges of working full

13

time and caring for their frail,

14

the elder's health significant -- excuse me, their

15

health significahtly declines, and he or she

16

eventually has to be hospitalized and wait for a bed

17

at

18

Hal~

We have seen what often
The family is

elder loved one;

Makua or Kula.
We urge you to approve funding to assist MEO

19

to expand its transportation services.

20

extremely cost effective way for Maui's frail and

21

disabled to live at home, where they belong and want

22

to be, for as long as possible.

23

This is an

Attached to our testimony is a fact sheet

24

about our Day Health Program for your information.

25

And I apologize that on our testimony Councilmember
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1

and Cornmi ttee Member Char'maine Tavares is not

2

listed, but certainly we include you in this as

3

well.

4

Manalo.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much, Ms. Hutchinson.

We

5

have received your written cornmunicatlon, so thank

6

you.
Members, questions for Ms. Hutchinson this

7
8

mQrning?

Seeing none, thank you very much for your

9

testimony this morning.

10

MS. HUTCHINSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. BULLOCK:

13

CHAIR HOKAMl\:

14

MR. BULLOCK:

Thank you.
Next we have Justin Bullock.

Good morning,
Good morning.
Thank you for giving

15

speak to you today.

16

wrong day.

17
18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

~e

the opportunity to

I think I have come on the

That's okay.

You can testify on anything

that is part of the budget.
MR. BULLOCK;

Okay.

I live on the west side and I have

20

noticed the last ten years a major increase in

21

traffic and

22

of time in the water, and I noticed that we're

23

lacking lifeguards on the west side in a big way.

24

We only have two lifeguard stands on the west side,

25

one at O.T. Fleming's Beach and one at Canoe Beach.

peop~e

on the west side.

I spend a lot
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1

I believe it would be a major help to the west side

2

in public health to implement a lifeguard stand at

3

Launiupoko Beach Park because it would provide

4

access for lifeguards assisting people all the way

5

from

Lahain~

Harbor to Olowalu.

Wheneve:r there's an emergency around Lahaina

6

7

Harbor and Launiupoko, lifeguards have to jet ski or

R

use the road to get to the southern beach parks.

9

And by implementing a

lifegu~.rd

stand at Launiupoko,

10

I beiieve that the speed at which lifeguards will be

11

able to assist people will be greatly increased.

12

I urge you to consider implementing a lifeguard

13

stand south of town so that lifeguards don't have to

14

get on the road and. go through traffic, which is a

15

major problem in Lahaina right now.

16

Thank you.

I'm sorry it's not to do with

17

transportation today, but I appreciate you guys'

18

time.

19

So

Thank you very much.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

irhank you, Mr. Bullock.
Any questions for Mr. Bullock?

And, again,

21

just for the public's information, anyone may

22

testify on any item in the budget proposal.

23

Bullock, your comments are much appreciated.

24

MR. BULLOCK:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.
Thank you.
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MR. BULLOCK:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MS. BAlSA:

Have a good day,

~uys.

Next we have Gladys Baisa.

Good morning, Chair Hokama and Committee

4

Members.

5

proud of you for being here bright and early this

6

morning.

7

I watched you last night, so I really am

My name is Gladys Baisa, and I'm the
Dir~ctor

8

Executive

9

opportunity to testify on the transportation section

10
11

of MEO,

Inc.

Thank you for the

of the 2005 budget that is before you today.
First of all, I would like to express the

12

sinoere thanks of the entire MEO ohana, board, staff

13

and clients for the steadfast support the County has

14

provided MEO since we began providing transportation

15

throughout the CQunty of Maui in 1970.

16

services have grown, your support has grown to allow

17

us to try to keep up with the ever increasing

18

demands for transportation.

19

As our

MEO is in support of the Mayor's

20

recorrunendatiohs for funding of JII1EO.

21

more money, of course, as there are always more

22

needs, but the Mayor's proposal provides for some

23

increased cost and a modest expansion of service.

24

MEO is very aware of the budget limitations that you

25

are dealing with.
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1

I would like to leave you with one clear

2

message that has been communicated to the County

3

Department of Transportation and to Akinas from the

4

MEO board.

5

transportation provider for the County of Maui.

6

is not especially interested in being a provider of

7

Maui public transit.

8

special populations, those we have always served,

MEO's goal is to remain the specialized
MEO

Our forte is taking care of

and we strongly feel that this is what we would like
10

to continue doing.

11

For Fiscal Year 2005 we have agreed to

12

continue what -- participating in the current Holo

13

Kaa Project as it transitions to some other form,

14

and funds for the transition are included in the

15

budget before you.

16

MEO Transportation Administrator Victor Reyes

17

is also here to provide a resource to you as you

18

di,scuss this very important program.

19
20

Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

21
22

25

tJJs. Baisa.

Questions for Ms. Baisa this morning,
Members?

23
24

'J:hank you"

Do you have your comments written?
MS. BAISA:

I do.

They are not in perfect condition.

also had to put these together very quickly this

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

morning.

2

turn it in.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MS. BAlSA:

5

CHAIR

6
7

8
9

I had to make

a few scratches, but I can

Or if you prefer

Or provide it later if you'd mind.

HOI~A:

I would appreciate if you would present it

in the format that you feel more comfortable in.
MS. BAlSA:

I'll get these to you this afternoon cleaned

up.

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

10

COUNCILM8MBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HQKAMA:

12

COUNCILl:'-1EM)3ER TAVARES:

Thank you very much.
I have a question;

Ms. Tavares.
Yes.

Hi.

Based on Diana's

13

testimony you heard this morning, do you have any

14

comments abollt that and about if you might have a

15

number as to what's on a wait list or places

16

where -- or people, num..ber of people who might be

17

wishing your services, but are not able to access

18

them?

19
20

MS. BAlSA:

I would have to defer that question to Victor.

Shall I get Victor?

21

COUNCILrvlEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MS. BAISA:

Mr. Chair.

Any objections, Members?
No objections.

'lihank you.

Victor.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. REYES:

Mr. Reyes, if you would join us, please.

Good morning, Council Chair, and good morning,

3

Councilmembers.

4

Charmaine Tavares's question, we have at the moment

5

ten waiting clients or clients on a waiting list at

6

Bay Health for Hale Makua, and we have another dozen

"7

for the Kihei clients who want to go to day care in

8

Kahului.

9

which we could nQt service.

10
11
12

So

We

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

In answer to Councilmember

have more than 20 at the moment

And the reason you cannot service

them?
MR. REYES:

The reason is we don't have any more capacity

13

on our existing route.

14

additional funding, and that's the reason we are

15

here.

16

asking for like one big funding fOr this incremental

17

increase.

18

COUNCILMEMBER 'l'AVARES:

And it is an incremental increase.

19
20

And, actually, we need

Okay.

We're not

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Before I ask other members, Mr.

21

Reyes, if you would please state your name, your

22

position with the organization, please.

23
24
25

MR. REYES:

I'm sorry, Mr. Chair.

Reyes.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

My name is Victor

I'm the MEO Transportation Administrator.
Thank you very much.
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2

13

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILJJA:

Thank you, Chair.

I'm glad to

3

see -- You mentioned, you know, your type of

4

transportation is basically serving the needy, yeah,

5

and not so much a provider for public

6

transportation, although you provide it because of

7

this project that we have.

8

discontinue that service for the public, would that

9

give you ample, I guess, seats to provide additional

10
11

If you were to

services to the needy?
MS. BAlSA:

I'm going to again defer to Victor, but it

12

makes perfect sense to me that if we were not

13

doing -- using the MEO buses to do public transit

14

shuttles, that we could direct that to other

15

services.

16
17

Victor.
MR. REYES:

That's correct.

We are able -- We will be

18

able to rearrange our routes and schedules to come

19

date the existing needs.

20

are always growing and it's not like a steady spate.

21

So this is something that would give us some

22

flexibility if somehow in the near future or in the

23

future this will be discontinued.

24

25

COQNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Keep in mind that needs

So that would probably solve

the problem as far as Hale Makua is concerned?
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1

MR. REYES:

Not entirely because we have some other needs

in other sections of the cownunity.

2

3

COUNCILMEMBER ··PONTANILLA:

4

you, Gladys.

Okay.

Fine.

Thank you.

Thank

Thank you, Victor.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:Can you give me an idea on manpower

"7

and costs and numbers of buses thqt you now employ

8

to be part of the public transportation?

I

9

MR. REYES:

10

Mr. Nishiki.

1\s far at;3 the number of units we use for our

public transportation portion or sector, we have six
buses and six drivers that are -- at one time or

12

another being utilized.

13

$250,000.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

have an idea?

16

MR. REYES:

And it costs approximately

And this time that you spend, do you

They are on an eight-hour rotation.

In times

17

when they are in between routes, we are able to

18

utilize them for some transfer functions, but by and

19

large they are that -- yeah.

2d

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21
22

So it's an eight-hour run using six

buses and how many man-hours?
MR.

~EYES;

That would be -- a day would be six times

23

eight, that would be 48, and times five,

24

be 240 hours a week.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

that would

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Good morning, Mr. Reyes.

Good

3

morning, Gladys.

4

transportation, about roughly how many drivers would

5

you need to

6

estimation?

7
8

9
10

MR. REYES:

For your clients that are awaiting

ac~ommodate

those clients, in your

Are you referring to the existing

-~

those on

the waiting list?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
MR. REYES:

On the waiting list, yes.

That would

in terms of equivalent, man-hour

11

equivalent, that would be one -- one person, the

12

equivalent of one route, eight hours a day.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MaLUm:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15
16

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning.

17

I think -- I think I'm at a

18

point where I have reached a dilemma with the Holo

19

Kaa Transit.

20

have established throughout this period, they will

21

be displaced: but, yet, on the other hand, you will

22

be able to take care of the more specific and

23

specialized needs.

24

we address those that have already gotten accustomed

25

to, you

kno~,

If that ends, the ridership that you

So any cornment to; you know, how

the van picking them up?
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2

MS. BAlSA:

Victor and I have had this discussion at

length, so I'll let him answer.

3

COUNCILMEMBERMATEO:

4

MR. REYES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Actually, it's -- it's a dilemma, but what we

5

propose if somehow the public shuttle is

6

discontinued, which as you all know, we go through

7

the low income areas and we service them and they've

8

been accustomed to it, we would be proposing -- we

9

would be needing an -- what we call an additional

10

expansion ip our rural shuttle and, therefore, those

11

clients who continue to rely on that means of

1~

transportation would still be able to go to the

13

doctor, to their shopping, and so forth.

14

some contingencies for that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

So we have

Thank you.

And, Mr. Chair, if I can, one last question.

17

You have already discussed the termination of the

18

Holo Kaa Transit with the Department of -- with our

19

Department of Transportation?

20

MS. B~lSA:

We have had one meeting with them, and we are

21

going to continue to meet to discuss this.

22

think it's r'eally important that the mind set of

23

people be -- I think the confusion with Holo Kaa has

24

been that there was not a clear image to identify

25

that as a Maui public transit.

And the public was

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

confused because they'd see an MEO bus and then

2

they'd see an Akina bus, but they werenit really

3

sure what is this public transit.

4

that MEO do MEO specialized transit -- We take care

5

of the seniorst we take c~re of the disabled, we

6

take care of the

7

Start kids and what MEO was started to do, that's

8

our mission -- and that we leave the transportation

9

of the masses to a public transportation provider,

10

and at the current time that happens to be Akinas.

11

Now, where you deciqe ahd the Department of

low~income

So my idea is

youths and the Head

12

Transportation decide to go with that, I don't

13

believe that's been decided.

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Yeah.

Thank you, Mrs. Baisa.

Thank you, Victor.

16

Thank you, Chair.

17

CHAIR HOJ(AMA:

Okay.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.
Yes.

Thank you both for all that

19

you do.

20

dollar cost that you would be looking at, and I

21

guess it would be whether it's in the budget, not in

22

the budget, and your recommendations to us when we

23

look at the services that you're asking to, you

24

know, have help on providing?

25

MS. BAlSA;

Victor, would you have a number in terms of

As I stated earlier, there is some limited
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1

expansion

2

before you, the request.

And Victor can give you

3

the details.

li~e

4

services, like dealing with the wait-listed Hale

5

Makua and Maui Adult Day Care, that would be

6

additional and I know Victor can give you those

7

figures very easily.

8

If we would

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9
10

service in the current budget that is

to add any additional

Thank you.

Yeah, Victor.
MR. REYES:

Thank you.

The one that we have in the budget

11

right now is the request for additional youth

12

transportation.

IJ

dealing with the youth that is an increase or,

14

mean, an additional amount of 53,000; and for the

15

community transportation, which will include the

16

Lahaina seniors and the like is for 103,000.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

There are two categories:

Okay.

And how about the

One
I

you

18

know, at least the expanded service, then, for the

19

people at Hale Makua that are on the wait list?

20

MR. REYES;

We will be able to accommodate that within the

21

103,000 that is in the --'in the proposed modest

22

increase.

23

,COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

24

MR. REYES:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So

That is within that.
So that is included in the budget.
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1

And that's what I wasn't clear about, if there was

2

an additional amount over and above what was asked

3

for, or not.

4

5

MR. REYES:

It's already within -- it is already within

that request.

6

COUNCILMEtvIBER JOHNSON:

7

MR. REYES =

8
9

Thank you very much.

That will also take care of, of course, both

the day health and the day care clients.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

12

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll.
Thank you, Chair.

Victor, that 103,000, that is for a vehicle

13

and a driver for one year, the salaries, or

14

(inaudible)?

15

MR. REYES:

Those are just -- I'm sorry.

16

for operation.

17

item.

The vehicles are a separate capital

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20
21

Okay.

testimony?

Those are just

Thank you.
Any further questions on the

Mr. Nishiki.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Gladys,

I like the direction that

22

perhaps you are taking to address the youth, our

23

seniors and our handicapped.

24

you out of the transportation that we now

25

Akinas are working in, that will free up buses,

RAIJPH
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1

drivers.

The concern I have is of another nature.

bo you people bid on commercial contracts, also,
3

that may also be taking away from time in this area

4

of serving the community?

5

MS. BAlSA:

We do not actively look for bidding on any

6

commercial activity.

Onc$ in a while we will be

7

approached by an organization and they will say,

8

we're -- like a school, and they're looking for a

9

transportation subscription on a regular basis.

And

10

maybe it's a little private school and they don't

11

have a whole lot of budget.

12

and say, can you help us?

13

It provides supplemental income to the operation of

14

the system and we're able to help a small entity.

15

And they'll come to us
And we have done that.

Once in a while an organization will come to

16

us and say, like Boy Scouts, we're going to have a

17

dinner in Lahaina and we'll pay you for the cost of

18

a bus and a driver and your expenses if you would

19

pick people up in the central area and take them to

20

the Lahaina hotel and bring them back.

21

do that kind of thing, but we don't looking for it.

22

And we will

I do not want to be in competition with the

23

for-profit sector.

24

should stay out of the public transit piece, because

25

then you are also not charged with unfair

And this is why more I feel we
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1

competition and in subsidizing private entities and

2

the for-profit entities.

3

nonprofit.

You are subsidizing a

The deal with MEO is you -- we work together,

4
5

we come up with a budget; whatever that budget is,

6

MEO has to operate on that.

7

for the year, we have to operate on $5 million.

8

can't come back to you at the end of the year and

9

say, gee, Council, can you give us another million

we

We

10

because

11

really carefully to stay within our budget, unlike

12

what I understand happens in other areas where I

13

understand Honolulu is on the hook many, many times

14

for millions and millions of dollars because they

15

subsidize any deficit.

16

caus~

17

carefully.

18

ran in the red.

If we have $5 million

So we manage our money

We eat our deficit if we

it and we sort of watch our budget real
So it's a different kind of thing.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Well, I think for -- for many of us

19

it's alarming if you are cast with dealing and

20

working with our

21

handicapped, and we're hearing from your own mouth

22

that you're not able to take care of 'em.

23

concerns me, you know, if that's your

24

responsibility.

25

in other areas that perhaps is the reason why you're

senio~s,

our youth and our

That

And if it is because you're moving
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1

not qble to service

2

MS. BAlSA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

MS. BAlSA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MS. BAlSA:

Councilman--

-- that that is unacceptable.

Couflcilmember Nishiki, if I might reply.
Yeah.

We are not wanting to expand into things that

7

are not appropriate for us to do, which is one of

8

the reasons why I'm not anxious to get into public

9

transit.

Anything that we do that is above and
i~

10

beyond which

11

is going to pay so that there is no cost to you.

12

in your contract with us, the vendor

What I have learned in being a transportation

13

provider for so many years is that it is understood

14

in the industry that the best and highest possible

15

use of equipment is that it's in use.

16

create uses for it

and revenues to help sUbsidize

17

what you give us.

You know, if I can bring in

18

several thousand -- hundred thousand dollars of

19

income by not being in competition with the private

20

sector and yet providing a needed service in the

21

comrmmity, we do that.

So we try to

22

Now, if it is your wish that we not do that

23

anymore, we won't, but it may mean that the County

24

will have to pick up a larger piece of -- of the

25

action.

We're just trying to make it all work,
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1

trying to piece it together to make it work.

2

is why we go after Medicaid revenues and we go after

3

state money, we go after Federal money, and we go

4

after foundations, donations.

5

mail, direct mail piece.

6

to bring monies in to make this thing work, but we

7

know our mission, and our mission is to take care of

8

the people that we're contracted to serve.

9
1 ()

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:
CHAIR HOKAt1A:

11

This

We do a fund drive, a

So we try wherever we can

Thank you.

'thank y()u.
Anyone else?

Seeing none, thank you very

12

much, Mr. Reyes, Ms. BCj.isa, for your testimony this

13

morning.

14

Next we have Stephanie Ohigashi.

15

MS. OHIGASHI:

Good morning.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good morning.

17

MS. OHIGASHI:

Happy Easter.

My name is Stephanie

ot

18

Ohigashi, and I am a member

19

Redevelopment Agency.

20

I'm speaking oh my own behalf and not on behalf of

21

the agency.

22

the Maui

I'm a member since 2001.

And

In the year 2000 the County Council adopted

23

and approved the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan to

24

revitalize Wailuku.

25

you had -- and four of you were Council members at

And in the plan, which all of
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1

that time -- it was embraced, the plan was embraced,

2

approVed, and assumed that the directives in the

3

plan were to be implemented.

4

report that many of the wonderful things that we

5

said we would do have been done, they're underway

6

and three quarters of the plan is being implemented

7

now and you're seeing the results.
The new project of the Market Street

8
9

And I am happy to

Beautification Plan is coming up soon,

And so I

10

have been asking the Planning Department -- And

1,1

they're not here to, you know, discuss this at this

12

time, but you1re free to discuss this with them

13

for the MRA to become autonomous as directed in the

14

plan and what kind of steps we could take to make it

15

autonomous.

Ib

The prirne directive in the implementation

17

plan was to hire an executive Director funded at

18

five -- $50,000.

19

the cost of living has increased by then, so maybe

20

it's going to be kind of hard to get an executive

21

director for 50,000, but that's what's in the plan.

22

Okay.

23

approved.

24

a matter of putting the dollars behind the position.

25

This was in 2000.

I can see that

I can't ask for anything more than what you
The position has been approved,

And why do I want the position now?
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1

asking now?

Because there's a lot coming on board

2

in Wailuku.

Just recently we had the Main Street

3

curb installation and pipe installation, and it was

4

quite a mess.

5

notify any of the businesses on Main Street,

6

although it was publicly noticed.

7

person to hold your hand through the process, to

8

call to answer, why is this machine knocking down my

9

wall, my window cracked, who can I call, what can I

And I didn't see anyone coming to

There wasn't a

10

do.

1J

a face, someone you can go to, complain to, and also

12

to work with.

13

I think the agency is needing a public persona,

We

hav~

a public image that's unfulfilled and

14

I feel we're like the water board.

15

has their water director, they're autonomous, and

16

they do the work with their water commission.

17

rely almost 100 perdent on the Planning Department,

18

which I'm so grateful for, because without their

19

help and withbvt the help·of the community, we

20

wouldn't have been able to implement the plan.

21

we really are grateful for their steadfast loyalty

22

to the MRA.

23

The water board

We

And

The -- I requested the position of the

24

executive director in our January and February

25

meetings.

We had discussion,

~e

have consensus that
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We were going to discuss it in

1

that's what we need.

2

our Harch meeting with the budget of 300 --

3

MR. TAGUCHI:

4

MS. OHIGASH!:

Three miilutes.
~...,;;.

74,000 ",mci at our March meeting it was

5

scrapped and exchanged for a planner position.

6

support that planner position, I think it's needed.

7

That planner position will be at 70-percent benefit

8

to the MRA.

9

executive director to work with the planner to

I

I think the MRA can use our own

10

empower the agency, qnd that's what I ask for you

11

today.

Any questions?

12
13

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Ms. Ohigashi.
Questions for Ms. Ohigashi on her testimony?

14
15

We have been presented a portion of the revised

16

adopted MRl\ document as well as draft attachments

17

regarding budget considerations for this year.

18

qllestions, Members, at this time?

Okay.

19

MS. OHIGASHI:

Can I clarify the two budgets?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

! was going to say

21

MS. OHIGASHI:

Okay.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

23
24
25

Any

-~

thought yOU ju.:'?t shared that this was

scrapped?
MS. OHIGASHI:

The 374,000, I wasn't at the meeting -- I

have to explain.

I have a caregiver for my mother.
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1

I was at the meeting from 1:00 to 4:30, and I had to

2

go.

3

packet..

4

was not in our packet.

5

discuss it, so that's why I'm here today.

This was never discussed, which was in our
Instead the Planning submitted this, which
So I never had a chance to

I'm available to meet when the Planning

6

7

Department comes to go, but Planning is Planning.

8

am not in opposition to what they want to do for

9

their expansion.

I applaud their efforts.

But this

10

is the MRA, this is apples and oranges.

11

different

12

head, and that's what I'm requesting, that we

13

fulfill that.

14
15
16

agencie$~

We are currently without a

MRA,

is

My comments would be that the agency, the
the head.

17

MS. OHIGASH:r:;

Yes.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You can

19

It's two

Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

hav~

""- .request supporting staff,

including an executive director.

20

MS. OHIGASBI:

Uh-huh (affirme>.tive r'esponse) .

21

CHAIR HOKAMl\:

But I would expect the agency, then, to be

22

the responsible and accountable entity to implement

23

the plan.

24

MS. OHIGASHI:

Right.

25

CHA,IR HOKAMA:

And therefore your -- what are -- what
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1

you're saying to us this morning is that you want to

2

be weaned off from Planning.

3

telling you what to db,

4

do -- you want to be in control of within the

5

district you have been --

So instead of Planning

you want to say what to

6

MS, OHIGASHI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

anointed with the responsibility for?

8

MS. OHIGASHI:

We are the agency that was anointed with

9

I think that's the idea.

the responsibility.

We have been relying on

10

Planning, which has been great, but I think now is

11

the time to start taking those steps towards

12

autonomy.

13

it's a development corporation or what, is unknown.

14

The

15

but definitely we have work to do.

16

a -- it's our own staff.

17

lots of benefits, and I have them listed.

18

Gladys, I kind of rushed them out this morning.

19

I can put them in proper format and submit them to

20

you for your review.

21

you know, the agency has a lot of work to do,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

What that will be down the road, whether

Okay.

It can serve as

It can provide us with
Like
And

That would be fine.

Any qUestions, Members?

I'm going to digest

this and --

24

COUNCILMEMB8R MATEO:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

ChairmEtn.

-- of course, give you my recommendations
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1

later.

rv:rr.

2
3

Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

4

Good morning, Ms. Ohigashi.

5

MS. OHIGASHI:

6

COUNCILME;:MBER MATEO:

7

MS. OHIGASHI:

8

CQUNCILMEMBER 1'1ATBb:

9

Good morning, Danny,

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12

MS. OHIGASHI:

15

And I guess you ha.ve already had the

discussion witJ1 the other
MS. OHIGASHI:

14

You're testifying i3.san individual?

Yes, I am.

10

13

Thank you, Chairman.

memb~rs

as well?

Yes; we have.
Is

yo~r

And I did notify them by phone yesterday

that I would be coming.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

are their

So is

the same way that you do?

Do they feel

I mean, do you --

16

MS. OHIGASHI:

I have the minutes for ourc)anuary meeting

17

and our

18

consensus

19

Planning pepartment was we start discussions, and

20

they handed Qff this budget.

21

support us, I'm sure.

22

to do of their own,

23

with variance boards and planning commissions that

24

they would probably love to see us have our own, you

25

know, director.

Febr~ary
th~t

meeting, and I think there is

we need this.

All I asked from the

So their intent is to

I'm sure that they have much
They are stretched to the max
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But I can see that they can't just send out

1
2

into traffic.

3

going to be able to dtiveour tricycle through and

4

survive.

5

be a process to develop.

6

own funding.

7

funds out there, CDBG, Federal grants, whatever

8

there is to make us sustainable.

9

the first step, that's all I can say.

10

We're just five years old.

We're going to need them.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

Chair.

Wait one second; please.
Mr. Mateo, are you done?

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Yeah,

Ie

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

17

Okay.

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILIv1EMBER PONTANILLA:

19

Thank you, Chair.

Stephanie, I'm looking at, you know, the
handouts that were passed to us.

21

MS. OHIGASHI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

So I think this is

Thank you.

15

20

We need to look for our

We need that director to apply for

12COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

It's going to

Thqhk you, Chair.

11

13

We're not

Yes, yes.
On table 2, I noticed that some

of these projects are completed.

24

MS. OBIGASHI:

Yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBE,R PONTANJ;LLA:

For ihstance, the public
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1

restroom.

.2

MS. OHIGASHI:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

Right.
As well as the police

substation.

5

MS. OHIGASHI:

Right.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Other than that, anything else

7

that has been completed?

8

made available to do this?

9

MS. OHIGASHI:

And how was the funding

A lot of it was through the Office of

10

Economic Development, through Yuki Lei Sugimura, who

11

went after Federal funds.

12

ran with it, and a lot of our projects were

13

completed thrQugh her efforts:

14

police substation, the street festivals, the Wailuku

15

photo book.

16

have kind of felt a little void there.

17

know, we still have lots of work to do, and then

18

there's a second phase of Happy Valley Which we need

19

to have public hearings, get public input, we need

20

the help of Main Street to start that public

21

dialogue and work up our beautification plan,

22

although there are some things in -- set like curbs

23

and sidewalks, but certainly there's lots more to

24

do.

25

And she took the ball and

the mini park, the

And so since she has left, I think we

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

But, you

Thank you.
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1

MS. OHIGASHI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

MS. OHIGASHI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

Thank you.

Okay.

Anyone else?
Stephanie,

Are you involved in the centennial

celebration?
MS. OHIGASHI:

9

COUNCILMEMaER JOHNSON:

Yes, I am.
Okay.

Because I know that there

is monies, I believe, in the Mayor's budget --

11

MS. OHIGASHI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

Ms. Johnson.

Yes.

8

10

Thank you, Chair.

Yes.
-- set aside for the centennial

ce~ebration.

14

MS. OHIGASHI:

Yes.

Yes, there,is.

15

CouNCILMEMBf,R JOHNSON:

Hqw would that relate to; you

16

know, what we're looking at here?

17

one would be administrative expenses ---

18

MS. OHIGASHI:

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

in events, so --

21

MS. OHIGASHI:

Because I realize

Yes, yes.
and you're looking for support

No, I'm not looking for support in events.

22

I think that there's only one thing here that we're

23

looking at, and that's the executive director

24

position for $50,000.

25

put this together, and this is a repeat of the 2003

The program now -- Planning
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1

budget that was given to you years ago and it's

2

almost the same,

3

festivals at

4

proposed, but we never discussed.

5

Sa I'm not requesting street

all~

This is something that they

I think the centennial is Countywide, CQunty

6

Pride, and it will go to Molokai, Lanai, wherever.

7

So it's not going to be just focused in on Wailuku.

8

The direotor position is strictly a County agency

9

with a position going unfulfilled.

10

COUNCILMEr1BER JOImSON:

And I think --

So they would -...., they would not,

11

then, Stephanie, be looking at any kind of role in

12

terms of the events?

13

infrastructure?

It would just be strictly

14

MS. OHIGASHI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MS. OHIGASHI:

Thank you.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any other questions for the testifier?

18
19
20
21

Yes.
Qkay.

Thant you.

Seeing none, thank you very much, Ms. Ohigashi.
MS. OHIGASHI:

Thank you for the opportunity and have a

nice weekend.
CHAIR. HOKAli1A:

22

Bye-bye.

We will, thank you.
Next we have Ms. Leanne Magliba.

23

if I'm mispronouncing your name.

24

please, thank you.

25

MS. MAGLIBA:

Aloha.

I am sorry

Correct me,

Good morning, everyone.

Good
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1

morning, Council.

2

there.

3

Good morning to everyone out

My name is Leanne Magliba.

I am with Big

4

Brothers, Big Sisters.

5

Wailuku.

6

Pretty much our mission statement is:

~

I

I'm program coordinator in

I'm here to testify for MEO's funding.
Mission of

Big Brothers, Big Sisters is to make a positive
~nd

8

difference in the lives of children

the

9

youth with the use of one-on-orie mentoring that

10

unites committed volunteers and children in

11

assisting them in achieving their highest potential

12

as they grow to become confident, competent and

13

caring individuals.

14

putting a friend in a child's life, ahd it's as

15

essential as putting

16

Our work is as elementary as

hop~into

a child's future.

MEO is -- has really great impact on our

17

program and -- and is one of the great reasons why

18

we are so successful right now.

19

that I would like to let you know

20

up in our program.

21

on Maui like Big Brothers, Big Sisters, Boys and

22

Girls Club, because there isn't much out there on

23

the island.

24

keeps them out of troUble, keeps them from turning

25

to, you know, to drugs, to gangs, pregnancy.

One of the things
lS

our numbers are

Children need a positive program

Growing up here, I know that.
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35

MEO pretty much has helped us in a way where,

2

you know, children use MEa because, of course,

3

parents don't have that use -- some don't have a car

4

or they're at work, you know.

5

for single parents, but as the years went on, we've

6

opened it up to -- with children who have both

7

parents because, you know, with the future now,

8

having a home is so expensive, and so they work a

9

lot of hourS.

Our program was made

So they are in also

just

their children

10

are also in the program as well as all the children

11

in the low income houses.
Our nonprofit agency also could use MEO for

12
13

some of our out-of-program sites for activities like

14

our Christmas party at the Hard Rock Cafe, who we

15

work with, or Hula Bowl dinner.· And because of

16

MEO's low numbers of use, we have to go to other

17

agencies, and their rates are as high as $650.

18

as a nonprofit organization, we can't, you know,

19

afford that.

20

possible for the funding, if it was to go, it would

21

be

22

nonprofit organizations.

23

them.

24
25

a

And

So with MEO helping Us out, if it was

great thing for us, as 0ell as for other
We are here to support

I'd also like to thank Victor and Gladys and
MEO for always being there and for giving our
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1

continuous support.

2

with -- for you guys.

3

us out.

4

Thank yoU.

5

Again, thank you for hearing

Have a great morning and a great weekend.

CHAIR HOKNJ1A:

6

And I would like the same

Thank you, 1Y1s. Magliba.
Any questions for our testifier this morning?

7

Thank you very much for being here.

8

MS. MAGLIB.A.:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Next we have Ms. Sally Raisbeck.

10

MS. RAISBECK:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MS.

15

Good morning,

Members.

12

14

'thank you.

Good morning.

RAISB~CK:

My name is Sally Raisbeck.

Wailuku.

I live in

I'm testifying as an individual.

I was watching the hearing on my TV and

16

decided -- I was here at

17

testified in favor of MEO's transportation program,

18

especially for the elderly, and I wanted to add my

19

little bit that my sister lived 20 years out in

20

Haiku in the Ulumalu area.

21

to drive, she loved that place so much, she couldn't

22

bear to move into town with me for quite a while,

23

And during the maybe two years she was considering

24

that decision, she used the MEO buses regularly to

25

come into town for

~-

~octor's

when many people

When she became unable

appoint~ents,
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1

into town for grocery shopping, to all the necesSary

2

things that when you're elderly and can no longer

3

drive become a real problem in Maui County.

4

fills that need beautifully.

MEO

I know other elderly people in Pukalani and

5
6

Makawao who depend on that service.

7

simply want to say that I have personal reasons for

8

thinking they do an enormously good job of providing

9

services for the elderly.

I can't speak for the

10

youth, but for the elderly

t~ey

11

Thank you.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I -- I

do a wonderful job.

'thank you, Ms. Raisbeck.
Any questions for Sally this morning,

13

14

Members'?

Thank you for being here, Sally.

Is there anyone else that would like to

15
16

provide testirnony this mo:!;'ning, the 8th of April,

17

2004?

18

Seeing none, testimony will be closed for

19

20

this day.
(?):

No objections.

21
22

.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

. END

O~

PUBLIc TESTIMONY

Okay, Members, I think we should start with

23

the Department -- or the continuation of the review

24

of the Transportation Department.

25

DEPARTMENT
-,
....
....
~~--:-

OF TRANSPORTATION
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Agsalog is not here, but we will ask

2

Mr. Ginoza for his comments this morning to the

3

Committee.

4
5

Mr. Ginoza, any comments?
MR. GINOZA:

Oh, no, I said my piece last time at the

6

prior meeting

7

so that's all I have at this time.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay,

or at the beginning of the meeting,

Members, their budget program is on

19-4, De"tails 19-1.

1,

remember we had

10

discussions -- I think as we left off part of the

11

discussion at the earlier meeting was how this

12

Department through this Administration was being

13

involved in areas that was related to surface

14

transportation or water transportation, including

15

ferries.

16

I believe there was some comments about

17

whether or not we should be exploring areas that

18

we -- is within the jurisdiction of the State

1q

Department of Transportation, as well as the State

20

Department of Land and

21

regards to recreational and small boat harbors

22

programs.

23

Natur~l

Resources as in

I believe the Director was stating their

24

participation to try and secure some Federal funds

25

and that they were working with various agencies of
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1

State and Federal government and private sector.

2

And that is my recollection that I believe as we

3

ended the discussion.
At this time are there any questions for the

5

Director in regards to that past discussion that we

6

ended on at the earlier meeting?

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I know that you have gotten into

8

these areas like, let's say, the discussion of the

9

ferry and some other transportation alternatives.

10

One of the things that this Council has funded in

11

the past has been our air ambulance, which is --

12

again, you know, is

13

could say, is a State function.

14

all in any of the oversight with that particular

15

aspect of transportation in helping to facilitate

16

should the Legislature release their money to the

17

County to fund that?

18

that?

19

MR. GINOZA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

ZI

MR. GINQZA:

-~

te~hnically,

I guess you

Are you involved at

Are you at all involved in

Chair, may I respond?
Mr. Ginoza.
the budget is within our budget, as you can

22

see.

Up to now the -- the leg work has been

23

primarily handled from the County's end with the

24

EAs, the Mayor's EAs, and my involvement has been

25

mainly just -'-- not so much oversight, I guess, as
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1

they1d inform me of what has been happening.

2

that once it got to far along down the line, then I

3

get more involved.

4

now I'm increasing my involvement, but it's still

5

primarily within the Mayor's EA's hands.

6

that's where it's at right now.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSoN:

And

And so it's at the point where

Okay.

so, yeah,

So if I understand

correctly what you're saying, then, once it becomes
9

a reality, then you would have more of a hands-on

10

role because there would be something to actually

11

look at and manage?

12

MR. GINOZA:

Yeah.

Because it was so kind of nebulous,

13

you know, it -- they kind of spearheaded that

14

because it was something that they had -- had prior

15

to my being here had been already heavily into.

16

they continued that until basically it got to the

17

point where the State funding would be released.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right,

So

At some --- at some point

19

in tims( assuming that the monies are released and

20

assuming that this does then fall more under your

21

purview, Would you also be involved -- if future

22

funding is required on the part of the State in

23

order to offer the service, would you be involved in

24

actually helping to seek grants or try to provide

25

other funding in this particular area?
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1

MR. GINOZA;

Chair, may I respond.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. GINOZA;

Mr. Ginoza.
Yeah.

Our Department is pretty much looking

4

fo~

5

to be able to try to supplement

V

r

supplant county funding that's already being

7

provided.

8

that would directly involve such air ambulance

9

service, yeah, our Department would be involved in

whatever transportation grants are available and
o~

to an extent

And while so far I haven't seen anything

10

trying to secure monies from external sources of

11

funding similar to how, you know, with the MEO

12

services, we have oversight because We provide

13

maintenance of the -- the County grants, but they

14

basioally rUn the service;

15

type relationship where we wouldn't be involved with

16

operations of it, but just the oversight and trying

17

to seek additional funding elsewhere.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It woUld be a similar

One of the areas that I could

19

possibly see, even though it may be a stretch, is in

20

the area of Homeland Security, particularly with

21

disaster preparedness and ability if there were some

22

kind of an assault or attack or whatever it may be,

23

SOm:e kind of an emergency that would necessitate

24

evacuating people from one part of the community to

25

another.

I know we have unexploded ordnance on
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1

Kahoolawe.

2

wouldn't necessarily be involved with Homeland

3

Security, 1 think that the federal government has in

4

the past helped to clean up the island.

5

my fear would be that sometimes if they are

6

unexploded ordnance, if people were to actually gain

7

acce$S

8

with som~ of the materials that are left behind.

9

I am looking at it from that perspective, although

to

Even though that's something that

And I guess

the island, you know, what could they do

10

it may be a stretch.

11

there is any way that that could be tied into

12

potential funding,

So

I would certainly ask that if

that we explore that.

13

The other question that. I have, and it may

14

not be within your purview because I know that we

15

have put in money for the acquisition of a corridor

16

in West Maui at least for the purchase at Ukumehame

17

for that land.

18

the more important section that I would regard as

19

really relating to the safety and security of moving

20

the Pali farther away from the ocean and securing

21

that as the first leg of a corridor.

22

Some of it would be deemed park, but

Having said that,

I also look at this

23

corridor not necessarily for just transportation

24

alone, but also transit so that if there's either

25

light rail or other potential for providing some
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1

means of getting people from one part of the island

2

to West Maui.

3

Department had any role at all in exploring those

4

possibilities within the context of that land

5

acq~isition

6

MR. GINOZA:

'7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. GINOZA:

9

Would your Department or has your

and relocation of the highway?

Mr. Chair, may I answer.
Mr. Director.
We've -- we've had some role in the

Honoapiilani realignment study, and basically

or

10

yesterday I had some discussions with the State

11

about what they're doing about that corridor between

12

especially Ma'alaea -- yeah, Ma'alaea to Puamana,

13

because of that being the -- primarily the only

14

route available to West ~aui.

15

are in the process of eng~ging into a corridor study

16

for that

17

Planning Department had kind of spearheaded prior to

18

that because of the State not really focusing on

19

that up to now.

20

was this past week we -- they kind of brought us in

21

to -- to see where we can be involved more.

22

-~

that area.

And that's where they

It's something that the

And so I don't know -- I guess it

But that's where, if you look at what the

23

Charter says, basically for us it would be to

24

coordinate with the different State and

25

Federal agencies with the.other County departments
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1
2

to try to seek follow through and execution.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSQN:

Okay.

And then you'd also be

3

looking at the potential for any other type of

4

transit that would be able to work within, you know,

5

that funding, such as light rail.

6

MR. GINOZA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

very much.

9

Yeah.

MR. GINOZA:

COUNCILHEMaER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

I

appreciat~

your work.

Thank you.

this time?
Ms. Tavares.

15

COUNCILMEMBER 'rAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

Thank you

Mr. Carroll, questions for the Director at

14

20

Okay.

Thank you.

10

13

Anything else.

No.

Mr. Pontanilla.
No, not right now.

Mr. Nishiki.
Are we now away from those areas

that
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was going to say if there's nothing more

22

that you may have a question regarding the previous

23

meeting, I'm ready to move forward with the more

24

specific review of the request.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

I don't have anything for the
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1
2

prior.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

3
4
5
6

9
10
11
12

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA;

No, not on the ferry.

My qtiestion

relates to the expansions.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

7
8

I'm ready to move.

':Phank you.
Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chair'man, thank you.

Maybe if I

could just one question to the Budget Director, Mr.
Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Budget Director( I have a question for

you, please.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

MR. AGSALOG:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MA'l'EO:

Good morning, Mr. Agsalog.

You had to ask.
Just wanted to

-~

on page 19-1 of

16

the details, is there a specific reason why it's

17

incomplete?

18

CHAIR HOKA.MJI.. :

ReferenCe, please, again, Mr. Mateo.

19

COUNCILMEMBERMATEO:

20

MR. AGSALOG:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. AGSALOG:

19-1.

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
If the councilman is referring to 19-1

23

details?

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

MR. 1\GSALOG:

Yes.

I1"lcomplete in what way, Mr. Chair?
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1
2

CQUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Your $alaries

~-

salaries and wages

are not -- are not included, and your totals are not
there.

4

MR. AGSALOG;

Mr. Chair, maybe in the process of us

5

redacting the copies that you have, because in our

6

copies here I could see that it has those numbers.

7

So maybe if we had over-redact the -- the line, so I

8

will be able to provide.

9

suggestion from the councilman from Upcountry that

Again, that comes with the

10

we should have annotated which one is redacted or

11

not, Mr. Chair.

12

get t.hose numbers, since this salaries here are

13

salaries for appointed positions and it should have

14

not been redacted,

15

there, I can provide you with something that has the

16

numbers there, Mr. Chair.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And I will be more than happy to

So if you're showing a blank

Okay.

Thank Y9u, Mr. Director.

I

18

just wanted to, I guess, inquire because though it

19

was not showing on 19-1 details, it exists on 19-6

20

of the program, so I didn't know why one was showing

21

and the other was not.

22

MR. AGSALOG:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. AGSALOG:

25

ME, Chair,
Mr. Budget Director.
Mr. Chair, I really appreciate the

detail-oriented eye of the councilman from Molokai
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1

that, you know, yes, those should have been showing

2

because my understanding from OPI, appointed

3

positions should be showing their -- their salaries

4

and -- except for the civil service, Mr. Chair.

5

I'll be able to provide you with the unredacted

6

version,

7

COUNCILMEMBER

8
9
10
11
12
13

Thank you very much, Mr. Agsalog.

Mr. Director, good morning.
MR. GINOZA:

Good morniDg.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I guess during testimony this

morning you had heard that -- from Mrs. -CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo, may -- I'm sorry for the

interruption.

14
15

MATEO~

And

Staff, do you have a comment?
MS. KOLLER;

Yes, Mr. Chair.

Sorry for interruption, but

16

I just wanted to comment regarding that, the total,

17

why it was redacted.

18

derive a salary of an individual that is a protected

19

class, I think that is probably why that total

20

was -- Was removed.

21

information,

22

can provide that at a separate time.

When you have -- when you can

But if you need to have that

We do have a confidential copy and we

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.
Mr. Chair.
Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILM~MBER TAVARt~S:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

6
7
8

One second, please, Ms, Tavares.

Go ahead.

Mr. Mateo, do you have anything?

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
yield to Member
CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's on the salary business.

Okay.

No.

Thank you very rnuch.

I'll

Tavar~s.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

10

Staff just made,

11

service positions, but it is not true for the

12

appointed positions

13

what every appointed position salary is.

14

just by coincidence reading through the Salary

15

Commission

16

it lists the salaries of the Director and the

17

Deputy; 80,000 and 76,000 respectively.

18

public record and I don't believe that that rule

19

applies to appointed positions for the departments.

20

But, I mean, it may be -- I know we do it --

21

to do it for civil service, but I'm not -- I'm not

22

convince that had we should have that redacted

23

bedauss it is a matter of public record what

24

deputies' and directors' salaries are.

25

should -- need clarification on that part.

r

minut~s,

On that statement that

think that is

becau~e

t~ue

for the civil

it is public record,
And I was

which is a public document, and

And it is

Maybe we
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1
2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel, are you prepared to

give a response at this time to the members?

3

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

No, not right now.
Members, it's a little ea:t:'ly, but

5

the Chair will ask -- will take our mid-morning

6

break at this time.

7

10:20.

(Gavel. )

8

RECESS:

10:07 a.m.

9

RECONVE~E':

:

10

We shall stand in recess till

10 : 26 a. In .

CHAl R HOIZAMA:

We shall reconvene this Budget

(Gavel. )

11

and Finance Committee meeting for the 8th of April,

12

2004.

13

conTInents about certain redactions that were done in

14

the budget, some of the budget documents.

15

you for the brE,:ak.

16

counsel the ability to have Sortle discussion t.o be

17

able to respond to this committee at this time.

18
19

Prior to the recess, Members, we did have

And thank

It allowed staff/corporation

Corporation Counsel, if you would, please.
MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And thank

20

you for giving me an opportunity to get caught up on

21

the issue.

22

redactions.

23

Transportation, there are listed three salaries:

24

Director, Deputy Director, and Clerk Typist.

25

on the information on these details, the Clerk

Staff was correct regarding the
If you notice for the Department of
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1

Typist position appears _.- appeared to be a civil

;2

service position,

3

redacted out.

4

out because by subtracting the Director and the

5

Deputy Director's salary from the total, you would

6

be able to figure out what that Clerk Typist

7

position salary was, so that's why the total Was

8

also redacted.

~Q

that's why that salary was

And then the total was also redacted

However, as I was discussing this matter with

9

10

staff, I discovered that the details are in error.

11

This position, the third position for a Clerk Typist

12

should actually read private secretary.

13

that the private secretary is an appointed position,

14

the salary should -- it should appear in your

15

details, in the public's details as well as the

16

total now,

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And given

Corporation Counsel, Council last year

18

approved a position that normally would come under a

19

collective bargaining agreement, which is a Clerk

20

Typist, would come under a classification and salary

21

rang$ that was what was requested, that was what was

22

funded.

23

position, although there was no incumbent currently

24

at that time, were there any requirements for

25

consultation with the union, appropriate union, or

Conversion to a non-bargaining unit
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1

as part of Section VIII of the Budget Ordinance, or

2

would Council have been required to be advised by

3

the Department?

4

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Mr. Chair, I am aware that there

5

are steps that need to be taken with Personnel when

6

converting a civil service position to an appointed

7

position.

8

first time I'm hearing abOut this change, I'm not

9

sure what steps were or were not taken.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I am not sure -- because today is the

OkClY.

Thank you.

Staff will forward to

11

the Department or the appropriate area a request for

12

explanation on the changes made without consultation

13

or informing Council and whether or not we should

14

have been according to Section VII of the Budget

15

Ordinance, which, again, Members, is County law.

16

Let us move forward to the Administration's

17

pottion of the Department's tequest.

18

your details, Members.

19

details.

20

19-6 in the program area and 19-2 in the details,

21

you can figure out what that third position would be

22

making.

23
24
25

It is 9-2 on

It begins on 9-2 of the

As Mr. Mateo did indicate, if you compare

Mr. Director, Mr. Ginoza, are there any
comments at this time?
MR. GINOZA:

As far as
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. GINOZA:

Regarding administrative requests, please.
Sure.

Basically tor the two proposed

3

expansion requests, I alluded to that in my -- in

4

Our previous

5

help with the -- the modeling as we get into the

6

transportation planning software and just developing

7

scenarios and implementing or inputting the

8

attribute data into the model and working in

9

conjunction with an engineering staff.

meetin~

where the GIS analyst would

And I had

10

discussions with Bill Medeiros, the current GIS

11

administrator, and he had felt that based on his

12

current workload, that we needed sQmeone -- and

13

knowing what we -- what Was entailed and what we had

14

ehvisioned, that we needed a dedicated analyst for

15

the Department.

16

there.

17

And that's why that position is in

The second position is basically to monitor
th~

18

and make sure that

-- the public transit

19

initiative moves forward and that it's satisfying

20

the needs of the public.

21

this person going to, say, senior club meetings or

22

different community meetings to try to spread the

23

word and to just make sure that the maintenance of

24

the program is proceeding okay.

25

get into it, then that person can also explore

In addition, I envision

But, as we -- as we
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alternative modes of public transportation, though

2

currently the public bus mode is the -- the subject

3

or the one that the County has picked thus far.

4

this person can also aid me in whatever ferry

5

activities that we do get involved -- get involved

6

in in coordinption with the State and Federal

7

agencies.
That's it.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAHA:

And

Thank you, Chair.

To assist the Cotnrni t tee, Mr. Director,

10

maybe to help us understand the request for

11

resources and that we can make a decision on then

12

how you intend to manage that resource to achieve

13

your results, is -- share with us your comments on

14

what is the current Administration's interim policy

15

that you are working under and the direction that it

16

moves -- you feel your Department is moving in, so

17

that the Committee can then give you comment and

18

then members of the Council can decide on a formal

19

policy for this County that would assist a

20

transportation program.

21

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.

Mr. Chair, basically -- I kind of alluded to

22

that in my preaJllble, I guess( at the last meeting

23

where we currently are involved in the public

24

transportation and the -- you know, ferry,

25

falls into public transportation to some extent.
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But, ultimately, if you look at what the mandate of

2

the Charter reads, basically that the transportation

3

planning aspect of transportation should be as big

4

or bigger .- a bigger thrQst for the Department.

S

And that's why if you look at our requests that we

6

have submitted to Council in the supplementary

7

budget request as well as with this request in the

8

current -- in the Fiscal '05 budget, you can see

9

that we're trying to gear up for having that

10

function within our purview.

11

alluded to some other factors that we had been

12

involved in as well, but the main thrust would be

13

trying to promote public transportation as well as

14

looking at the planning aspect of public -- planning

15

aspect of transportation.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you,

But basically I

Thank you.
And I know you are a new

17

member of our administration, Mr. Ginoza, so let me

18

just share some comments with you on behalf of the

19

Committee.

20

all read the media's article and I ask you to take

21

it with a grain of salt because, again, it is not as

22

accurate as we would hope it would be.

23

And, again, Members, I'm sure you have

The Committee via the Council was transmitted

24

the Mayor's consideration and as Administration is

25

u.;3ing the word ".;3Upplemental" came through this
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COPlmittee on February 9th via the County Clerk

2

transmittal letter.

3

pressing needs before the Committee at that time was

4

Solid Wastes, their need for emergency funding for

5

Phase IV-A, Kelawea Street improvements, the concern

6

of the mini bypass for Paia, as well as the

7

roundabout project for South Maui.

8

we took up CDBG, which was part of our required

9

scheduling to meet the deadlines for Federal

10

11

submittal.

You're well aware that the

Right after that

Then we entered budget.

A supplemental consideration is normally when

12

you have additional funds that have not been

13

earmarked for consideration and a proposal comes

14

down with what to do with then the unappropriated

15

and unspecified use of revenue for a specific use.

16

The proposal that came down was to fund four

17

equivalent positions and eliminate $157,000 for

18

dialysis transportation services, which you had

19

deemed part of requirements to provide our

20

corn:rnunities.

21

That is the· facts.

And so I want you to know that in my opinion,

22

lYlembets, we have continued to be r.'esponsible in

23

addressing what comes forward to this Committee.

24

Again, because of the timing of approximately one

25

month we were entering buqget, it was the Chair's
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position and decision that it would be more

2

appropriate to take the general total picture and

3

then make our more appropriate assessment and

4

decisions and continually trying to decrease the

5

ability of the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget to meet its

6

responsibilities and address the needs of our

7

cOlrim1,Jni ty.

You're all aware we are on a credit watch by

8
9

the bond people.

It is not a healthy situation, in

10

my opinion.

11

five years to build up the credit rating of this

12

County to be able to fund projects on borrowed

13

money, and I would hate to see all of your efforts

14

aver the last five years to go down the tubes in Qne

15

year and get a reduced rating in the very near

16

future.

17

lot more to do business and it will take us a lot

18

longer to rebuild the confidence to restore the

19

rating we currently enjoy.

20

We have worked too hard over the last

It is my opinion it will cost this County a

Now, of course, you know as your chairman I

21

have a lot of comments when we talk about money,

22

about borrowing, but at that time I didn't believe

23

that taking away $157,000 for dialysis was fair for

24

an expansion of positions that we'll discuss at this

25

point in time on the new budget.
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1

And so I share that with you, Mr. Director,

2

that when we talk about supplemental, this was not

3

really a supplemental, but a transfer of existing

4

funds that was requested for your Department through

5

the Administration.

6

help us understand the request that is being put

7

forth, that if we can accept the policy that is

8

being set forth by you and your Department, Mr.

9

Di~ector,

And that's why we ask you to

and then we can place it on to the

10

financial requests, then we'll be able to make our

11

decisions.

12

But you need to help us provide the policy,

13

the mea$urements that you want to achieve so we can

14

match it up to, again, the financial resource

15

request as well as personnel count so that as you

16

manage the results you have, then we can make those

17

judgements and hold you and your Department

18

accountable on whether it makes those successes or

19

those failures.

20

The Charter does provide you the basic

21

framework to work from, and I think we need your

22

assistance so the Council can enact the appropriate

23

policy that your Department will be required to

24

implement.

25

for this Committee to recommend to Council what may

Until that is done, it will be difficult
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be a more appropriate request for consideration.
Questions on the Administration budget?

2

3

Molina, I believe this comes under your subject

4

committee.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

Thank you, Chairman.

Goad morning, Mr. Ginoza.

7

MR. GINOZA;

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

Mr.

Good morning.
Staying on the subject of the

Public Transit Specialist, in your opinion how has

10

Maui County grown in terms of public transportation

11

to where we now need this Public Transit Specialist

12

and -- I know you mentioned the description of what

13

this person will do, so I don't know if you could

14

elaborate a little further and then just for me to

15

understand the justification for this need.

16

just curious t is it

17

know, you and Mr. Medeiros, you both, I guess, are

18

taking on more duties and responsibilities, is that

19

part of the rationale for this?

20

MR. GINOZA:

21

CHAIR 11:0K,AMA:

22

MR. GINOZA:

bec~use

And I'm

I guess now that, you

Mr. Chair, may I respond.
Mr. Director, please.
Yeah, basically if you look at the current

23

public

24

awareness currently that the -- the general public

25

has, definitely I feel that there's

RALPH
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need to try to augment what is already some

2

awareness of the systerrl and to try to gain more

3

ridership.

4

Big Island, Hawaii county and Kauai County have

5

public bus transportation systems and a staff to

6

monitor that.

7

more mature than Maui County's because they've been

8

around much longer.

9

and Kauai I think from early -- the early '90's.

If you look at other counties, basically

And their $ystems, though, are much

Like Big Island was from 1978

10

And so as we try to -- Basically the way I

11

look at how we can relieve the traffic congestion

12

that, you know, we were kind of tasked with, is you

13

can either try to enhance or have public

14

transportation, you can build more roadways, or you

15

could really try to have mixed-use communities where

16

you would have, you

17

or whatever so that people wouldn't have to travel

18

as far.

know~

more industry in Lahaina

19

And so as we look at what would be, you know,

20

more of a near-term fixi public transportation seems

21

to be a likely candidate.

22

already now -- Mr. Medeir6s and myself, we don't

23

have the time to basically go and do what I feel is

24

necessary to try to promote the system adequately

25

and to try to give -- to put our best foot forward

And definitely as we
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2

as our County initiative.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So this request for the -- this

3

position, you have also -- Can I ask, have you based

4

it on some type of national public transportation

5

standard, or is it because there is -- you see an

6

increasing demand for public transportation to

7

justify the need for this position as well?

8

MR. GINOZA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA;

10

Mr. Chair.

MR. GINOZA:

Mr~

Director.

To be frank,

I have not compared it against

11

any standard because -- I haven't.

12

not compared it against any standard, I have just

13

looked at what -- what would be in the best

14

interests of the County in terms of, you know,

15

we're -- we're funding these different grants to

16

promote public transportation, but we need to make

17

sure that the tnaintenance.and the administration of

18

that is adequately pursued as well.

19

rationale for that, not so much against a national

20

benchmark.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOL1NA:

22

Director.

23

Okay.

Thank you.

So, yeah, I have

So that was my

Thank you, Mr.

Thank you, Chairman.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Are you just speaking right now to
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2
:j

4

the expansion position?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

You may ask anything under his

administrat.ive program, Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

I want to start with your

5

public transportation.

6

budget where all monies are being funded for this

7

program?

8
9

MR. GINOZA:

Can you guide me in the

If you look at what the current -- Oh, sorry.

Mr. Chair, may I respond.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. GINOZA:

Please do, Mr. Director.
The cu~rent what I WOUld consider the public

12

bus transportation program consists of basically

13

four County-funded

14

routes.

IS

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. GINOZA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

well, four County-subsidized

Two that are classify -- Oh.
In the budget --

Yep.
-- can you show me the amounts that

we are funding for public transportation?

19

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair, may I answer.

20

CHA.IR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

And if you could also assist

21

us, if you're able to, to highlight where in your

22

budget documentatton we could find that, please.

23

MR. GINOZA:

If you look at page 19-7.

24

CHAIR HOKAtvlA:

25

MR. GINOZA:

Okay.

Thank you.

19-7, the first line item, 19 -- I'm sorry,
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917704, Any Other Transportation Services, part 0;E

2

that 2.65 million

3

that Wailuku-Kahului public shuttle that I had

4

alluded to.

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

M~.

GINOZA:

well, for this year number is

So what is that breakdown?

That's what

-~

In

the~-

I'd say the last ten

7

contracts, it's hot been broken down to the

8

different programs, and that's what I've asked for

9

in the current year.

Because of what the -- I mean,

10

basically there's like ten programs within that 2.65

11

number.

12

with for the cost of the public transit -- or the

13

public shuttle program and what MEO comes up with

14

are in disagreement, and that's why I've asked to

15

break down the budget or the contract for that as we

16

try to move forward.

17
18
19
20

VICE~CHAIR

And basically the number that we come up

NISHIKI:

so I Can
CHAIR HOKAMA:

bre~k

Okay.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

MR. GINOZA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

it

out.

We shall put you.r request forward,

Mr. Nishiki.

21

24

Mr. Chairman, I want it broken down

That's under MEO transportation.

Yes.
What about any direct grants, where

is that represented?
MR. GINOZA:

In there, also?

Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HQKAMA:Mr. Director, please.

2

MR. GINOZA;

If you go dOwp to the final line item,

3

917729, Public Transit Program, that's where the

4

balance

5

program 1s.

ot

the County subsidy for the public bus

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

MR. GINOZA:

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

MR. GINOZA:

SO this is a direct grant?

Yes.
Given to?

Currently it's given to Akina, Akina Aloha

10

Tours.

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

So it's 321,756 is the direct

12

grant, and then your MEG

13

and tell us what it is?

on~

you're going to work on

14

MR. GINOZA:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

usage?

17

as a pass through for bus replacement for public

18

transportation?

Yes.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. GINOZA:

Okay.

What about money for bus

Are you getting any money from the Feds or

Mr. Director.
Mr. Chair.

Okay.

Yeah, basically, if you

21

look at page 19-3, on the very bottom, the 917717,

22

Bus Replacement Matching funds, that's where we're

23

requesting some monies to match the Federal funding

24

that is available for bus -- buses for the public

25

bus system.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

SO this quarter million dollars that

2

you're asking from the County is a portion -- is

3

what the County's portion would be to get additional

4

money also for bus replacement?

5

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
Yeah, basically the -- you know, the Federal

8

money for this is 5309 -- Section 5309 monies, which

9

requires an 80/20 match for this

kin~

of capital

10

expenditure.

11

up with that portion in order to utilize the rest of

12

the monies available.

13
14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So 20 percent is the County, so I

should times it by --

15

MR. GINOZA:

16

VICE~CHAIR

17

And so the County is required to come

Four~

NISHIKI:

four for the Federal?

And we get

this every year?

18

MR. GINOZA:

No.

19

CHAIR HOKAl"lA:

20

MR. GINOZA:

Well --

Mr~

Chair.

l'1r. Director r please.
Basically in the last two years we've been

21

able to get monies from the Federal government to

22

earmark for

23

equipment for this program.

24

1.082 million and then an additional 785,000 this

25

year, I believe.

the -- to get buses for capital
So last year we got

And so we're trying to access
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the -- the monies for this year -- or for last year,

2

the hundred -- or 1.08 -- it's actually 1.082046,

3

so, you know,

4

trying to access that mon~YI and then follow on with

5

the 785,808 which is available for -- for public

6

bus.

7
8

9
10

VICE-CKAIR NISHIKI:

just over a million dollars.

So we're

And right now the money given to

Akina is a direct grant and not a bid process?
CHAIR HOKAMA:
MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
From -- As a follow on to the -- It's

11

basically part of the pilot project that was started

12

before I got here.

13

determine whether or not public bus transit is a

14

viable enterprise within Maui County.

15

answer your question, no, it is not through a bid

16

process for this year.

17

years ago, and Akina -- Akina was the only bidder

18

for that.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21
22

And it's basically to just

And so to

It was, I guess, last -- two

And monies

We shall verify that information, Mr.

Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

And you've talked about a

23

direct grant rather than a bid process, because of

24

concern?

25

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.
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CHAtR HOKAMA:

2

MR. GINOZA:

Hr. Director.
Definitely as we use these monies or these

3

Federal dollars for equipment, it is incumbent on us

4

to utilize a bid process.

5

trying to figure out how to best to go forward

6

with -- you know, Hrs. Baisa alluded to trying to

7

get -- develop a brand and make sure that it's

8

recognizable.

9

can help to develop that brand where if we order

And that's where we're

And this is one as expect where we

10

vehicles that are of a certain nature, color scheme

11

or whatever that is recognizable, then we can go

1~

forward that way with the brartding side of it.

13

And definitely as we use Federal dollars for

14

this type of equipment, the operation side we cannot

15

just continue the pilot project in that we would

16

have to go through a bid process.

17

the -- once we get this equipment in, we'll, again,

18

as a continuation of the system, go through this bid

19

process for the operation and maintenance of the

20

program.

Thank you.

21

VJ:CE-CHAJR NISHIKI:

22

MR. GINOZA:

23
24
25

So I foresee in

For this next fiscal year?

It WQuld be for Fiscal '06 as we get the

equipment in the next ._- in the next year.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

You know, when you use the word

"incumbent," are we breaking any laws right now
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because we're not and we're awarding Federal monies?

2

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
I don't believe we are because we're not

5

using Federal monies at this point.

6

don't get this equipment for the Federal dollars

7

that we'd use for the Federal -- we'd use the

8

Federal dollars with until next year, basically.

9

And so right --

cu~rently

We won't -- We

we're not using our own

10

equipment.

11

maintenance and the lease of the vehicles, because

12

we do not have County vehicles that we supply to the

13

cont+actor, to Akina.

14

The contract specifies both operation/

So right now that 321,000 request would be

15

also including the lease of the vehicles because we

16

don't have vehicles to provide.

17

we move forward and are able to access these Federal

18

dollars, that the contract would be that we'd supply

19

the vehicles and that the

20

operation and maintenance, and that the lease

21

portion of it would be eliminated.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

But I envision as

cont~act

would only read

What would be the positive aspect of

23

going to bid and what would be the negative aspect

24

as -- if- we don't. go to bid?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.
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2
3

MR. GINOZA:

You mean this year or next year or just in

general?
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

My concern is that we're giving

4

out contracts to for-profit organizations, and

5

that's my concern.

6

you make a determination on why a certain entity --

7

If I was in business, I'd be concerned, tOQ, that

8

the County is giving a preference to a special group

9

for profitr and that's my Concern.

10

MR. GINOZAz

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. GINOZA:

But, anyway -- And then how do

Mr. Chair,
Mr. Director.

I -- To be honest, I had that same concern as

1:j

Well, and it was -- the rationale was that we -- it

14

was part of a pilot program that there waS no other

15

bidder for.

16

and try to determine how we go forward, we'd just

17

continue the process that we had adhered to in

18

prior

19

~-

And that as we continue this program

in the prior year.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI;

I can see if you go out and you get

20

no other bidder, but you've -- you've already

21

acknowledged the fact by ~our statement today that

22

you think that there will be no other bidders?

23

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. GINOZA;

f.1r. Director.
I'm not sure.

I mean, I -- There could be
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2
3

other bidders.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

How would you find out as the person

in charge, because you're representing this policy?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
For this year we were going to award it to

6

whoever would run the runs that we would run as part

7

of the pilot program, so that's how --

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

MR. GINOZA:

10
11

.As a grant Qr as going out to bid?

As a grant, yes.

VICE-CHAIR NISBIKI:

As a grant.

SO are you telling me that you have

already chosen somebody?

12

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair, yes.

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I've got concerns, Mr. Chair, and I

14

just want to make it known that it started off as a

15

pilot project, but I think it's about time that we

16

set policy and look at going out to bid.

17
18

.And l want to ask you what would not make it
feasible for us to go out to bid?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

20

MR. GINOZA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Nothing.
Thank you.

I'm done.

Thank you.
I would like to -- As best as your Chair can

23
24

recall, I would like to also be fair to the Akina

25

group.

I believe in their presentation at the
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1

earlier meeting, Members, I believe when they showed

2

some of their graphs that was highlighted on the

3

w~ll,

4

representative did provide Us was that -- I believe

5

was a contract consideration oi we go out for a

6

proposal-type consideration as one of the options,

7

if I recall correctly.

8

you, if you can please try and recall that that was

9

one of the proposals that the Akina represeptative

I believe one of the options that the

Anq. I just share that with

10

did present to you as one way to address public

11

transit.

l2
13

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Good morning, Kyle.

14
15

MR. GINOZA:

Good morning.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

In regards to your expansion on

17

the Public Transit Specialist, in your statement you

18

said that that particular person would be going out

19

and speaking to people in regards to the public

20

transportation or tran$portation in itself.

21

have a plan in regards to how do you change people

22

mind set from -- You know, we're so used to taking

23

our own vehicles

Do you

24

MR. GINOZA:

Sure.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: -- all of the time, you know, to
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work or wherever we go.

2

know, how you're going to approach this in regards

3

to trying to change people mind set and utilize the

4

P4blic transportation?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. GINOZA:

Do you have a plan on, you

Mr. Director.
If yOu look at just national averages about

7

who or percentages of population that uses public

8

uses public transportation,

I believe it's just

under 5 percent, like four and a -- 4.8 or so,

you look at.

10

depending on which source

11

never really going to get a large portion of the

12

population to use it.

13

in the, what, eight, nine months that I have been

14

here is that I don't know if in Maui's case the --

15

the ridership is due to -- or the -- you know, that

16

we don't have a grOS$ -- you know, a huge percentage

17

of the ridership being --percent of the population

18

being riders is due to the lack of public awareness

19

or just apathy toward a public transit type system.

20

So it's hard to say right now whether or not we

21

wouldn't see a big jump just -- just once people

22

find out.

23

And my

~-

So you're

my concern thus far

Part of it, too, is that if you look at when

24

you would use public transportation if you don't

25

have a car -- or, sorry, if you do have a car,
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basically, you know, like -- I mean, I -- I have a

2

car.

3

the market

4

Kahului.

5

car, or, you know, I have to wait for the bus and so

6

forth.

7

side where, you know, if I have to commute to

8

Lahaina every day or to Wailea every day and I would

9

be -- I wouldn't have to sacrifice the wear on my --

I wouldn't use it to go down to Long's or to
o~

whatever, you know, if I lived in

That would take, you know, five minutes by

But it would be more the -- the commuter

10

I mean, I would be able to sacrifice the wear on my

11

vehicle and the driving time to be able to ride such

12

a -- such a system where there would be regular

13

service for me to go to and from work with longer

14

distances.

15

the augmentation of ridership where we'd be able to

16

really get the traffic on the -- off the road where

17

we really need it.

18

That's where I see the need and maybe

So the

really, the -- the coordinator

19

would also

20

figure out where would -- where the best needs are.

21

I mean, you or I could try to determine what is the

22

best for the public, but unless we get -- we hear

23

from their

24

would ride or that is the way we would ride it, then

25

it's -- it's your or my guess.

or the specialist would also try to

their mouths that this is the way we

I mean, it's very
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1

difficult to say that -- you

2

or that you are right.

3

to solicit more public input to see where we could

4

generate the greatest ridership.

5

where we have not done that, Don or myself, in terms

6

of trying to solicit that type of support or that

7

type of feedback to see where the best way to expand

8

or enhance the system would be.

9

COUNCILMEMBER PON'rANILLA:

that I am right

And that that's why we need

So it's

that's

Thank you for that response.

10

You mentioned about commuters.

11

commuting between -,- I guess it used to be at the

12

stadium, where we transport the hotel workers from

13

the stadium to Lahaina?

14

MR. GINOZA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. GINOZA:

Do we still have

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director, please.
When you say "we," it's not the County that

17

supplies that.

18

transports people from the stadium, still, to the

19

west side hotels.

20
21

It's a Roberts private service that

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So that is still being -- being

utilized?

22

MR. GINOZA:

As far as I know, it's still being utilized.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

I was looking at the

24

possibility of providing, you know, public

25

transportation for those workers working in South
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1

Maui, Makena, Wailea Resort area.

If there is such

2

a bus system that could take, you know, these

3

workers to and from,

4

of the traffic congestion.

yeah, that would alleviate some

In that case, how do we work with a bus
6

service system to get that thing going?

7

your Department to approach or --

8

MR. GINOZA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

MR. GINOZA:

Would it be

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
Yeah, in the first nine months of our

11

existence, that's something that we've kind of

12

evaluated just from the three of us within the

13

Department to see how to best increase ridership and

14

awareness

15

that's one area where there's that potential for

16

additional ri.dership, is that -- that commuter run

17

from Central Maui to South Maui to compliment the

18

Roberts service.

19

once we get the buses and everything, we'd basica+ly

20

rollout a new -- And we'd -- we envision trying to

21

experiment with the current service to see what is

22

the best way to kind of permanently go forward from

23

this -- to basically springboard from this pilot

24

service.

25

tor the system.

And we've determined that

And that's where that service,

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay,
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MR. GINOZA:

So it's something that our -- Oh, sorry.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

MR. GINOZA:

No, go ahead.

It's something that our Department would

4

maintain and try to kind of map out what the route

5

structure and, you know, whether we maintain a hub

6

and poke -- hub and spoke type system and how we do

7

the routes.

8

different contractors or basically try to solicit

9

support from the public to see what would be the

And we'd work with basically the

10

best routes in general for the benefit of the

11

public.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you for that response.

13

And that I would assume would be part of your action

14

plans to do that?

15

MR. GINOZA:

That is correct.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

Okay.

Thank you.

Some of the other questions

th~t

I have,

I

18

think I'll put it in writing for a written response.

19

Thank you, Chair.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

We sh(.3.11 continue the

21

rounds until the members are satisfied, so you may

22

also consider asking that question in another round.

23
24
25

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I wanted to get to

~-

more

overall, general, basic understanding of the funding
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1

for this Department,where I noticed that some come

2

from General Fund and some funds come from the

3

Highway Fund.

4

in determining what expense or what was the amount

5

from each of the funds, or what were the criteria

6

used to say these shall come from highway funds,

7

these shall come from general funds.

8

get kind of an overview of that aspect.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:
MR. AGSALOG:

What criteria or parameters were used

If we could

Mr. Agsalog.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The determination of

11

the funding source for the Transportation was done

12

in our

13

fund would hub in a general type of transportation,

14

we have used the highway tunds to do that.

15

only two sources, which is the General Fund and the

16

Highway Fund.

17

determining it.

18

appropriation and we have just funded it with

19

regards to the use of the particular program, Mr.

20

Chair.

21

22
23

offic~.

And we have evaluated that if the

We have

We didn't use any percentage of -- in
I -- We have looked at prior

And there's no percentage involved there.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So were you limited by what you

could use from the Highway Fund?
MR. AGSALOG:

That'!':) what

that's What we were trying to

24

do.

25

the Highway Fund, b4t also getting it -- funding

We were trying to minimize what we can get from
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1

the -- the Transportation Department to a hope in

2

their -- in tryipg to eliminate more cars in the

3

streets, so that's how we worked it out from the

4

Budget Office.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

You know, when we raised the gas

6

tax last year by five cents a gallon, which a number

7

of uS took a little bit of flack for there for a

8

while, I think we did it with the thought in mind

9

that these

~-

this five cents a gallon would be used

10

for transportation, because that's allowed under the

11

useS for highway funds.

12

what that five cents a gallon generated, I forget.

13

the figure, if it was broken down.

14
15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I don't know what --

Do you recall?

I believe we calculated approximately $3

million more.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Three million.

Because I note on

17

all the -- in the breakdown of --

18

Fund and General Fund in this program, it's -- it's

19

like 3,9 or close to $4 million that are attributed

20

to this program from the Highway Fund.

21

look at the Highway Fund op the other side, Public

22

Works side, highways, we've all been noticing, I

23

think, a decrease in road resurfacing in the

24

districts, which Mr. Kane brought up last night or

25

yesterday.

betwe~n

Highway

Then if we

And so that's why I was wondering about
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is there a -- a set allotment out of that Highway

2

Fund that's going to go for transportation services,

3

or not?

4

you?

5

CHAIR HOKAMI\:

6

MR. AGSALOG:

And if you haven't set that, why haven't

Budg'et Direc.tor.
Thank you, Mr, Chair.

7

That -- I think that's a policy that we might

8

have to set, but on this proposed budget, we did not

9

set a formula as far as how much we could use for

10

the transportation -- implementing a transportation

11

system for the County.

12

been a -- maybe a better policy should we just say,

13

okay, $3,000 -- $3 million is for Transportation

14

Department in that source.

15

last year when this body enhanced the revenue for

16

the Highway Fund by increasing gas tax and using

17

that for funding some of our transportation

18

requests.

19

implement the intent of that particular action that

20

this body did, so

21

It is a

It would have

I' also remember that

And 1 believe that I am trying to

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Mr. Chair, please correct

22

me if I have a wrong impression, but the five cents

23

per gallon, I thought it was for transportation and

24

not for anything else.

25

that?

Was I correct in assuming

I mean, since I brought it up.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

The best that your Chair can recall,

Members, is that that. is very accurate, what you

3
4

have just stated, Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

And so because we -- you

5

know, our intent was that, and I believe that's what

6

our intent was, because we knew this was coming and

7

we had to find some sort of source of revenue for

8

this Department.

9

Administration should be looking at this as you know

So it would seem that the County

10

how many gallons are sold·per year, times five

11

cents, and that is the revenue for this Department

12

instead of hassling or hagering, negotiating with

13

pUblic highways -- Department of Public' Works,

14

Highways Division, to say that, oh, we can't give

15

you that money this year or we can't give you that

16

money that year.

17

plan if you don't know what your revenue stream is

18

going to be?

19

fluctuate from year to year, but at least that

20

there's a starting point.

21

that -- It would seem to me the easiest way to do it

22

at this point is to just have Administration say

23

that that's what it's going to be, since the intent

24

of the Council in putting in that increase was for

25

this Department[ basically, and that's their

And so they

-~

I mean, how do you

I mean, certainly it's going to

And I don't know if it's
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starting point.

1

Now, it's going to end up being supplemented,

2
3

as we can see.

4

the proposed budget, anyway, and if 3 million comes

5

from this gas tax, then there's 3 million that's

6

going to be supplemented by the General Fund, which

7

is -- to me, it's fine because included in all of

8

that is

9

in the past for our citizens of need.

QUr

Their total budget is 6,3 million in

transportation that was provided by MEO
So I don't

10

have a problem with that kind of, you know, use of

11

the General fund monies, but I think it might

12

help -- excuse me, help the Department if they knew

13

what their funding source was going to be and kind

14

of get an idea each year what they might expect.

15

thank you.
HQKAMA~

16

CHAIR

17

MR. AGSALOG:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA!

19

MR. AGS,ALOG:

So

Thank yew.
Mr. Chair.
1\1r. Agsalog.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And I think the

20

council membe,):' made a good point in that, and I will

21

try my best from the Budget Office to determine

22

those -- if we can set a formula, to do so and,

23

again, make it easier for everybody to understand

24

how all this revenue are used for the intent of this

25

body putting that money there, source of revenue
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there.

2

support that.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I assure you, will

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll.

4
5

And the Administration,

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLl,:

Thank you, Chair.

To either one

Good public transportation has always been

6

of them:

7

the holy grail of the counties to try to get a

8

system up that would move our people, get more

9

people off the highways.

10

into place.

11

coming into the third --

We put this pilot program

It's been two years now since this --

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This would be the start of the third year.

13

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thir"d year.

Big Island, Kauai qnd

14

Oahu both have systems, all three of them have

15

systems that work.

16

subsidized.

17

$120 million a year or something like that, but they

18

work.

19

and as near as I can tell, we seem to have learned

20

nothing from the successful programs.

21

that are poorly marked.

22

didn't even have signs where people can catch the

23

bus and get off.

24

could tell if it was a public transport bus or not.

25

I don't want to give -- I don't want to fund

All of them are heavily

I think Honolulu is subsidized, what,

We've had a program for three years over here

We have buses

We have poor routes.

We

The signage on the buses, nobody
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another penny.

2

our money all this time.

3

that you have a real plan and we shouldn't have

4

to

5

Well, we shouldn't have had to learn.

6

talking about basic common sense, if nothing else,

7

on how to design a transport system.

8
9

-~

I think we were just throwing away
And if you can convince me

And I heard the comment, well, we're learning.
I mean, we're

Everybody over here on this Council has gone
to workshops, I believe, and we've spent three years

10

and how mQch money and we have a system that to me

11

is a total failure.

12

already has a bad reputation,

13

starting off from scratch, we're starting off with a

14

system that has been run all this time that has a

15

bad reputation and people,you talk about it, they

16

say, oh, man, I wouldn't ride that.

17

tell me today that you're coming up with something

18

that answers all the questions and the problems and

19

have everything in line for the first day of July, I

20

don't think we should fund anything for this until

21

you can come back with a plan that works or that has

22

a good chance of success.

23

The ridership is dismal.

It

So we're not just

Unless you can

Why should we spend more money when the

24

Administration looks around and scratches their head

25

and say, well, how can we make this work better?
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1

This should have hit the ground running with the

2

knowledge that is available out there.

3

but unless all these questions could be answered, I

4

wouldn't approve one penny.
And I would hope that

5

I'm sorry,

and I don't expect

6

an answer now, because it would not be possible for

"7

you to give me an answer because this would need to

8

be written downj it would need to be a plan that was

9

delivered to the Council showing routes, how buses

10

are designated, the rationale behind the routes, how

11

buses are marked, stops, and something that the

12

other problems that have been talked about today.

13

But I think ali that needs to be clarified and all

14

that needs to be in place or the plan in place

15

pefore we fund U).is anymore.

16

And I don't expect an answer now.

17

would like, I'll submit written testimony later

18

outlining some of the other problems.

19

I think we've just -- we're just thrashing around

20

out there and there's no reason for this.

21
22
23

But basically

Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Carroll.
Ms. Johnson.

24COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
25

And if you

Yes,

I -- I -- you know, correct

me if I'm wrong, but I didn't think -- Is this
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1

correct that 0e funded the transportation program

2

for the last three years?

3
4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

This is going to be the third year,

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

This would be the third year, but

6

it's not that we have three full years that we've

7

completed?

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, again, it depends how you look at the

service that was

~-

that is also being provided by

10

MEO.

Some people may view that as part of a transit

11

program.

12

they consider themselves to be a specialized

13

transportation service provider, that they do not

14

wish to be considered part of a public transit

15

program, but in other people's minds maybe they

16

viewed MEO as such an entity.

17

are given to

18

transportation program has been a dedicated public

19

transit funding program.

20

talking about that component, I would say that this

21

is -- this year's request is for the third year's

22

consideration and that that specific program that

23

that entity has provided is completing its second

24

year.

25

Administration.

You've heard their comments today that

It's

-~

~-

The grant monies that

at this time to the Akiha program,

And so if you are just

It started at the end of the last
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's right.

This Administration decided to continue it.

3

And this is where we are at this point in time, Ms.

4

Johnson.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

And -that was my

6

recollection, Mr. Chair, that it began very late

7

I believe it was, you know, in Mayor Apana's

8

Administrat.:i-on, it was something that had come up,

9

because I remember going, you know, to the

10

presentation and at that point in time it was a

11

concept.

12

always saw this as a trial.

13

run, but I think from the presentation that we saw

14

from Akina, most of the

15

from my limited knowledge of transportation systems,

16

were pretty much outlined,in terms of the

17

identification of the -- you knowt there's no set

18

bus stops, sometimes the confusion in I guess MEO

19

buses sort of being semi identified with the Akina

20

transportation.

It was something that was a trial.

~-

And I

The numbers had been

the problems, at least

21

And am I correct, Mr. Ginoza, that the amount

22

of money that has been expended on the part of Akina

23

was, you know, quite substantial?

24

I don't -- Do you know the exact figure?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that correct?

Mr. Director.
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1

MR. GINOZA:

The exact figure of the total amount?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, I want to know what -- I

3

know that they had a huge loss, and the number

4

escapes me at this point in time.

5

MR. GINOZA:

So -- Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
I'm not aware of what the total amount is,

8

but basically I laud Akina for the effort they've

9

put into the public transit system.

I mean, I --

10

Just kind of referring to Mr. Carroll's comments,

11

but I don't believe that it's a cookbook recipe

12

that, you know, we follow another jurisdiction and

13

we're going to get it started.

14

like, the Kauai system, it started in 1990 and they

15

were offering ice cream and coffee to the riders

16

saying, please ride our bus, we'll give you some ice

17

cream, seriously.

18

promote or enhance their ridership very much.

19

If you look at,

And even then, it didn't really

What really helped them was Hurricane Iniki.

20

I mean, it's bad to say, but what happened was Iniki

21

had brought in a lot of Federal dollars and really

22

gave them a comprehensive· system, so that allowed a

23

lot of people to try it out.

24

Federal recovery money died out in about '96, their

25

ridership -- not died, but, I mean, it went down

And then once that
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1

sUbstantially because they didn't have the kind of

2

coverage they used to have.
And now they have a mature system, but it's

3
4

not something that we can say, okay, based on that,

5

I knowhow to do Maui; that we're going to do Maui

6

County this way and we -- I mean, we can hit the

7

ground running in some extent -- to some extent, but

8

there are shortfalls that we have seen in the last

9

couple

~-

I think it started August 2002 -- in the
ye~r

10

last two

-- or one and three-quarter years that

11

we see we need to improve.

12

I mean, it's definitely like from an outsider

13

looking in, because I started, you know, nine months

14

into -- I mean, nine months ago and not from the

15

beginning, you know,

16

know, I would

17

the County's fault that we did not give branded

18

vehicles and bus stops and so forth that we could

19

have provided on the infrastructure or the capital

20

side.

21

shortfalls there are and I -- yeah, I praise them

22

for being able to stick with the system.

23

h~ve

I see things that I -- you

tried earlier, but in part it's

And so I think we're realizing what

And, sure, we can put it out to bid and who

24

knows what it.'s going to be, but that's -- that's

25

the potential

~rawback,

I guess, is we don't know
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be once we put through the whole -- I

1

what it will

2

mean, through the whole process.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that -- that's where, you

4

know, I

kind of differ in my perspective of looking

5

at this.

6

government chooses not to do, which is provide a

7

public transportation system, you know, apart from

8

our special services that MEO provides, you need to

9

give them the proper resources.

If you're going to ask somebody to do what

And I

feel that

10

where we should have been subsidizing a public

11

transportation system, we've got a vendor that was

12

subsidizing our public transportation system.
And r

13

you know, I

don't mean to

14

second-guess anyone who's delivering a service, but

1!:l

in your estimation, how do other, you know, vendors

16

in other jurisdictions operate?

17

in and subsidize public transportation that, let's

18

say, a county or a jurisdiction chooses to provide,

19

or do they come in utilizing a bid system and say,

20

this is what it's going to cost you, and make a

21

proposal and then that goes out to bid, and then the

22

service, through a request for proposal, is paid for

23

by the jurisdiction that wants to use it?

24

the way it's done, or am I not understanding?

25

MR. GINOZA:

Do they just come

Chair, may I.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
I have concentrated my

~-

I guess benchmarks

3

to Hawaii because of the unique situation we have,

4

but if you look at other counties, like, for

5

instance, Hawaii County, they have a -- an

6

administrator, some staff, and a mechanic to

7

maintain the vehicles, and they basically contract

8

drivers for the service.

9

the private sector for the -- the operation side of

So in that sense they use

10

it.

11

their -- their paratransit and transit within the

12

County agency.

13

mechanics, so that's aspect or that view as well.

14

And if you look at Oahu, you know, they have that

15

OTS kind of -- this other entity under DTS,

16

Department of Transportation Services, so -- which

17

is really, I guess, kind of contract.

18

mean, it's not like you have to bid it out each

19

time.

20

little bit of both within the different counties.

21

Kauai, on the other hand, they handle both

So they have drivers, they have

Not really, I

So you can see there is -- there's kind of a

And so for Maui County,

I mean, unless you're

22

willing to all of a sudden have a lot of County

23

workers as drivers, mechanics, and so forth, we rely

24

on the support of the private entities that are on

25

Maui to provide that service.

And it's something
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~now,

1

that, you

Akina has been able to provide the

2

service with a level of County subsidy that is

3

provided to them, but it's -- it's something where,

4

you know, if we gave them a lot more money, we can

5

really see what -- what we could -- what is

6

available -- I mean, what is possible with public

7

transportation.

8

you know, here's a little bit, it's hard to say.

9

mean, it's -- without giving a lot -- you know, a

But, you know, by giving them a
I

10

substantial amount of money to market the system, to

11

try to -- to

12

to understqnd basically how can we improve it.

g~t

this awareness out there and to try

So we'Ve got this level to springboard from,

13
14

and it's something that I personally have been in

15

in the process of trying to put it into words and to

16

actually make a document that we could kind of use

17

and draw from to have a more -- without hiring a

18

consultant and trying to do a more formalized study,

19

to at

20

are some areas that we could improve on and to try

21

to bolster the system, in essence.

22

le~st

have an idea of where we're at and what

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

And I appreciate that,

23

because I -- I think one of the problems I've always

24

had with any kind of programs that we as a County

25

government give money to is that you either give
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1

sufficient revenue

2

MR. GINOZA:

Sure.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

~-

so that the program has every
And then if results are

4

opportunity for success

5

not produced, then you can say, well, okay, it

6

failed.

7

and then just throw money at the problem and hope

8

that it's going to be resolved through some miracle,

9

that's where I have a problem, because then that's

10
11

If you give only a portion of the funding

not a wholehearted attempt, either.
One of the questions that I have is that

12

Because in Mr. Nishiki's committee we have our

13

Traffic Impact Fee Ordinance where we would also be

14

able to generate revenues from,

15

development coming on line, would any of those

16

revenues -- And because we have a lot of visitor

17

accommodations that really, you know, create a lot

18

of this gridlock that we have, too, because right

19

now they don't" utilize any kind of bus

20

transportation.

21

your view, designate a portion of those funds into

22

this type of public transportation system so that --

23

EVen if it's tied specifically to,

24

industry, like let's say hotel constructiort, and say

25

that, all right, if a hotel is built or a timeshare

let's say, new

Would it be possible to also, in

I think, visitor
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1

is built, that th$ fees generated from that would

2

help to offset public transportation.

3

that as an option?

4

MR. GINOZA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. GINOZA:

Do you see

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
On the subject of -- of the USes of the

7

traffic impact fees, I'm not -'-- at this point I'm

8

not prepared to answer.

9

language tor the traffic impact fees, so I don't

10
11

I'm not well versed in the

know how to address that at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, in .'-- in the study that was

12

actually the transportation planning model that was

13

undertaken, it's a requirement from 1988 --

14

MR. GINOZA:

Yeah, I remember.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

-- that we have the two

16

transportation planning models, and then create the

17

funds into which those monies would go to be used

18

for improvements in those two specific areas, what

19

was South Maui and West Maul.

20

was much higher in South Maui in terms of the

21

visitor accommodation.

22

than it was in West Maui.

23

from what I gleaned by going through it with my

24

limited knowledge, would be that it was looking at

25

primarily roadways and infrastructure improvements

I think the formula

It was a much higher fee
But that study, at least
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1

in terms of concrete and asphalt and intersection

2

improvement and traffic signals and widening of

3

highways.
So I guess what I'm asking yoq is if there

4

5

was a mechanism that we could create to also say

5

thq.t those traffic impact fees could

7

percentage of them could also be utilized to provide

8

transportation solutions, would that be something

9

that you could support so that we would be able to

10

have sufficient revenues to do the kinds of things

11

we need to provide for the needs of the community as

12

w~ll

or a

as the visitors?

13

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.

14

CHAI,E HOKAMA:

15

HR. GINoZA:

Hr.

Director.

Yeah# I -- what I

-~

I guess what I was

16

trying to get at is I cannot speak with -- as an

17

authority on how we could use it.

18

had that steady stream of revenue to either just

19

maintain the status quo of the public bus or

20

whatever transportation system, or to try to enhance

21

that, it would be worthwhile.

22

that that would be super if we could.

23

I

Definitely if we

mean, I -- I think

Because to not have this type of public

24

transportation system is really requiring all of our

25

residents to get two cars.

I

mean, right now if you
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1

don't have two cars, what you going to do?

You're

2

going to walk to -- from Kahului to Lahaina or

3

what -- I mean -- And that's where I -- I truly

4

believe that we can make it work, it's just a matter

5

of we cannot just -- we don't have all of the

6

answers.

We're trying.

I mean, this is where we have some ideas.

7

8

Akina in their presentation had

9

things.

outline~

some

We meet with MEO and Akina on a regular

10

basis to try to understand where the opportunity is

11

to -- to bolster the

12

that's a very innovative idea that -- I'm not sure

13

that we could or could not with the traffic impact

14

fees, but that's something that I can definitely

15

look -- definitely look into.

16

don't -- I don't know it well enough to say with

17

authority that we could or could not.

sy~tem.

And that's -- I think

But at this time I

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

question.

20

they provided some kind of forum or have they been

21

willing to work on a lot of the transportation

22

issues relating specifically to their industry and

23

the impacts that their industry creates, such as,

24

you know, right now we have car

25

that are benefiting tremendously?

And this will be my final

In the visitor industry in general have

r~ntal

businesses

So have the
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1

people and the representatives in the various

2

segments of the visitor industry been supportive of

3

the direction of the Administration in terms of

4

trying to provide for the transportation of all of

5

our people, including the visitors?

6

MR. GINOZA:

....,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

8

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director .
If you look at the system currently

9

available, we talk about two routes that Akina has

10

run with -- with County subsidy, but what you need

11

to look at, too, as a

12

of, is they run four other routes that aren't

13

subsidized that basically run up and down the west

14

side and the south side service -- servicing the --

15

p:r:'imarily the tourist areas.

16

~-

as I'm sure you're aware

And so I haven't had much -- not complaints,

17

but, you know, much feedback from the industry

18

saying, where is my transportation for the people,

19

where is this, where is that.

20

members of the residential public sayi.ng, you know,

21

I want to get from here to there, how can I get

22

there expediently via public transit.

23

something that, you know, the tourist side is, to

24

some extent, I mean, to a great extent being

25

satisfied, that market, in terms of the

It's more, you know,

So it's
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1

transportation available for them.

2

I mean, if you have a -- say a family of four

3

coming from wherever and staying at Lahaina, chances

4

are you're not going to catch the bus to go to,

5

don't ktiow, Wal-Mart or something.

6

where they'd rent a car and that's where I think

7

they have

8

west side is adequately covered and the south side

9

to a great extent.

10

I

I mean, that's

they have that quite well, where the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that -- Go ahead.
And I guess, you know, and I'll

11

end, but what I'm looking at, though, is that

12

because this is a community's problem, whether it's

13

on Molokai, whether itis on Lanai, whether it's

14

here, it's a collective problem for all of us and

15

that each one of us, every segment that contributes

16

to the impact on our roadways should be coming

17

forward.

18

shouldn't be just, you know, let's say, Akina.

19

shouldn't be MEO.

20

really an important component of that.

21

It shouldn't be just government.

It
It

And the visitor industry is

So what I'm looking towards, Mr. Ginoza, is a

22

collaboration thq.t if you're creating an impact,

23

then you help to find those solutions.

24

where I'm asking you to ask the visitor industry to

25

be a participant in helping us to find and fund

So that's
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1

these solutions.

2

MR. GINOZA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

4

5

So thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Mateo.

COVNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Ginoza,

6

just to continue what you were

7

talking about a minute ago, ridership, would you

8

have an idea how long it takes for a bus ride from

9

South Maui to Central?

10

CHAIR BOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12

MR. GINOZA:

Because I don't know the stops.

I'd like to defer to an Akina representative,

13

if I may, rather than just take a guess, because I

14

don't -- I don't know the system well enough to tell

15

you that from here to here, it will take that long,

16

so if I may.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

COUNCILMAN NISHIKI:

20

MR. GINOZA:

21

COUNCILMAN NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

that language.
Yeah.

You've never rode the bus?

I have.
Oh, good.

Is there someone from the Akina

23

transportation entity?

With no objections, Members,

24

we will ask a representative if he could please join

25

us to provide some responses.
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2

3

98

If yoU would, please, state your name and
your relationship to the entity, please.
MR. LEVIN:

My name is Dennis Levin.

I'm the general

4

manager for Akina Aloha Tours, Akina Bus Service,

5

and Holo Kaa Public Transit.

6
7

Your question again?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

If you can give us

8

information on -- because I don't know -- the length

9

of the bus trip from,

10

say, South Maui to Central,

Kahului?

11

MR. LEVIN:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

MR. LEVIN:

It's an hour and a half ride.
It's an hour and a --

Actually, not the ride.

It's -- If you left

14

Wailea and went all the way to Kaanapali, it is an

15

hour and a half ride.

16

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO.:

And how many stops would be involved

in the hour and a half?
MR. LEVIN:

We stop. at Piilani Shopping Village on that

19

route, Ma'alaea Harbor Village, Lahaina Harbor, and

20

Kaanapali at Whaler'S Village.

21

route that was specifically designed to get them

22

there faster, gain ridership, which it did.

23

COUNCILMEMBER f'1ATEO:

Okay.

It's an express

Any -- Were there any

24

considerations of a more direct route to cut off

25

to cut off some or reduce this hour and a half
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1

2

timetable?
MR. LEVIN:

There are considerations.

As a matter of

3

'fact, at one of our last meetings with Mr. Ginoza,

4

we had talked about cutting that down,

5

direct to Lahaina.

6

their journey if they were going to Kaanapali.

7

are continuously monitoring it and looking at ways

8

to increase the numbers.

'::i

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
MR. I,EVIN:

just going

Our route 2 would then continue
We

Okay.

OUr numbers are increasing; however, not to

the level required to help pay for this thing.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

I'm

13

done in that area, but I would like to go back to

14

the Director.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Since we do have the resource person here

16

from Akina, with your agreement, Mr, Mateo, is there

17

anyone that has a specific question for the Akina

18

representative at this time?

19

MR. LEVIN:

Not all at once.

20

CHAIR HOKAf\1A:

I knew I shouldn't have asked that, but

~-

21

You know what, Members, obviously because I can see

22

us following a train of thought and I would like to

23

have a good, full of the discussions to assist you

24

in your formulation of your positions and final

25

decisions, we will take our break now, midday break.
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2

And then I will ask if you would please join
us a9ain at 1:30, if you're able, sir.

3

MR. LEVIN:

I'll be here.

4

CHAIR HOKAt1A:

Thank you.

Members, again,

I thank you for your very

5

active participation with the Departments request.

6

We will stand in recess till 1: 30 p.m.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel. )

11:44 a.m.
1:38 p.m.
(Gavel.)

We shall bring this Committee

10

meeting back to order, Members.

At the midday break

11

we did have discussion concerning public transit on

12

Maui.

13

program started as a pilot and the request this

14

year

15

I believe that the members had additional questions

16

for our representative from Akina Transportation, so

17

I would ask again if he would please join us, we'd

18

appreciate it.

We had a backgr.ound of some -- where the

~-

for next year, excuse me, is for year three.

I believe, Mr. Mateo, you were the one that

19
20

had initiated questions.

I will again give you this

21

opportunity that we have returned back to session,

22

if you have additional questions for our resource

23

person.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman; thank you very much.

Just

one before, you know, the rest of the members have
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1

the oppo:t'tunity to ask their questions.
Again, good afternoon.

2
3

MR. LEVIN:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

To follow-up with the information

5

you gave me regarding the length of the ride, the

6

hour and a half trip, can you tell me what the cost

7

of this ride is?

8
9

MR. LEVIN:

The cost of route three express from Wailea to

Kaanapali or Lahaina is a $10 round trip fare.

That

10

is an all-day pass as well.

11

route two, route one, or whatever, they can use the

12

same pass.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

MR. LEVIN:

If they choose to ride

And the cost from Wailea to Central?

Wailea to Central is -- ends up being a $6

15

fare.

16

they catch the route five, that's a dollar point to

17

point.

18

It's a $5 round trip out to Ma'alaea, then

COlTNCILJ.vIEMBER MATEO:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair, I'm done.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay_

Thank you.

I think Mr. Molina, do you have a question
for our resource person?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Good afternoon, sir.

Your -- You mentioned

earlier about numbers, I guess, acceptable numbers
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1

to make it, you know, the -- I guess the bus

2

ridership more feasible.

3

on. what kind of numhers do you need or are you

4

looking for?

Can you further elaborate

Although the numbers are somewhat

acceptable, but it could be improved.

6
7

Can you

comment?
MR. LEVIN:

Actually, the numbers -- we can't say they're

8

acceptable or would pay for the thing.

There's no

9

transit system in the US that I can locate, and I've

10

been allover the web looking for this, that

11

actually collects more than 20 percent of what the

12

cost is.

13

was 2,400 passengers daily.

14

our way in the beginning and we have -- with the

15

exception of Halloween, we'll say, we've hit highs

16

of 2,000 daily, down as low as 1,200 daily.

17

that does vary based on the tourists as well as the

18

locals riding.

19

The numbers we were looking for originally

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Many obstacles were in

So it's somewhat seasonal.

And

When is

20

your peak, what time of day is your peak ridership

21

is at its highest?

22

MR. LEVIN:

There really is no peak.

It -- Again, it

23

depends on the season, we have our local ridership

24

starts in the mo:r:'ning on the early bird headed out

25

to the west side for the most part, a few coming
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from Central to South.

2

progresses, those that are going on whale watches or

3

whatever, it's pretty steady throughout the day.

4

The slow time tends to be around 6 o'clock.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA;

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

And then as the day

Mr. Nishiki.
I am the biggest supporter of public

transportation; however, I am also a concerned

10

council person when it comes to giving money, as Mr.

11

Carroll has stated, to a system that I have ridden

12

that is getting

13

know if anybody else has ridden this bus.

14

seemed to have stated that he has ridden it, yet he

15

didn't know how long it takes from one route to

16

another, and I expected him, of all people, to know.

17

But the concern I have is what I've experienced and

18

what I hear from people that ride your bus.

19

I can only -- And I don't

~orse.

It's a broken-down system.

He has

It doesn't

20

provide on-time pickups.

Your bus drivers take

21.

different routes according to -- I don't know if

22

it's because you don't train them properly.

23

not on time.

24

breakdowns in your buses.

25

on if someone's needing to use you to get to work,

You're

You seem to be experiencing a lot of
Can you give me an idea
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why these kinds of failures have occurred?

2

don't even have buses that are supposed to be

3

handicapped, handicapped buses.

4

reasons why this is all occurring?

5

print schedules and then don't notify the general

c:
v

public of time changes that Akina does accordingly.

7

Go ahead.

8
9

MR. LEVIN:

You

Can you give me
Oh, and you also

Fir$t, you state that we don't run an on-time

system.

I disagree with you.

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

MR. LEVIN:

Well, I ride it.

I believe we do run an on-time system.

We do

12

have traffic issues.

We do have breakdOwns.

13

Dougla$ and Sandra Akina have put millions of

14

dollars of their own money to make this work.

15

part that the County subsidizes is a very small

16

fragment of what has been put into it.

17

handicapped buses.

18

buses.

19

The buses we purchased, we did not anticipate the

20

breakdowns we had.

The

We do have

We do have breakdowns of those

We do not have money to purchase new buses.

21

Our passengers, which we do survey, for the

22

most part have been very happy that we provide the

23

service and the service that we do provide.

24

heard from Mr. Carroll this morning about a system

25

that's failing.

We have

We don't believe it's failing.
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There are very many problems that we cannot solve by

2

priVate money.

3

into it, the hours that Mrs. Akina and myself

4

start at 5:00 every morning.

5

and 6 o'clock or 6:30.

6

clear at 11 o'clock to continue to try to help this

7

system make it.

8

leave until 8: 00 at night.

9

takes to run this system

The time, the effort that we put

I leave betweefi 4:30

Occasionally I have left

Mrs. Akina is in at 8:30, she don't

~s

The number' of hours it
incredible.

We run 16-, 17-, and 19-hour routes.

10

I

We have

11

five vehicles that we use on the five public routes,

12

plus the Wailea shuttle, which is funded by the

13

hotels.

14

replace those vehicles from our tour side; however,

15

we always have vehicles out there.

16

down, we do not just shut it down, we send another

17

vehicle out.

18

We do have the breakdowns and we have to

My drivers

If one breaks

We did catch a few, as you

19

stated, Mr. Nishiki, that took different routes to

20

get to the same location.

21

We have asked them to stay on the route that is

2?

designated.

23

can understand them and there's no question.

24

However, I can't be out there every date at every

25

location.

We don't condone that.

Our routes are written out so that they

When we do catch them, they are
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1

reprimanded for that.
But for the most part, our passengers are

2

3

happy_

4

were made by their comnents from the surveys to

5

better service them.

6

those routes were changed so that the people could

..,

get frcim South to Central and reverse or South to

{

They are surveyed.

Changes to the routes

Connectivity was changed, all

8

West and reverse.

9

regular monthly pass holders, they are very happy

10

11

The passengers who ride as

with it.
Occasionally we do have a complaint, but we

12

respond to every complaint.

13

If there are complaints coming in to you and we

14

don't know them, we can't respond.

15

don't know ~hat it is, neVer heard about it.

16

We do not drop anyone.

How can we?

We

I have very positive comnent come in this·

17

morning from a vacation place in -- let me

18

Eclair, Wisconsin.

19

the month of March we had" -- I got to put my

20

glasses on, sorry, can't see it.

21

groups with an average of 40 per tour staying at the

22

Weston Maui.

23

guests used the public transportation at some point

24

or another in getting to the tourist attractions,

25

shopping, and dining in the Lahaina area.

This lady states

that~

"During

"We had 18 tour

During our stay 100 percent of our
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were to discontinue this public service, 720 of our

2

gtlests would have had to make other arrangements to

3

get to the Lahaina area, or they would not have

4

ventured out at all.

5

your services heavily when being guests to visit our

6

beautiful island.

7

you provide and we truly appreciate it."

8

in at. 5:00 it morning.

9

on that.

Please know that we rely on

It is a wonderful service that
That came

We get many other comments

The tourists and locals are happy with our

system.

10

Mr. Nishiki, if you have had some bad

11
12

experiences, we try to fix them.

13

called me on the phone, me personally, and yelled

14

alt me at no end, but did not allow me to respond

15

and hung up on me.

16

like that?

17

council member in this, but when I'm chastised and

18

not allowed to comment, how can I do anything?

19

You yourself have

How can I respond to anything

I would gladly work with you and any

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Do you t.ake objective criticism

nicely, sir?

20
21

MR. LEVIN:

Pardon me?

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Do you take objective criticism

~\

23

nicely?

24

MR. l,EVIN:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.
What if somebody yells at you and
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1

not -- Have you ever been yelled at besides me?

2

MR. LEVIN:

3

vrCE-CHAIR NISHIKI:Oh, okay.

4

MR. LEVIN:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

Yes.

But people allow me to respond.
Just because I -- I ride it,

sir, I have ridden it, I've ridden your buses.

7

MR. LEVIN:

S

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Okay.

I understand.
And I -- In the time that I have

ridden it, I have experienced these situations that

10

I mentioned to you about.

11

and I'm trying to make you better, don't -- don't

12

get so angry.

13

prefaced my whole statement about me supporting

14

public transportation, sir.

15

Why do you not -- And it could be the

16

this is where the compJ_ai11ts needs to be lodged.

17

Why have you nqt been able to go and do any pickups

18

at the airport, or do you as part of your route?

19

MR. LEVIN:

The question that I have,

You need too look -- And that's why I

'rhe question I have is:

That's a very good question.

where--

It's not that we

20

haven't been able to.

We did adjust route five.

We

21

removed a stop, the Kmart/Costco stop, because of

22

very low numbers.

23

greatly increased the ridership there.

24

considering -- I'd say 15 percent of my e-mails are

25

requesting an airport stop, and it's a valid

We added the MCC stops, which
We are
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1

concern.

2

future.

3

would just jump on right away.

4

Speedishuttle,

5

very consistent basis.

6

I believe we will be doing that in the
I think there is a great many tourists who

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI;

~ho

However, we do have

is running airport service on a

Well, my question is -- I'm not

7

worried about Speedishuttle.

I don't use taxpayers'

8

money to support a public transportation with them.

9

I'm trying to back up my feeling towards hoW I would

10

support it.

11

doing the job are not doing the job, then I have

12

concerns and that's the reason why I feel

13

sometimes -- And that's the reason why I said, maybe

14

we ought to go out to bid, bedause you know why,

15

complacency is sometimes the reason why you don't do

16

a good job if you're guaranteed the money given to

17

you by government and you have no competition.

18

But if the people that I entrust in

Is competition good for your company?

19

MR. LEVIN:

Yes, it's good for us.

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

MR. LEVIN;

22

VICE-Cm;IR NISHIKI:

Okay.

But it's not
Urn, why haven't you put in the

23

airport run?

24.

regulations that you have not done it?

25

MR. LEVIN:

No.

Is it because it's against the airport

We haven't done it at this point.
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discussed it with the Holo Kaa board, but no

2

decision has been made yet.

3

answer for you why we haven't done it yet other than

4

the board has not agreed to it yet, the Holo Kaa

5

board.

6

We discuss all complaints or positive notes.

7
8
9

~-

I don't have an

We do discuss it at our regular meetings.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I have not had hone -- any more

questions for Akina.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

Why

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

12

During the questioning by Member Molina your

13

existing ridership averages between 1,200 and 2,000

14

passengers

15

MR. LEVIN:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANII,LA:

17
18

That is correct.
a day, and your break-even

point is 2,400 per day?
MR. LEVIN:

It's not a break-even point.

It's where we

19

wOuld like to be at this point.

There is -- A

20

break-even point, we couldn't haul enough passengers

21

to pay for it.

22

expensive.

23

neighbor island and look at the money that is spent

24

on public transportation, and you would understand

25

my point there.

Public transportation is very

All you have to do is look across to a

The money that is lost on other
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2
3

islands in public transit is heavy.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA =

So you vlOuldn I t know the

number as -- number of passengers where it would
make it viable for your company to be, you know,

5

6
7

profitable?
MR. LEVIN:

Do you have that?

As I stated, we could not transport enough

passengers to --

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

MR. LEVIN:

10
11

Okay.

-- sustain it.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILL.A:

Right now you said that you

have five buses doing the routing?

12

MR. LEVIN:

On the regular public shuttle, five.

13

COUNcrtMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'm looking at what you

14

presented us sometime back, and you have different

15

alternatives.

16

know, alternative number one, you know, your

17

shortfall shows $1.4 million; alternative rtumber

18

two, 2.1; and then alternative three, if you should

19

do it, would be 3.5.

20

are you using for the shuttles between South Maui,

21

West Maui and Central Maui?

22
23
24

2 ;.;.-

MR. LEVIN:

And looking at alternatives, you

So presently what alternative

For the figures I would like to bring up our

accountant, Peter Sampson.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILL}l.. :

Okay.

Before you bring him up,

I have one more question --
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MR. LEVIN:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

in regards to some of the

3

concerns that you had, current concerns.

4

you've discussed this with the Transportation

5

Department.

6

MR. LEVIN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER

8
9

1U

I'm sure

We discuss everything with Mr. Ginoza and -PONTA~ILLA:

And do you come out with, like,

sayan action plan to correct some of these?
MR. LEVIN:

Pardon me?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Do you corne out with some

11

action plans to correct some of these concerns or

12

take care of these concerns?

13

MR. LEVIN:

We have action plans.

If you'll look at the

14

County's own survey that you paid for, most of the

15

answers are right there.

16

is not what's going on right now.

17

out daily, that We lose daily, the costs that are --

18

your per hour cost, 50 to $55 an hour, carne from the

19

Kaku and Associates study, which is also backed up

20

from their previous study.

21

COUNCI1MEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

The cost to run this thing
The money we put

What I'm looking at is

22

one of the concerns is lack of branding and

23

appealing name.

24

MR. LEVIN:

Uh-huh (affirmative response).

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

You know, what has been done to
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1

make it more appealing as far as,

2

more ridership?

3

MR. LEVIN:

yo~

know, having

On the sides of the transit vehicles, the

4

signage, two-foot tall letters, Halo Kaa Public

5

Transit has been placed on them.

6

two blocks away.

7

blocks away.

I know, I have seen it from two

It's very clear and visible.

The color scheme is somewhat close to our

8
9

You can see it for

tour side and also close to MEO buses.

We have that

10

issue that we look alike, so, therefore, we are the

11

same, when we're two separate entities or three

12

separate entities.

13

as far as tr$nsit, public transit.

14

People do recognize them out there.

We just -- We have branded them
It has helped.

But as Mr. Nishiki said, we have had the

15
16

breakdowns and have had to put other vehicles on the

17

route to maintain those buses running, whereby they

18

didn't understand was that the tour was the public

19

transit side.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

MR, LEVIN:

Yeah.

And the cost of bringing new buses in, again,

22

at approximately $210,000 each for the proper

23

vehicle is more than we can bear.

24
25

COUNCILM~MBER

PONTANILLA:

Okay.

And the other one that I

notice, and you mentioned about fare box collection
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apparatus,

1

2

MR. LEVIN:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4
5

Yes.
Right now you don't have it in

your buses?
MR. LEVIN:

We db not have any fare boxes in the buses.

6

The drivers collect the money, which in this day and

7

age is not a safe thing to do,

8

robbery on the bus, which the district attorney is

9

handling at this point.

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

We have had a

So what has been done to -- to

11

get the fare boxes, you know, to do your

12

collections,

13

MR. LEVIN:

if any, if anything?

We have done -- we have done the research on

14

the cost, and that's where we are stuck at.

15

minimum of $4,500 per vehicle and the program costs,

16

it just is not something we can afford.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

HOKA~1A:

Okay.

Fine.

At a

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
Well, the question that I was

20

going to ask, Mr. Mateo asked.

And so my other

21

question is on this airport business.

22

special permits that you need to go -- to provide

23

that service to the airport?

24

license to get in and out of the airport to pick up,

25

drop off passengers?

~ou

Are there any

need some kind of
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MR. LEVIN:

We pay our fees for airport on all of our

2

vehicles.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVAR.BS:

4

MR. LEVIN:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

~

So vwuld you need anything else if

you were to run the shuttle to the airport?
MR. LEVIN:

8

COUNCILMEMBERTAVARES:

9

To my knowledge, no.
Okay.

I guess -- Okay.

The other

question I had was actually to see if Mr. Ginoza

10

attends your Holo Kaa board meetings?
MR. LEVIN:

Not at this time he does not attend our board

12

meeting.

13

He gets reports from us.

We do speak to him on what we've met on.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

Okay.

1\11 right.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll, any questions for our resource

17
18

So--

Our permit;:: do al.low us to park. there.

7

11

Okay.

person?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

No, Chair.

Repeating again,

I

19

think I have made myself very clear on how I feel

20

about this.

21

Chair my concerns that I would like answers from the

22

Administration, but not from the company.

23

you.

24
25

CHAIR

HOK~m;

I will be submitt~ng in writing to the

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson,
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Hi, Mr. Levin.

What was the total

2

amount that you've actually expended out of your own

3

funds to operate this service over this three-year

4

period?

5
6
7

MR. LEVIN:

Would you have those figures?

Mr. Sampson, have him come up and speak on the

figures?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Sampson, if you would join us, please.

8

State your name and your relationship to your -- the

9

organization, please.

10

MR. SAf'JIPSON:

My name is Peter Sampson.

I have a company

11

called Vital Business Solutions.

12

accounting and business planning and projections for

13

Akina Enterprises.

14

retained by them for -- since November, last

15

November.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17
18

We do the

And I've been employed or

Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Peter, if you could provide

19

over the period of time, from the time that this

20

operation was undertaken by Akina, what is the total

21

amount of money that your firm -- or their firm has

22

actually expended to support this system?

23

MR. SAMPSON;

I'll give you a direct -- my most accurate

24

estimate is $1,150,000 since this began.

25

problem with that is -- Ms. Johnson, is that they
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are -- the company is hemorrhaging because of this

2

activity.

3

with Mr, Nishiki and Mr. Carroll, there should be no

4

good money thrown after bad money.

And if I might, I wholeheartedly agree

5

When I got -- made this presentation several

6

weeks ago, we began by stating that we realize that

7

there are some growing pains, some toe stubbing,

8

whatever you want to call it.

9

to win the Indianapolis 500 with a go-cart, that's

10
11

We're actually trying

what it boils down to.
When this report, this -- that I referred to

12

initially -- I'm assuming, and maybe you have an

13

unfair assumption, and I would be glad to -- Maybe

14

the Council doesnit have copies of it.

15

old or so.

16

furnish copies.

17

revised.

18

way to look at this business is on an hourly basis,

19

and that's the most accurate way.

20

between 50 and $55 per hour to run it.

21

uncanny that that's almost precisely what it's

22

costing in reality.

23

It's a year

I'd be happy if I'm so directed to
But this was done by the County and

And the figures that come out -- The best

The figures state
And it's

The problem is that all of these concerns

24

that are very, very valid -- the bus signage, the

25

branding, the quality of the buses, the breakdowns
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1

of the buses, the on-time scheduling -- all of those

2

are rudimentary to a good transit system.

3

the things that we're missing is, as I've mentioned,

4

a race, if you want to have a race, you need a race

5

track.

6

one of the things that I am overwhelmed with is each

7

and everyone of your public service -- and I think

8

everybody in this chamber really cares about Maui.

9

Mrs. Akina gets tears in her eyes when she thinks

One of

We don't have anyplace on the island

And

10

that she may have to stop doing this.

11

that we don't have a place -- As goes the traffic on

12

Maui, so goes the transit system.

13

to go around, there's no side road, there's no place

14

to jump or fl.ip or go in the water or anything like

15

that.

16

The thing is

There is no alley

So if a -- The question, for example, that

17

should have a real simple answer, how long does it

18

take to get from Kahului to Lahaina, that should be

19

a real simple answer.

20

on Napili -- We all know that the -- it just doesn't

21

work that way.

22

somebody with a flat tire.

23

watchers.

24

rudimentary to running this transit system, is to

25

have a place to run it.

The problem is that if we're

There can be rain.

There can be

There can be whale

Jt doesn't matter.

And that's
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1

Second of all, with regards to the

2

equipment -- And, once again, I refer to this

3

report, which is in the report that I showed you at

4

the last session.

5

vehicles.

6

Akinas have a tour company with over 30 vehicles,

7

this system would be dead in the water.

Q

have a breakdown and there would be no way to go

9

retrieve the bus.

The big problem is the number of

Had it not been for the fact that the

There would be no way to retrieve

10

the customers.

11

Napili hitchhiking.

12

trying.

13

You would

We would have people standing on
And it just -- Everybody is

And I -- It concerns me when I hear almost

14

you know, almost adversarial conversations going

15

back and forth.

16

problem is that from jutrtp·street, you know,

17

Representative Carroll said this morning, it should

18

have hit the ground running, and it didn't.

19

we're trying to play catch up.

20

do, .in my opinion, wh.ich is wort.h nothing to you,

21

but take a deep breath, stand back and say, how can

22

we make this work so that we don't have these

23

problems, and work together to make it happen.

We all want this to work.

The

And now

And what we ought to

24

If you take that, just the simple math, $50

25

an hour to run it, okay, $1,300 a day there are --
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they run about 80 hours a·day, 80 to 85, so that's

2

$4,250 a day.

3

doesn't even pay the drivers.

4

problem.

They take in $1,300.

The $1,300

It's a serious

The Akinas cannot -- And I have Mr. Akina's

5
6

permission to tell you this.

They cannot continue

7

to do this.

8

business that's over 40 years old if they continue

9

to do this.

They are going to lose a family

And they vJant to.

Everybody wants to

10

make it work; but the simple fac::t of the matter is

11

that we're trying to put ten pounds of rice into a

12

fi ve·~pound bag.

13

something different.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Anq we've got to step back and do

And I really appreciate that,

15

Peter.

You know, I know you expanded, kind of,

16

based on a lot of the questions that were asked

17

today, because it's really hard for me as a former

18

business person to sit here and not understand that

19

a business only exists if it can meet its expenses.

20

And you will go under --

21

MR. SAMPSON:

Without a doubt.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

_ .. if you cannot -- if you at

23

least donit get revenues that are sufficient to meet

24

your expenses.

25

appreciate that.

And having been in business, I do
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1

One of the questions that I think I would

2

look at -_. And I have gone over your IT!inimal service

3

levels and looked at kind of where we're going.

4

you feel right now what we have in the budget that's

5

been presented by the -- you know, by the

h

Administration is going to be sufficient for us to

7

allow to continue to provide the service to the

8

public?

9

MR. SAMPSON:

Do

It's not even close.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

MR. SAMPSON:

No.

Not even close.

The reason -- And Mr. Ginoza has a --

12

And, by the way, he's down a yeomen's job trying to

13

get this to stay aflQat.

14

anchor, some time ag0 7 and we expected this question

15

to come up, a budget was made.

16

would say it was -- it was wishful thinking at best.

17

We didn't have any direct hands-on experience.

18

when that budget was made, we thought that we were

19

overzealous in estimating riderBhip, we were

20

underzealous in estimating breakdowns and the cost

21

of repairing the buses.

The reason he calls it an

And I would

I

And

22

And, you know, as I mentioned in the other

23

presentation, if you just get in your car and you

24

drive ten or 12 hours a day from here to Lahaina

25

every single clay, your car will break down and
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1

you've got to have a spare.

2

break down as well.

And your people will

When I first came along and I saw this, I

3
4

mean, when I was called in as a consultant to this

5

company, I said, how difficult could it be?

6

leave in the morning, you make ten stops every hour,

7

you pick people up, you go home, you wash this

8

How hard can that be?

9

I've learned -- I ate my words.

10

really intricate and difficult.

You

Well, I've. got news for you,
It is really,

And then the fare boxes that were brought up

11
lL

before, in the real world, you set somebody loose,

13

pay them 11 or $12 an hour and let them handle a

14

bunch of cash, if you get a straight count, I'll

15

stand corrected.

16

system, it's the -- itts the, you know, we don't

17

know system.

18

professionally, just as all of you have said;

19

otherwise, it is -- it is not only doomed, it's

20

doomed for failure and embarrassment at the same

21

time.

22

And, you know, it's the honor

We have to approach this

We can't have that.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And what is the total amount that

23

you would be looking -- And I'm just looking at if

24

you were --

25

MR. SAMPSON:

I think I gave you the budget for the five
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1

routes that --

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

MR. SAMPSON:

4

Right.

It's not in thqlt.

And I think -It's on a separate piece

of paper.

5

COUNCILM~MBER

JOHNSON:

6

MR. SAMPSON:

These were handed out as well.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

my packet.

9

MR. SAMPSON:

Oh, it is.

Right.

Okay.

And I -- It's probably in

What would be

With the new amount for the $321,756 County

10

grant, there would be an operating loss of about a

11

million four.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

But I'm asking you for if

13

we were to give you sufficient money -- whether it's

14

you or somebody else, if we were to provide

15

sufficient revenues in this budget to provide public

16

transportation, what would that have to be from the

17

County'?

18

MR. SAMPSON;

Respectfully, this is the way I will answer

19

that, and I have brought this up before, I think

20

it's in the County's best interest,

21

said, to have you own the vehicles, you own

22

everything, and you hire someone, if it's the

23

Akinas, fine, if it's Roberts, whoever it is,

24

whoever wants to do it, and allow them to make a

25

reasonable return for their efforts.

a~

Mr, Nishiki

And one of the
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1

rubs is that you need somebody with

you know,

2

they've got $175,000 worth of lifts on the property.

3

You need a place to put a base yard.

4

of these things, .and the start-up on that is --

5

especially with the price of land and everything

6

here.

You need all

In the report it states that that funding

7
8

would take anywhere from a low of 2.1 to a high of

9

$5.4 million to put that in place.

I don't think

10

you can ever expect -- Obviously, I'm an advocate

11

for the Akinas, just as I am for Maui, but I don't

12

think you cart ever expect any private enterprise to

1::3

come along and run Maui transit or New York City

14

transit or any other transit and make money, because

15

it just doesn't happen.

16

business.

It's not a profitable

When Mrs. Baisa made her presentation at the

17
18

meeting I believe it was February 22nd or something,

19

we were all coming there to talk about the Federal

20

grant and the funds and which type of equipment was

21

best, and she just flat out stood up and said, you

22

know,

23

We don't want to be in this part of -- this end of

24

the business.

25

leave it to the Akinas.

I need to say something beforehand, you know.

We don't do it well.

We want to

And she was very gracious
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1

about it.

And when she left, everybody's jaw was

2

kind of dropping.

3

that it was a very, very astute business decision.

4

And that's what we're coming down to now.

5

We want -- The Akinas want

6

if anybody, I mean, with their right mind, we want

7

the branding, we want flashy buses, we want

R

beautiful -- you know, where people can buy a

9

monthly pass with a scanner and a card where we can

And the fact of the matter is

so

It's--

much to -- We want --

We want to be ADA compliant.

10

understand,

11

all of that, but somebody has got to pay for it.

12

And it would be nice to have a dome stadium for Maui

13

High, too, but, you know, we need

14

the money.

15

more, it's just that simple.

16

And they just

COUNCILM.EMBER JOHNSON;

~-

We want

we need to get

they can't do it any

And the·2.1 million, let's say, if

17

you piCked the minimal level, if you took the 2.1

18

million, that would not include the buses for the

19

County or it would include the buses?

20

MR. SAMPSON:

Well., you know, once again, if you refer to

21

this report, at the minimal level there were 14 --

22

You heard this morning when MEO said -- MEO runs two

23

routes.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

MR. SAMPSON:

Right.

So if you factor it out, they said they have
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rout~s.

if you take five

1

six vehicles for two

So

2

routes, you got -- you know, yoU got to have at

3

least three -- 15, which is, once again, uncannily

4

compatible with what this report says.

5

say at the low end it's 14; the mid range, level 2,

6

you would need

7

alternative three is 35 vehicles.

8

the matter is that that's precisely within -- the

9

Akinas have 32 vehicles that can serve as transit

Because they

you would need 21; and then at
And the fact of

10

vehicles.

And some of them, they have Vanhool buses

11

that they use for their tourist side of their
business and when the little shuttles break down,
h~ve

13

they

14

service.

15

have those, the system would be just locked, it

16

would be just dead in the water.

17

to put those into service, press them into
And, you know, the

~-

but if they didn't

And so to do it, to do this properly, I would

18

urge everyone on the Council, this honorable

19

Council, to refer to this study that was done.

20

very, very spot on.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's

And if -- And because based on

22

other comments that Council members have made with

23

regard to putting this out, you know, let's say

24

basically for a bid, that was one of your options, I

25

believe.
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1

MR. SAMPSON:

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Sure.
And then that way, if you can

3

provide the service, if you want to provide the

4

service, yoU would be able to continue doing that

5

knowing that you have those backup things that you

6

could offer, or if it's not the backup systems, it's

7

basically the capability to service the vehicles, to

8

do some of the other things.

a

MR. SAMPSON;

Precisely, yes.

10

COUNCI1MEMBER JO.HNSON:

11

MR. SAMPSON:

Okay.

In fact, let me read just real quickly.

It

12

said, "The results indicate that the total cost that

13

includes the capital investment and operating and

14

maintenance requirements vary from 4,977,000 to

15

5,186,000;"

16

2,114, so you have the low and the high.

17

know, goodness gracious, you know, we all want this

18

to be something that we can really be proud of.

19

And then it goes down for level one to
And, you

And as Council members, if I were in your

20

position, I wouldn't want to walk down the street

21

and have to answer questions about why the bus was

22

late and why I can't read the signs and why I can't

23

find where it stops and, you know, obviously.

24

we are in complete accordance.

25

which are definitely attributable to the operational

And for those parts
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1

aspect, the Akinas stand corrected and, you know,

2

want to correct those

3

by the same token we just need to work together to

4

either get in or get out.

S

COUNCII MEMB8R JOHNSON:
J

6

sit~ations,

but at the same

Thank you very, very much.

And, Mr. Levin, I have one more question,

7

too.

And this is in regard to the ridership.

And

8

because I know that you're not necessarily going to

9

the airport right how, but that you do pick up a lot

10

of visitors because I have seen you do that and a

11

lot of visitors have commented that they really did

12

like the service that you offered.

13

that the visitor industry also could assist us in

14

helping to get the message out that this is good for

15

Maui, that we need to advocate for public

16

transportation, and that they should be assisting us

17

and assisting yoa in providing this kind of service?

18

MR. LEVIN:

Yes, very much so.

Do you believe

One thing we talked about

19

a long time ago was that tax issue, a rental car

20

tax, and, of course, the rental car people are going

21

to hate me for it, but to help pay for a public

22

transit system.

23

car,

24

for something to help.

25

brought up this morning, absolutely, these things

Of course, they want to rent their

They're going to rent it, they've got to pay
This gas tax that was
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1

can help.

I think the tourists should help us

2

advocate it, pay for

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

MR. LEVIN:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

Okay.

and so forth.
Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Committee, anyone else has a question for

our resource people, then, Mr. Levin or Mr. Sampson?
Thank you very luuch, gentlemen.

'7

8

MR. LEVIN:

9

MR. SAMPSON:

10

it~

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.
Members; you have been referring to a

11

document that I believe we received March 23rd, I

12

believe.

13

it is Kaku,Associates survey.

14

options including current service level; a program

15

option of the County taking over what I guess we

16

would call the total system and then put that out

17

for an ope:r:ator; as well as total, complete private

18

ownership and operation option.

19

we wiil need. to prepare for the appropriate level of

20

discussion, possible debate prior to a final

21

determination on how you would like to address

22

address this public transit ptogram.

In it Akinas Enterprisea did preface that

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

It did show various

So I am asking that

Chair.

Mr. Nishiki.
I have got a question for Mr. Ginoza
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1

because of what I heard today.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Proceed, please.

3

VICE-CHAIR NTSHIKI:

And I don't know if you agree with

4

Akina, but you are the head of this new

5

Transportation Division.

6

if -- And I don't even know why Akinas are still in

7

it, to be honest with you.

8

myself, why would I want to undertake for another

9

year of losing money?

Wouldn't you-be concerned

Okay.

AS a business person

Doesn't make sense to

10

me.

If I know before I jump that I am going to die,

11

why would I jump?

12

would you jump?

13

need psychiatric help, or I don't know what else to

14

say to describe this situation that we're being told

15

today.

You ever thought about that?

Why

You got to be either insane, you

Now, as someone that is now presenting us

16
17

with a budget, Mr. Chair, and we're trying to run

18

public transportation, that's why, you know, as I

19

said, you know, Bob Carroll

20

it's like, why jump to our death for failure?

21

Because this whole public transportation is under

22

funded.

23

to maybe go bankrupt.

24

going to look like an idiot if this is what you're

25

proposing.

~ade

sense, you know,

Number one, we're going to cause a business
Huh?

Number two, you're

Number three, how, how can we as a
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Council buy into it?

How can we in the Council buy

2

into it in lieu of what we have been told, Mr.

3

Chairman?
Maybe I've been working too hard, you know,

4
5

but from what I heard today, Councilmembers, I

6

surely have questions of you, Mr. Ginoza.

7

want to explain to us in lieu of what we heard why

8

would you even want to even start it -- this as a

9

starting point?

10

MR. GINOZA:

1::'

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. GINOZA:

'Do you

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
Part of -- You brought it up, too.

Part of

13

the problems with -- that we1ve been seeing in the

14

last year or so, or year and a half that the service

15

has been available is that, you know, there's been

16

some breakdowns and the need to use a great number

17

in the fleet to service the

18

subsidize.

19

operating the system.

20

that using the monies that -- Federal monies that

21

are available to provide the equipment, to provide

22

brand-new equipment that would not have the

23

maintenance concerns that we've been somewhat

24

subject to up to now would help resolve some of the

25

difficulties in running the system.

rout~s

that we do

And that's where a lot of the cost is in
And that's where we envision
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1

And I'm -- I'm more manini about it where I

2

don't think that we should operate with a 13-,

3

14-bus system.

4

the Kaku and Associates s~udy that the Planning

5

Department had comrnis;:;ioned prior to our existence.

6

And which was completed, I believe, at the end of

7

last year, and we transmitted to you guys I think

8

either at the end of last year or January.

9

had -- I forget.

10

The study that they referred to was

And that

The minimal level of service had

so many, like 13 or so buses --

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

MR. GINOZA:

14.

yeah, that run, basically, multiple buses

13

per loop so that you would have the kind of service

14

where you would have maybe like frequency of an hour

15

or so.

16

and, you know, so if you have two routes and you

17

have a spare bus with that.

18

now it would be wise to just jump into 13, 14 buses

19

without seeing whether or not we can support it with

20

one or two.

21

Whereas I would rather see one bus per route

So I don't think right

And -- But I think part of -- the biggest

22

part of the problem right now i;:; the fact that the

23

County's commitment with equipment has not been

24

there in terms of we have relied on them to come up

25

with their own equipment and without providing, you
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know, a large sum -- without providing the adequate

2

capital.

3

of the operating contract.

We provide basically a leasing component

And so by providing the equipment,and

4
5

brand-new equipment at that, we can minimize the

6

maintenance difficulties that have -- that they have

7

been experiencing up to now, and basically proceed

8

from there.

9

and that's where we can also shore up some of the

10

difficulties with branding and, you know, when we

11

order the buses, get it to be a certain branding

12

configuration.

But it's just that -- And, you know,

I mean, right now they've done their best to

13
14

distinguish the public transit vehicles from -- from

15

other vehicles, but without people really knowing to

16

look for it.

17

that's still a big problem, is a lot of people don't

18

know about the service.

19

vehicles and the branding, we can try to bolster the

20

ridership that way and alSo help our operators with

21

the

22

maintenance vehicles.

~-

I mean, I'll be honest, I think that

So by

by providing the

with not maintenance fee, but lower

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIRNISHIKI:

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Nishiki.
I guess I'm -- And, please, don't
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take this as again being a shot at you, but I just

2

don't think that we're doing enough, you're doing

3

enough.

4

about does any of you, whether you or

5

watch-ma-call-it, attend ~ny of the -- the meetings

6

that they have.

7

taxpayers' money and they're having these meetings.

8

I don't know what they're having the meetings about,

9

but if you're not there to look at the problems and

I think I heard -- overheard a question

You know, these are -- This is

10

find solutions, then, yeah, I mean, I don't know

11

what your responsibility is.

12

point you're asking for some warm bodies.

13

telling us that you've got too much responsibility

14

that you can't even just take care

15

contract that we've got out right now and deal with

16

the probleln?

17

MR. GINOZA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. GINOZA:

Or, you know, at this
Are you

ot this simple

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
To answer your first question about whether

20

I -- why I don't attend the meetings, I've - - i t ' s

21

not a meeting which has

you know, it's only on

22

the County-funded routes.

It's for their -- the

23

whole Holo Kaa system.

24

tried to be a part of that, and some of them have

25

been canceled and so forth.

And I've -- I've actually

But you're right, I
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mean, I haven't been there.

2

to offer suggestions to how to improve the service,

3

and what I found is it's very difficult without

4

having the commitment on our side with vehicles.

5

mean, we can do whatever we want with -- I mean, how

6

it's run now, but the costs are just going to

7

escalate without providing the rolling stock that

8

each provider would require.

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

But we have tried to --

I

Let me ask you a simple question,

10

just because itjs been brought up and I think it's

11

one that we know we should put some energy in, but I

12

didn't ask what the ridership was, whether it's

13

50-percent visitors, 50-percent working people, Maui

14

residents,

15

we've got something like 48,000 visitors that come

16

to Maui daily -- Is that an accurate number?

17

Charmaine, thank you -- you know, why we've not had

18

more discussions with just the visitor industry

19

to seeing how we can get our visitors to ride the

20

bus, period.

21

But in lieu of fact that we know that

Have you had that kind of meetings yet

22

initiated at all?

23

the result of it and what has been some of the areas

24

that the visitor industry is saying that they would

25

like to see occur?

And if so, tell me what has been
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Director.
Basically, I have not solicited the -- I have

3

not focused on the visitor industry because I could

4

not warrant to myself using, you know, hundreds of

5

thousands of taxpayer dollars for the benefit of our

6

tourists, primarily.

7

focus on trying to increase functionality for the

8

resident public with the -- I mean, the availability

9

for our tourist public as well.

And that's why I've tried to

But when you look

10

at the genesis of the system, as I explained in a

11

previous Council meeting, I mean, the genesis was to

12

service the tourist side industry.

13

look at, you know, the -- the Holo Kaa system

14

without the -- prior to the -- It

15

the request for County subsidy and it's as they

16

brought into Central Maui,and areas where the

17

resident public waS more concentrated that we got

18

involved.

And when you

e~isted

prior to

And what I've been focusing on up to now is:

19
20

How do I make -- make it easier for you or I to ride

21

it?

22

where I was alluding to or I stated before that we

23

don't have a service that if I lived in Kahului or

24

Wailuku to get to the hotels in South Maui to be

25

able to go to work.

How would it be more functional?

And that's

And that's where I feel the
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1

benefit for just Central Maui people getting to the

2

resort area to service -- I mean, that's where a lot

3

of the individual -- We surveyed the hotels, the

4

major hotels in the South and West Maui areas, and

5

basically that's a big need, in that a lot of the

6

employees call in sick because their ride turns out

7

not to be there.

8

managers that we had been into discussions with,

9

they said that to have a reliable bus service that

And so with the housekeeping

10

would provide this commuter service would be, in

11

their opinion, well used and a boon for them to --

12

to try to curb this absenteeism -- or not

13

absenteeism, just absences.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Without telling you what to

15

do, I'm just suggesting some of the areas of which

16

we can look at.

17

I don't meah to tell you what to do

or -- When I listen to you, sometimes I think that

18

this is as far as you're looking, okay.

19

say about the visitor industry, 48,000 people, you

20

know, that's one way -- if we want ridership, it's

21

one way to get somebody to pay the fare, because the

22

numbers aren't happening.·

23

the bus, I want somebody to ride it.

24
25

And when I

I don't care who rides

Similarly, if you're working with the visitor
industry, I'm sure that your next thought would be,
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1

bang, like you just said, oh,

about those of us

2

that work in the industry.

3

a big employer.

4

thing on your electric light would go, oh, bang, not

5

only the visitors that ride, but what about the

6

workers that work.

7

is two.

And we know that they're

So I would think that your next

You know, it's just one and one

And all I'm saying is that -- you know, maybe

8

9

I'm not making sense, but if there is something to

10

be got by what is being said today, then, you know

11

what, do the action, because that's your

12

responsibility.

13

you know, I'm fighting for this, but I'm not

14

fighting for something that, as I said before, I'm

15

going to j 1.,1ffiP and I'm going to die.

16

to see who's your friend and, you know --

That's all.

I was just -- I mean,

And so you got

You know, I don't know, Mr. Chairman.

17

I

18

don't know how any of the eight of us here feel

19

today, but I couldn't buy it.
Excuse me.

20
21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I've got to go.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.
Members, the Chair, upon listening to the

23

discussion and questions regarding just this

24

component of the Department's request for 2005, I

25

can tell you I -- I believe that the cqrrent service
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provider feels that a public transit program on Maui

2

can become to reality, but I would say from our

3

part, Members, the questions that you need to

4

we need to ask ourselves as this Committee is how

5

much confidence do you have or we have that this,

6

one, is good use of public funds; artd that what is

7

currently presented to you is a plan that has

8

sufficient justification for that expenditure.

9

I think you need to also ask is:

or

Are we

10

confident and have we been explained well enough the

11

long-term goals of this program?

12

commitment of the Administration to continue to

13

request

14

to build a successful program?

15

an~

And what is the

support the amount of resources it takes

I pose these

co~nents

to you to try and not

16

only help you, but hopefully it would help the

17

Department to consider.

18

again, the personnel request.

19

February 9th transmittal from the Adr(linistration to

20

this Committee, besides the existing three people,

21

the request was for four positions; two engineers,

22

an analyst, and I believe a GIS analyst, as well as

23

a transit specialist.

24

the formal budget.

25

more positions.

And I'll tie it into,
If you'll look at the

One month later we receive

The request now is only for two

So how am I to interpret what is
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truly the Department's policy and what are they

2

willing now to support?

3

view, as your Chairman, the request has been cut in

4

half within one month.

But from their own point of

So do we take the original request and say

5
6

this is what they want; do we take the current

7

request, which is only half, and say this is what

8

they want?

9

commitment are we going to put forward?

10

And that's why I'm saying, how much
And I

keep

asking about the policy that is in place.

11

What I will suggest regarding public transit

12

at this time, and, again, because it is an on-going

13

thing, although in infant stages, is that from our

14

part, I

15

Administration through this Department that we are

16

willing to work with you as a Council to develop the

17

policy that it takes to place this Department in the

18

right direction and the right scope of its policies.

19

And I would say that if you believe that what

20

we are saying is of good faith, too, Administration,

21

because I have read the spins in the media, then if

22

you believe that the minutes of the Salary

23

Commission of June 27, 2003 is accurate whereby the

24

Administration had out lined their request for

25

salaries, for positions, and that the Administration

say we offer in good faith to the
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was then presenting an outline of their plans for

2

this Department, then I would have thought from that

3

point in time already communication would have been

4

started to engage this Council, whether it be

5

through this Committee or through another standing

6

committee, how to get this policy in place in time

7

for this budget.

So as I share you with these comments, I can

8
9

That has not occurred.

tell you all these things run through your

10

Chairman's mind and it is very hard for me to

11

recommend to you at this point in time what is truly

12

appropriate because I'm not too sure at this time

13

what is the level of cornmi tment from the

14

Administra.tion.

15

I

would think, though, that one of the

16

questions we need to ask is:

17

100,000 people, residents, be asked year after year

18

to subsidize additional, besides what we give to MEO

19

for specialized transportation needs in the

20

millions, another 100-percent subsidy for public

21

transit?

22

than what shall we not fund that we currently fund?

23

Can a County of

If people don't want to pay more taxes,

Tough questions.

Tough positions that we are

24

in.

So I share that with you because, again, as you

25

look at the other areas, as your Chairman, I also
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note that we also have contin4ing requests to help

2

provide a level of funding for air ambulance system;

3

and, yet, I see nothing in any of the departments,

4

whether it be this one or through the Mayor's

5

Office, what the current $100,000 that we gave has

6

accomplished or not accomplished.

7

that component of transportation, and are we going

8

to fund it at another half million, million dollar

9

subsidy every other year from this County?

So what about

I say

10

it's very important, also.

11

that dialysis transportation was life and death and

12

critical to be provided, so we funded, again,

13

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

14

,Just like we've agreed

We have a very expensive proposal before you,

15

Members, a lot of expansion.

16

for the long term to continue to pay should we buy

17

the whole expansion?

18

again, you all know that I am a very tight,

19

conservative person because I don't think we can

20

afford major mistakes, truly.

21

What is our ability

I have my own ideas, bl..}t, then

So I would like you to think about it.

If

22

you have questions, please ask it.

23

lot of other components now.

24

portion, again, I bring up the air ambulance.

25

have again, although to some it's not a lot, it is

Again, there's a

There's the air
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still an expansion for MEO.

2

things such as wireless communication services,

3

replacement fleet equipment, continuing

4

administrative equipment.·

5

We have requests for

I am hoping that by the time the Chair gives

6

his comments prior to decision making and I have a

7

better sense of the revenue stream and what level of

8

confidence I have that we can maintain a reasonable

9

revenue stream, I will leave the options open for

10

you as members of this Committee.

11
12

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just had a question, Mr. Chair;

13

of either Danny or Mr. Ginoza.

14

added up the public transit, which is 321,756, the

15

bus stops of 100,000, and then 100,000 for

16

marketing.

17

So I see $521,756, is that correct, for the Holo Kaa

18

or what is right now the Holo Kaa Transit?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. GINOZA:

And this is -- I

I've got the lines, if you need those.

Mr. Director.
Well, that's

~-

that's the component that

21

Akina and that our Department would have, but, you

22

know, this Holo Kaa partnership also includes the

23

MEO component, which is that Wailuku-Kahului

24

shuttle, which is part of that 2.65 million that I

25

had referred to previouslY.
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COUNCILMEMBER JQHNSON.

Okay.

And so -- and that -- Do

2

you have the exact breakout of what that was, you

3

know, of the 2.65 million?

4
5
6
7

MR. GINOZA:

I don't have that, but it looks like Gladys

has the breakout.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

That's the one that she's

Okay.

And then that assumes that

got?

8

MR. GINOZA:

Yeah.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

they're going to continue to do that, is that what

11

you're saying, or is it assuming that they're not

12

going to?

13
14

MR. GINOZA:

That's assuming that they do it this year,

that's correct, this coming Fiscal 'OS year.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MR. GINOZA:

Okay.

The 2.65 million does include that

17

Wailuku-Kahului shuttle for this year, for this

18

coming fiscal year.

19

CQUNCILMElVlBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

All right.

And my other

20

question, just in regard to the positions, just a

21

general question because having been in business for

22

myself, a lot of times you always proceed with

23

caution when you're looking at any kind of program

24

establishment.

25

as opposed to putting permanent positions in place

Did you look at the possibility of
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and hiring engineers and, you know, people that are

2

really high on the pay scale, did you look at the

3

possibility of perhaps paying for certain course

4

serviceS or studies or certain expertise on.a

5

contractual basis to provide you with the --

6

basically the information that you need in order to

7

know where you can go rather than go this route

8

first; or did you look at this and then, say, well,

9

no, it's better to have the personnel?

Because just

10

me as a business person, I would be looking at maybe

11

either contracting for services so that those were

12

not permanent employees, because once you start

13

somebody permanently, it's like really hard to go

14

the other way.

15

MR. GINOZA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. GINOZA:

So did you consider that?

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Director.
What I looked at was, yes, there are such

1t5

consultant services as, you know, traffic studies

19

and so forth, but if you look at the long-term

20

health of the -- I guess the government's point of

21

view where, yeah, I could commission a study to do

22

this component and give me the answer for this; or,

23

you know, a month from now I can ask another person

24

or the same person to do this for this amount of

25

money.

And then next year some -- I mean, basically
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it's a model that needs to be kept up and

2

continually to be updated and queried and you do

3

different scenarios.

4

of you either will keep throwing money somewhere

5

else because you don't have a functioning model, or

6

you try to develop it in-house and to try to develop

7

that capability.

8

looking at the Charter and that our -- one of our

9

major thrusts should be in planning, that is by far

But essentially it's a matter

And that's where I feel that in

10

the greatest. core competency that we could get.

11

by gaining that core competency, then we can look at

12

things in the aggregate.

11

And

You know, we have developers come in and

14

provide us with traffic studies that their

15

development would -- how that would impact a certain

16

area or a bunch of areas, and then you have somebody

17

else do the same thing.

18

see is to

19

scenarios to come up with from the County

20

perspective what are impacts on our infrastructure

21

by having all of this.

22

mean, basically what happened was we got

23

that supplemental budget request using the --

24

basically the -- well, the dialysis money that we

25

were able to fund in from another source, so we had

But what I would like to

to tie in all of these land use

And that's where
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that money available.
And the reason why we had asked for it prior

2
3

is because I

knew that this budget process would

4

take a while, that it wasn't going to be you could

5

tell me yes or no if we're going to hq.ve it and try

6

to find sOInebody .

7

to try to -- I actually submitted it -- I don't know

8

when -- I guess you guys got it a month later, but I

9

submitted it in early January in hopes that we

And SO· I saw it as an opportunity

10

could -- prior to the Makena and the budget

11

hearings, to try to come in front of you to try to

12

develop -- try to flesh that out.
And when we ended up going over the budget in

13
14

trying to submit a budget, I wanted to submit all

15

four positions, but it was felt that it would be

16

redundant, that you already had something to look

17

at.

18

I

19

be too late.

20

still -- I mean, if that money is still available,

21

it would only be able to fund the two positions.

22

That's why the other two was put in.

23

And this was, you know, a similar time frame.

mean, yeah, now we can say, oh, it was -- it would
But in looking at what money is

And so it's not that I don't want to see us

24

have that engineering capability and that staffing,

25

but that's -- that's really where the value of the
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Depart~ent

2

proVide you with some scenarios and to try to see

3

what i.mpacts these different developments or just

4

what -- what capability and what capacity the

5

different infrastructure needs, what they're capable

6

of.

7

long term is gotng to be, where we can

Oh, sorry.

.And that's where

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, no.

I just really appreciate

8

your explaining that to me, because now it gives me

9

a better idea, just looking at trying to stabilize

10

or at least your vision of trying to come up with an

11

institutionC).l memory, if you will, so that there's

12

some continuity.

13

proposals come in from all different sources, that

1~

you can then have the capability on staff of being

15

able to integr'ate that and then work it into a

16

long-range transportation plan.

17

And that when the various

Now, that makes more sense to me because what
so~ething

18

I'm looking at is I guess

that's sort of

19

out of context for me.

20

amendment I don't think was any -- understood by any

21

of us, because there are from -- and I understand

22

even from corporation counsel's -- you know, not

23

necessarily the one that's here, but other comments

24

that have been made that there are parts of the

25

Charter that do conflict with one another --

And because the Charter
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MR. GINOZA:

Sure.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

in terms of the role and

3

responsibility.

4

that you're trying to just establish a core baseline

5

of services that would be able to be utilized both

6

by ?lanning, by Public Works, and integrate a lot of

7

the plans that come to you at various points and

8

make some sense of it and make some long-term

9

recomrnendatj,ons.

10

MR. GINOZA:

So it helps me to understand then

And it would also be able -- be used by you.

11

I mean, if you had questions on what would the

12

impact of this be on the rest of the infrastructure

13

and so forth.

14

that's where we've been trying to develop where our

15

niche is with the different departments.

16

first looked at is what areaS aren't being covered

17

by the different departments.

18

saW a niche and that's where we had all agreed upon.

19

And so that's where

20

rationale for those two engineering positions.

21

So it's just, yeah, in the -- And

COUNCILMEMBER ,JOHNSON:

And what I

And that's where we

That's basically the

And I really appreciate that.

And

22

I also appreciate the fact that, you know, we now

23

know that, you know, dialysis was funded, you know.

24
25

MR. GINOZA:

No, it wasn't like we just dropped it.

mean, it's

we just, yeah, were able to find
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mean, you can see later about the -- the 685,900

2

that we got as a grant.

3

CQUNCILM8MBBR JOHNSON:

4

MR~

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

MR. GINOZA:

7
8

9

GINOZA:

Okay.

We will see some of that.

Yeah.

Great.

It's not that we just ditched it

completely and left them all to die.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And it also is helpful for me, Mr.

Chair, to understand, too, the time frame that

10

sometimes when you submit things to your, you know,

11

hierarchy, that it doesn't always get to us on a

12

timely basis because there's protocol and whatnot.

13

But I do appreciate you at

14

me, because for me it does help to give me a better

15

sense of your direction.

16

MR. GINOZA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18
19

lea~t

sharing that with

Thank you.

Thank you.
Members, any other questions for the

Department?

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCTLMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

Mr. Chair, in a Department

20

such as this, we break down or we expect the

21

departments to break down their budgets by programs.

22

And it would seem to me that public transit is a

23

program, so I would appreciate receiving the

24

breakout of what costs in this budget are related to

25

the public transit program.

19-3, if I can refer to
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that page, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

In the budget details.

In the

4

section I think we talked about, 917710, Public

5

Transit Program, it's near the bottom part, $270,ODO

6

is showing zero now, and I'm not sure where that

7

went.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They threw that way in the back.

9

COUNCILMEMBE.R 'rAVARES:

10

MR. GINOZA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Way in the back, okay.

It went from general to highway funds.
Okay.

19 point -- yeah, and it

12

went to highway funds.

13

the other thing, I don't appreciate this break down

14

by funds in this manner.

15

break down by funds, but do it by the program.
Okay.

16

You know,

I really -- Just

I don't mind to see the

So that went to --

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Page 19-7.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19-7, the Public Transit

19

Services, Program Services, 321,756.

20

total include the portion of Holo Kaa that MEO

21

provides?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. GINOZA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR.GINOZA:

Does this

Mr. Director.
No, it does not.
No.

It's just the Akina portion?

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is there a breakdown that I don't

2

see that has the MEO's portion of the Holo Kaa

3

Transit?

4

MR. GINOZA:

Mr. Chair.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. GINOZA:

M.t'. Director'.
No, this -- this does not -- That's where I

7

had -- I had stated that it's in 917704, the top of

8

19-7.

9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
MR. GINOZA:

Okay.

The 300 there.

And that's where -- Yeah.

And that's where

Mr. Nishiki had asked for an actual breakout.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. GINOZA:

14

COUNCILMEMBEH TAVARES:

Okay_

We don't have it currently.
Yeah.

I would agree that we need

15

a breakout.

16

this the way this budget is presented, but it was

17

totally confusing as I read through it.

18

actually -- my staff prepared a chart.

19

I love charts; right?

20

prepared this chart that showed it by programs and

21

by funds, which made it a whole lot clearer as to

22

how much was coming from highway

23

was coming from general funds.

24
25

And I don't know what we can do with

And I
You know how

So they preferred a -- they

fund~

and how much

So I would appreciate, Mr. Chair, that
breakdown.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

Okay.

We shall forward your request.
And I think Mr. Nishiki asked for

it originally.
You know, my take on this -- And, Mr. Chair,

4

5

I don't think it's been a secret that ever since

6

this appeared on the ballot, this Charter amendment,

7

from the time we argued -- oh, we didn't argue, we

8

discussed, lively discussions regarding this Charter

9

amendment, but it was -- I think we were -- If we

10

th:i.nk back on the time that this Charter amendment

11

went through, it's when the majority of the

12

population of this island was up in arms about

13

traffic.

They weren't up in arms about public

14

transit.

They were up in arms about traffic.

15

their reaction to give us the message about their

16

concern about traffic was they voted for this

17

Charter amendment.

So

And from the time it passed, I think I even

18
19

swore up and down that the first thing I would do on

20

the new term is propose another Charter amendment

21

that dissolved or repealed this part of the Charter

22

because I felt that forming a Department of

23

Transportation was premature.

24

that.

25

And I still believe

You know, Mr. Chair, I have been through I
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think three conferences on transportation through my

2

tenure on the Council.

3

Railvolution, which is not about whales, whales all

4

the time.

5

together, and we attended sessions that had to do

6

with public transit that were not light-rail

7

oriented, they were bus-oriented and rural community

8

problems and solutions and that kind of stuff.

And it's .called

And Mr. Molina.and I attended one

I think that, you know, because we don't seem

9

10

to have a program identified clearly for this

11

Department, that maybe it's going to be up to us to

12

determine the parameters for what we think that

13

policy should be.

14

Ginoza's position, I would pick one thing and do

15

that one thing well,

16

should be trying to do well is public

17

transportation, because I don't want that to go

18

away.

And if I were sitting in Mr.

And I think the one thing we

19

And it is, it's a very -- itis a very hard

20

labor to deliver this baby called public transit,

21

but we have to start somewhere and this is a start.

22

It was started with MEO.

23

where we have a private bus company that is involved

24

with it.

25

growing pains.

Now it's been expanded

And I think it is going to go through its
And every single place that started,
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1

started like this.

I don't believe I saw too many

programs that we discussed where they hit the ground
3

absolutely running.

mean, there were some that

4

folded up and started over again.

5

don't have to do that.

6

through the budget, Mr. Chair, that we determine the

7

policy.

8

be to focus on public transit, that'g what we focus

9

on.

I

Hopefully we

But I would suggest that

If the Members agree that our policy should

10

The other thing that we looked at during

11

those transportation conferences were how other

12

people did this in their counties or their cities.

13

There were not too many places our size that had a

14

department

15

Department of Transportation.

16

was transit authorities that were formed that became

17

semiautonomous boards that controlled or directed

18

the transit in their particular area.

19

in its jurisdiction that had a
What they did have

The other thing that many of them did was

20

they had in their planning departments a

21

transportation planner.

22

major when you go to planning school that's

23

transportation planner.

24

that as the way to address our transportation

25

situation tying into land use, population

And there actually is a

And maybe we should look at
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concentrations and where they have to go.

2

what transportation planners study and they're in

3

the planning

4

depart~ents

That's

where I think they belong.

I don't know what stage welre going to be at,
~ut

5

Mr. Chair,

I do not believe at this point in

6

time that we should put in any positions in this

7

Department.

8

ready for engineers.

9

tell you where the roads are right now.

They're not ready for it.

We're not

You don't need an engineer to
You just

10

need a map.

We've got those maps already.

And we

11

don't really need a GIS map to figure that out.

12

I think that, yeah, we might want to get

13

there one day, but it's not today.

14

it's now.

15

one thing and do that one thing well.

16

took the money that we're talking about, the

17

revenues that come in from the gas tax that's been

19

more or less identified at 5 cents per gallon and

19

maybe what

20

gallon, maybe it's 7 cents or 8 cents because all

21

these years we haven't really tapped the highways

22

fund for transit.

23

those kind of things.

24

25

I don't think

So I would like to see lis really focus on

~-

If we just

you know, it's not just 5 cents per

But, you know, we could work on

If we just took that money and didn't do all
the other things, we just concentrated on the MEO
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K~a,

1

programs and the Holo

2

long way to making this a better system.

..,

that our money would go a
And I

..J

would really have loved to have seen a master plan

4

for a public transit system, and I haven't seen that

5

yet.

We know we have routes and so, is that the end

6

all?

No, it's not, not in my sense.

7

Upcountry people are yelling about where's our

8

transit.

9

to put money in just for the Upcountry transit, no.

Because the

And, no, I can't even say, oh, I'm going

10

I want to see a plan, and that plan is going to be

11

based on a lot of research that hasn't occurred yet,

12

or maybe has occurred to some point.

13

I was trying to figure out what I read in --

14

or saw in the Kaku Associates report, but -- I don't

15

recall it right offhand, but I think that from that

16

report a plan needs to be developed.

17

part of it has been developed, part of it has been

18

implemented, but we need to build on that further.

And I think

19

The other thing is I totally support the hub

20

and spoke thing because that's what we heard in the

21

conferences.

22

that, too, that the hub and spoke on a bus system is

23

the way to start.

24

heavy gauge rail or whatever at the beginning.

25

That's for the really big cities and that's really

I think Mr. Molina will attest to

You don't jump into light rail or
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1

big money to go to trans -- that kind of, you know,

2

transportation.

But use what we have now.

And my one last note, and I'll stop my

3
4

diatribe, is that even if the ridership is not what

5

they expect, if you figure 1,200 to 2,000 people are

6

riding that, that's that many or half that many cars

7

that are not on the

8

our whole approach to transportation is to get

9

people into buses.

ro~d

at that time.

And I think

And, of course, we all know

10

everybody else, the bus is for them to ride, not for

11

us, we still want to drive,

12

can get on that bus, the less people, the fewer

13

people will be driving; therefore, we can put off

14

putting in more highways, And I think that's our --

15

our goal, one of our goals.

16

But the more people we

So I'll stop for now.

17

CHAIR HOKAfvJA:

Thank you.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.

Thank you.

Director.

Mr. Molina.
Okay.

Thank you.

I would like to

23

preface my comments or my question, actually, I have

24

for the Director by first saying that, you know, we

25

have -- r still have some optimism for the public
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1

transportation system here on Maui, but I think one

2

of the -- two major components that I think we're

3

going to have to really look at

i~

educating the

public in terms of the cost of gasoline.

If people

5

are still willing to pay the high price of gasoline,

6

it's going to be difficult to get

7

buses.

8

where it becomes very limited and expensive, then I

9

think more people will actually consider taking the

10
11

-~

get them into

And I think when parking gets to the point

buses more.
But I'm hoping people can at least cut down

12

on the number of trips they make .i,n their vehicles.

13

And that's part of the problem here.

14

people on Maui just love their cars and the

15

sentiment that I hear a lot is, yeah, public

16

transportation is good, it's good for the other guy;

17

but in the meantime, I got my car, I want to go here

18

and there and everywhere.

19

A lot of

But I want to change gears just a little bit.

20

Mr. Ginoza, on that article that was done on you in

21

"The Maui News" Wednesday, April 7, there was

22

comments from Mayor Arakawa, it had to do with the

23

consideration of moving the Highways and Engineering

24

Division of Public Works into your Department.

25

I'll just read a little bit of excerpt here from the
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newspaper.

This has to do with the Charter

2

amendment that created the Department of

3

Transportation.

4

Charter amendment was approved, Arakawa, our Mayor,

5

said his Administration looked at putting all

6

transportation-related

7

umbrella, but the blueprint for County government

8

currently spells out the duties of the various

9

departments and the reconfiguration would require

And it says here, "After the

servic~s

under a single

10

additional changes to the Charter.

Arakawa said he

11

is prepared to send an amendment to the Council if

12

members indicate they will support reconfiguration."
And apparently from reading this article, I

13
14

guess, some discussions, I would assume you were

15

included in this, had been going on prior to this

16

announcement coming out.

17

can I a$k you fOr yours

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER

20
21

Before I give my comments,

Mr. Ginoza.
MOLINA~

-- on this proposed

reconfiguration?
MR. GINOZA:

When -- Basically when I first came here in

22

July, we were trying to figure out what direction to

23

take the Department.

24

look of what the Charter allowed and did not allow

25

us to do.

And so we did a very detailed

And one -- one area we looked at was what
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does a Department of Transportation do at -- at

2

another level.

3

Department of Transportation, what do -- I mean,

4

they look at roads.

r.

So if you look at the State

I mean, I'd say half of the calls we get to

...J

6

our office have to do with, hey, can you fix our

7

potholes here or there.

8

misnomer.

9

under one roof, then we can not only prioritize, you

And so in a senSe it's a

And that's where by having everything

10

know, what -- as you go through it -- basically

11

what

12

Honolulu does; I mean, how Honolulu is.

13

DTS, Department of Transportation Services, which

14

does more of your planning stuff.

15

have a design and construction leg

16

basically follows thrQugh -- or tries to follow

17

through on the planning.

18

-.~

Wha,t we looked at was in a sense what
They have a

And then they
arm that

But in some sense, you know, there is some

19

dysfunctions in that the Director of Design and

20

construction are -- you know, has different

21

priorities than what the DTS Director has.

22

by bringing it all under one roof, then you can try

23

to help resolve those conflicts, conflicting

24

priorities.

25

the discussion, was to try to better focus the --

And so that's

And so

that was the basis of
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1

that side, the roadway development in, by bringing

2

in the planning aspect as well as the engineering

3

and building and maintenance.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOI,INA:

Okay.

Chairman.

Mr. Molina.
Did you receive any communication

7

from the Administration about this proposal to your

8

Commit.tee,?

9

was brought to my attention by one of your staff

The reason I ask is because this article

10

members.

11

papers every day and to be quite honest,

12

was not aware of this.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I don't have a chance to read the
for me,

Did you receive --

All we have in the budget I believe at this

14

time is the February 9th.

15

staff re-verify what's on the master calendar.

16

I

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

I'm not -- I need to have

Well,

I just would like to

17

state that I -- I think it's worthy of at least

18

looking at it, this -- I

19

it, the reconfiguration; although to me the jury is

20

still out.

21

improve the lines of communications, you know.

22

think the Council plays a big part in this process,

23

the puzzle.

24

and time again the emphasis on communicating with

25

the Council, and I don't see it happening here, at

guess to at least discuss

But for us to come together, we need to
I

And this Administration has stated time
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1

least with me.

2

of what's going on as one of the standing committee

3

chairs in trying to inform my constituents about

4

what's"' going on.

And so I woulq like to be informed

When people tell me -- ask me, oh, so what's

5

this about reconfiguration that's being proposed by
7

the Mayor?

I'm going, what?

It's news to me.

So I

S

would really appreciate better communication between

9

this Council and the Administration when you have

10

something like this.

11

propose an amendment to the -- to the Charter, it

12

has to obviously

13

for me to support something if I'm left at the back

14

end of things.

15

included from the start.

16

inclusive process,

17

And if the Mayor is going to

goth~ough

us.

And it's difficult

You know, 'I think we should be
It's supposed to be an

And I thiqk this has happened before with one

IS

of our other committees, I believe it was Water

19

Committee, where we find things out in the newspaper

20

first before it's been brought to our attention.

21

I would, for me,

22

courtesy in that respect, Mr. Chairman, from the

23

ninth floor.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So

just appreciate a little bit more

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

I think we will do

our part to continue to request comment from the
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Administration and appropI'iate Department personnel.

,But the end result, Mr. Molina, is Council will set

3

policy, and one of the ways is through the budget

4

document.

5

that the budget document is just an exercise that

6

they believe Council goes through, then I can tell

7

you they have made a good point for why we should

8

consider a revised version of a hybrid line

9

budget.

10

And, again, if as we've past experienced

And if that's what

ite~

We need to do, that's

what we shall do.
I would ask that if you have additional

11
12

questions for the Department, you forward it to the

13

Chair for appropriate transmittal.

14

give Mr. Foley and the Department of Planning an

15

opportunity to give some comment today on their

16

Department's request.

17

Department with a lot of responsibilities, and I

18

would like to allow that Department to at least have

19

their beginnings of discussion with this Committee.

I would like to

They're a very large

Any other questions for Mr. Ginoza at this

20
21

time regarding Department of Transportation?

22

Molina.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mostly a corr®ent there.

Mr. Ginoza, for being here.
MR. GINOZA:

It was --

Thank you.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

There were a lot of issues

2

discussed, but I just want to thank you for hanging

3

in there and hearing our concerns.

4

Thank you, Chairman.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Ginoza, we appreciate -- we know you

6

are in a difficult job and position, but we thank

"7

you very much for your tended comments in response

8

to the Committee.

9
10

MR. GINOZA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

Much appreciated.
Members, we'll take a five-minute recess to

12

allow Planning to come forward.

13

till 3: 15.

14

RECESS:

15

RECONVEl'llt :

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3:10

We stand in recess

(Gavel. )

p.m.

3 : 25 P . III •

(Gavel. )

Let us bring this meeting back to

17

order.

tvlembers, this afternoon we do have Director

18

Foley and Deputy Boteilho representing the

19

Department of Planning.

20

gentlemen, thank you very much for your patience.

21

Obviously you are aware we had quite lively

22

discussion with the Department of Transportation.

23

But, gentlemen, again, we thank you for your

24

patience and thank you for your presence during the

25

budget and Finance Committee this afternoon.

And ·first of all,
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PEPARTNENT OF PLANNING

1
:2
3

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Budget Direct.or, any opening comments for

the Committee regarding Department of Planning?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And before I

5

introduce the Planning Department, Mr. Chair, I

6

would just like to make a quick comment.

7

stated now that, you know, when I came down for this

8

whole budget, I

we came down with a seriousness.

9

It's just. not a

thinking that this is only an

10

exercise for this Committee.

11

seriously about this budget.

I just

We think very

And when we put together the budget from the

12

13

Budget Office, we tried to make it as simple as we

14

can.

15

from one place to the other to make it as simple as

16

we can in the way we View it.

17

different people, different way of putting things.

18

But I can assure you, Mr. Chair, the way the Budget

19

Office put this budget together is for everybody to

20

see it as simple as it is, not to hide anything or

21

whatnot.

22

And, of course, we had to move some things

It's

But, of course,

You know, when I just sit down here,

23

Mr. Chair, and I get some comments and not being

24

able to answer to those comments, it's just -- it

25

shows that it's just like we didn't put enough
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1

attention to this particular budget, and we did.
And, also, I still came down here with

2

3

cooperation from the Administration to work with

4

this budget and put a budget together that everybody

5

can work on.

6

Chair.

7

opportunity.

And thank you for giving me that

I would like to direct your attention in your

8
9

And this is not just an exercise, Mr.

book, Mr. Chatr, in Section 15 on the Planning

10

Department.

11

their personnel request and the budget details also

12

in page 15, Section 15, Mr. Chair.

13

you already mentioned Director Mike Foley and Deputy

14

Director are here, and also resource personnel in

15

the gallery here to answer your questions.

And, of course,

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

16

17

'rhey have several expansions asked for,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

All right.

Thank you very much, Budget
And l thank you for your

18

Director Ag$alog.

19

comments.

20

quite open and the Chair appreciates your

21

candidness, I can tell you at times it disturbs me,

22

though, the continued policy set through the budget

23

document not by yourself necessarily, but those in

24

other areas of the Administration have made me

25

question whether or not the policies that have been

All I can say is that while you have been
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1

set forth through an ordinance does not receive the

2

seriousness that it deserves and the implementation
of the budget is to be done; just that, implemented.

4

It is not to be re-interpreted.

But thank you very

5

much, Mr. Agsalog.

6

been a -- one that I have continued to be willing to

7

work with from day one, so, again, your comments are

8

much appreciated.

I really appreciate -- You have

Mr. Foley, your comments, please, regarding

9

10

your initial comments of your budget request for

11

200,5.

12

MR. FOLEY;

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the

13

opportuni.ty to appear pefore the Committee and

14

answer any questions that the Committee has.

15

seems like only a short time ago that we wete all

16

together.

17

and candidly as possible.

18

Planning Department are represented.

19

It

We are here today to re~pond as openly
All the divisions of the

Wayne Boteilho has taken the primary

20

responsibility of preparing the budget from the

21

input that he's received from our different

22

divisions, and Wayne will make the primary

23

description of the Department's budget.

24
25

A couple of things I want to say.

One is

that we are embarking on the update of the General
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1

Plan, which is the most important project that the

2

Planning Department will' have embarked on for the

3

last 12 years.

4

year for tpe Planning Department and; indeed, for

5

the future of

So this is an extremely important

Maui~

The second thing I.wanted to say is that our

6

ye~r

7

budget request this

I think is very modest.

8

contemplated asking for a Jot more expansion.

9

certainly have a lot of work to do and I think we

We

We

10

could have justified more expansion, but we need to

11

proceed very carefully and cautiously in the process

12

of hiring and training new staff.

13

staff members that we are currently training.

14

are in the process of hiring more people.

15

hoping that you will see the wisdom of our

16

additional request, but we -- we purposefully made

17

our request in our opinion very modest this year,

18

and we're looking forward to answering any questions

19

that the members of the Committee have.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

rrhank you, Mr. Foley.

We have eight new
We

And we're

Thank you.

And you're right, we

just did see each other just recently.
Mr. Boteilho, good afternoon.

22

Any comments

23

you wish to share with the members of the Committee

24

at this time?

25

MR. BOTEILHO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

RALPH

ROSENBEI~G
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1

Deputy Planning Director.
I would like to provide an overview, if I

2
3

5

may.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please do.

MR. BOTEILHO:

Our proposed budget contains increases of

6

208,000 for six expansion positions and related

7

equipment; also a $45,000 increase for the Tri-Isle

8

Main Street Program; and $10,000 in contingency

9

funds for the General Plan update.

For the

10

Certified Local Government Program, or CLG, we

11

propose $32,000 since this is Maui County's year to

12

receive this grant.

13

total $295,000.

14

proposed budget, and the Department of Planning has

15

cut its Fiscal Year 2004 budget by more than

16

$43,000.

17
18
19

The aforementioned increases

Subtract this amount from our

During Fiscal Year 2004 we have spent our
money as promised, and as follows:
We have invested $75,000 for aerial photos

20

taken by satellite rather than by airplane.

21

satellite passes over Maui County every three days,

22

so imagery can be obtained virtually on demand.

23

We have invested $100,000 for an updated

24

flood map system using the cutting-edge light

25

detection ranging or LIDAR technology.

LIDAR is
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~xcept

1

somewhat like land surveying,

that it -- that

2

it provides absolute accuracy On where things are on

3

the ground.
We have invested $100,000 in GIS hardware and

4

5

software in order to bring

6

into the 21st Century.

M~ui

County's planning

We have invested $75,000 in a spatial growth

7
8

model with

9

components.

popul~tion,

water, and hazard mitigation

This spatial growth model has been

10

chosen to be presented to the National Oceanic and

11

Atmospheric Administration in Washington, DC in

12

September.
Maui County has been moving forward in high

13
14

technology while other counties have been cutting

15

back.

16

19 GIS staff.

17

County of Maui today equals them with seven of our

18

own GIS staff.

19

In 1997 the City and County of Honolulu had
Today they only have seven.

The

In the -- in the area of operations, we used

20

$25,000 to update the Lahaina Historic District

21

Guidelines which had not been updated since 1985.

22

We spent $90,000 on three 4-wheel drive vehicles to

23

replace the aging vehicles for our zoning inspectors

24

who drive up to 100 miles per day.

25

$5,000 to replace the aging PA system in the

We also used
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1

planning conference room.

The audio in there was

2

failing and was especially noticeable on Akaku.
And, agairl, "l_S we vowed last year, we did not

3
4

spend a single penny on furniture for our expansion

5

positions.

6

and had them reused.

As promised, we saved our old furniture

These are

7

-~

These are our financial

8

highlights for Fiscal Year 2004.

9

irtvested wisely and have not wasted the taxpayer

10

We feel we have

dollar.
In Fiscal Year 2005 we have requested six

11
12

expansiOn positions to bring down our work backlog

13

to reasonable levels.

14

emphasis on training and organization:

15

GIS, training in database usage, and training in

16

other new planning systems.

17

ongoing plan, and it is a plan that we have been

18

implementing.

21

Training in

This is all part of an

Thank you, Members, Chair and Members, and we

19

20

We-also intend to place an

are available for any questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Boteilho, do you have that in written

22

form that you would be able to share your comments

23

with the Conmittee?

24

MR. BOTEILHO!

Sure.

Yeah.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

When -- when you can, I would
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ask that you allow the staff to assist you in the

2

duplication and allow the members of the Committee

3

to have a copy of your comments.

Members, questions regarding Mr. Boteilho's

4

5

opening comments?

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Excuse me.

Ms. Johnson.
No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

Mr. PQntanill q .

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLl-\:

,Tust one.

Wayne, you mentioned

11

on Oahu their GIS staff went from 19 to seven, which

12

is equivalent to whatever we have here on Maui.

13

What was the cause to reduce that nllmber from 19 to

14

seven?

15

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah, I spoke to the -- and it was the GIS

16

Division had 19 staff.

17

within the City and County, but the GIS Division had

18

19 staff.

19

Division, and basically he said the Council cut back

20

their funding.

21

22

There's other GIS people

I spoke to the Director of the GIS

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

But other departments do supply

GIS personnel?

23

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes,

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

For their function.

To the extent that they were cut
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back, I don't know.

2COUNCIU1EMBER PONTANILLA:
3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMl;3ER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Fine.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
No.

Mr. Mateo, thank you.

We just had opening

S

comments by the Director and Mr. Boteilho did give

7

some highlights of the current year.

8

you an opportunity if you have any questions for the

9

Director or Deputy at this time that you may do so.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just offer

And, yes, and

I -- I caught it on TV in my office.
Mr~

12

Foley and Mr. Boteilho, good afternoon.

13

Just to follow up on your identifying those

14

positions that you will be requesting for the

15

Department, yeah, this is -- these positions by no

16

way will complete the existing approved positions in

17

the Department, because you still have many that are

18

still unfilled yet?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department.

20

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair.

21
22
23
24
25

We are 75-percent filled.

We

will be totally filled by July 1st.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
sorry.
MR. BOTEILHO:

So why is the -- I'm sorry.

Go ahead.

I'm

Go ahead.

We have two Planner Ills just -- we have

selected them.

Interview is finished, we're going
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to be hiring.

2

Planner VI list should be with us within days.

3

Finally, the two Clerk Typists, DPS -- we're working

4

with DPS to work on their job description.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

We hired two Planner Vs already.

The

And the inclusion of these requested

6

positions will bring -- I don't -- I'm sorry, I

7

don't have the -- I'm not looking at your page, your

8

pages

9

your E/P?

-<-

will bring your employee count up to what,

10

MR. BOTEILHO:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12
13

FiftY-four.
FiftY-four.

And with that, the

workload per planner is what?
MR. BOTEILHO:

Let me try -- Well, okay, just -- maybe

14

just from memory, right now the Current Planning

15

Division so far this year has received about 800

16

permits, and -- permit applications, and they have

17

seven planners right now.

18

start of the fiscal year they have 100 more projects

19

each.

20

Out.

21

each planner is about 60 to 80.

22

got a hundred, they've got some -- they got their

23

stuff out.

24
25

So, you know, since the

They've done a very good job in getting it
And, for example, the mean or the average to
So even though they

Thereis a lot of stress on them, though.

The Zoning Administration and Enforcement
Division, right now we have two Building Plans
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Examiners and to get the permits out -- There's like

2

800 permits for those examiners, also.

3

out, we take about 72 days.

4

have five Building Plans Examiners, and they get

5

theirs out I believe in twenty-something days.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

To get those

DSA in public Works

And, finally, Mr. Boteilho,

7

the requested positions are all -- are primarily

8

higher levels.

9

Long-Range Planner, Planner IlLs, and a Land Use and

You're looking at Planner -- your

10

Building Plans Examiner.

11

positions?

Are these higher level

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

They're medium level.

14

MR. BOTEILHO:

The higher level would be the

15
16

I would say medium level.

Yeah.

planner V or VIs.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And your recruit -- the recruitment

17

process would be something that you would be able to

18

secure filling these positions?

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21
22
23
24
25

Oh, yes.

Yeah.

Thank you.

Thank you, gentlemen, and thank you, Mr.
Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr, Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER, MOLINA:

Thank you, Chair, for allowing me
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to ask this question I know we missed on the first

2

round.

3

regarding the $45,000 increase for the Tri-Isle and

4

Main Street Program, can you elaborate on that a

5

little bit more, why the Department is making that

6

recommendation?

7

Mr. Boteilho, your opening comments

MR. BOTEILHO:

Basically to restore funding that was cut

8

from them last year.

9

$200,000.

We are in support of the

The previQus two fiscal years they had

10

$250,000 in funding, so $200,000 is less than

11

than what they had before; also, inflation and such.

12

They also help the Planning Department.

IJ

help -- Actually, they help -- they're the small

14

towns, that's a niche that we like to reach, and

15

they help with basically anything.

16

across the board a lot of planning questions come to

17

them, and then they answer.

18

that they're working on is the -- is the Wailuku

19

Redevelopment Plan, zoning and development plans,

20

updated design guidelines for the small towns.

21

these are questions that they answer,

22

Business and country town deSign guidelines,

23

especially in the rural areas, Molokai.

24

been answering questions on Bill 84.

25

They

I am told that

But the specific things

And

also~

They've

They are doing town plans, small town plans,
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and we hope to use these in our community plans and

2

General Plan.

3

improvement of the small towns.

4

business capacity studies, and these are data that

5

we could use.

They do strategic plans for,

I guess,

And they also do

6

Of their $45,000, $25,000 is for the

7

conference, for their conference, which it did not

8

have last year.

9

conference this year.

We would be in support of the
We believe that this

10

conference reaches a certain niche.

11

conference for the big planning consultants or

12

the -- you know, or the big developers.

13

conference for the mom-and-pop, small-town sort

14

of -- sort of client.

15

Akaku, so we reach like 45,000 people with small

16

town concepts.

17
18
19

This is a

Also, they do put it on

And I'll end there, but we are in support of
it.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Boteilho.

Thank you, Chair.

20
21

It's not a

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Since you mentioned -- Well, first,

I need

22

for you to maybe verify and then provide the

23

Committee that request from Main Street is from

24

general funds where in the past they received CDBG

25

funding, not general funds.
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MR. 801'EIL11.O:

That is true.

I think they began receiving

2

General -- General Fund monies from -- I think about

3

two years -- two fiscal years ago.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And while I know they have been very

5

active in small towns, are you inferring that they

6

should be considered equal to the Redevelopment

7

Agency for Wailuku?

8

MR. BOTEILHO:

Oh, no, no.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because if you are, then I -- you will have

10
11

No, not at all.

a problem with this Chairman.
MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

No, the MRA is _.- they have a very

12

good scope that is -- that is bnder State law.

13

they -- and they look at the redevelopment of

14

Wailuku.

15
16
17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And

They are responsible for the redevelopment

of Wailuku.
MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes, yes.

Yeah, they are.

They are

18

responsible for that.

19

Center is more -- Well, yeah, they're a big part of

20

Wailuku.

21

MRA meetings, but they're also an outreach.

22

a Tri-IsI~ agency, and th~t

23

that we like and support.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Tri-Isle Main Street

And they -- and they participate in the

Okay.

They're

and that is something

I don't want those two agencies to

be confused of what their responsibilities are,
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particularly a government agency such as the

2

Redevelopment Agency that is recognized and allows

3

the County by State law to create such an entity

4

with authorities and powers.
Now, when you shared that the Department was

5
6

able to cut your current budget from $43,000, that

7

is

8

that is because of the new hires and that they are

q

now at a more lower step in the classification than

10
11

-~

what the -. part of the ability for you to do

the senior members that left the Department?
MR. BOTEILHO:

No, that was -- I guess last year we had

12

$100,000 for the General Plan update.

13

didn't.

14

of asking for everything we could get, we -- we just

15

kept it low.

16

except for that $100,000.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This year we

So I'm just noting that, you know, instead

Basically, we have a flat budget

Okay.

And this -'-- And wi thin this year's

18

budget in the (inaudible) -- We'll look at the

19

divisions for a more detailed review later,

20

Directors, but since you did assist the Council in

21

getting Bill 84 through the process, it is now

22

County law.

23

be able to provide the needed requirements in

24

implementing Bill 84?

25

MR. BOTEILHO:

Your budget allows your Department to

Well, as Director Foley had mentioned,
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yeah, we're trying to grow incrementally, but -- and

2

so for the Long-Range Division, which I did not

3

mention, we could use more.

4

prudent, we felt we could get by because our general

5

plan consultant will be working on the plan for the

6

next six months.

7

implementing a lot of GIS improvements there, so

8

we would be concentrating on the front-end work for

9

that Division.

However, to be fiscally

Also, we are right now

However, we would love nothing

10

better than to speed all of that up.

And I would

11

say if I had my druthers, at least one more

12

Long-Range Planner would be a great help.
We have been in discussions with Finance and

13
14

Co:Cporation Cou11sel about the use of our rates and

15

fees.

16

what Finance has said is that we should do away with

17

that -- with that original special revenue account,

18

and we should put it into the General Fund and then

19

we would

20

additional monies this year.

21

we still have to work out, but I was thinking if we

22

could use that $300,000 this year, then maybe one

23

more Long -Range Planner.

We have

-~

q.

And basically

and then we would ask the Council for

24

COUNCILMEMBER 'rAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

$300,000 balance.

That's something that

Mr. Chair.

.... - Yes, Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Are we going to get into a

2

discussion about those speoial funds at some point?

3

Because my understanding is that in Public Works

4

their permit fees fund is used for personnel.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

'l'hat is correct.

6

COUNCILMEMSER TAVARES:

And then Planning oannot.

7

what's -- what's the difference?

8

difference.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So

I don't see the

I think we vlOuld need to check the enabling

10

legislation and the ordinance that is in the current

11

Code.

12

appropriate adjustments, such as we did for plan

13

Public Works.

14

And if we choose sO,we can make those

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Would it be appropriate to

15

ask that question of the Finance Department to

16

explain how both of those funds are utilized?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe, as a point of information,

18

Members, I believe the Chair has already put forward

1S

a formal request to get a status of those types of

20

funds.

21
22
23
24
25

Tamara.
MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair, that was requested, and I

don't believe we have received a response to date.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No response yet,

Okay.

you, Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA;

2

MR. FOLEY;

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Chairmah.
One second, please, Mr. Foley, before I

4

forget what I would like to ask.

If possible,

5

Directors, since you mentioned that your approach

6

has -- is going to be in a phased-in process over a

7

period of time, if you can share with us those

8

plans.

9

each phase will entail, so that we can then

If it's a three-year phase-in program, what

10

anticipate if we commit to this much, then this is

11

what we know is going to be the next step and the

12

next step so you can be able to accomplish your

13

goals.

14

request of this current phase, we know that it's

15

going to impact, obviously, next year's requirement

16

for your succeeding phases.

17

possible, I think that may help us understand better

18

your current use requests regarding this portion of

19

your

And if we don't be able to give your full

phase~in

And if that is

program.

20

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank, you, Mr. Boteilho.

22
23

We can do that, yeah.

Mr. Foley.
MR, FOLEY:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I was just going to

24

add to what Wayne said regarding this phased

25

approach.

We do anticipate that the update of the
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General Plan is going to take three years.

What

2

we're doing this year is a lot of -- we're

3

completing the capacity studies for each of the

4

community plan areas.

5

are -- we are proceeding with the aerial photographs

6

that Wayne mentioned earlier.

7

spatial growth model with.NASA.

8

we're getting the general plan.consultant
started.
\

We're updating the maps.

We

We are also doing the
We're doing -- And

We'll also be doing orientation sessions

9

10

where the new General Plan Advisory Committee, but I

11

wanted to make sure you understand that we -- we

12

need to be careful about when they're appointed and

13

when they start, because they have a specific amount

14

of time and it's in Bill 84.

15

part of the first phase, is to orient the -- the

16

General Plan Advisory Committee.

But that's another

And then we'll begin to draft the first

17

18

version of the General Plan and the maps with our

19

General Plan consultant.

20

we will attempt to gi.ve you a better idea of what

21

the next couple of years will look like in terms of

22

the General Plan update.

23

keep in mind that the General Plan update will be

24

followed immediately by the update of nine community

25

plans.

And during that process,

Because we also have to

And,frankly, we haven't figured out yet the
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strategy for doing that.

2

one at a time, and it's not possible to do nine at

3

once, so it will be somewhere -- I'm thinking five

4

or six at a time would be the max, but we'll get --

!)

we'll get back to you as we proceed on that path.
But the

6

I don't want to do them

the general plan is a three-year

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA.

Ms.

14
15

Thank you, Mr. Foley.
Tava.res~

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, while we're talking about

16

the General Plan update, .in the process of looking

17

at the community plans, which will follow, can you

18

look at the Kahoolawe situation, Kahoolawe Island,

19

and figure out what we as the County are going to do

20

about that?

21

MR. FOLEY:

Yeah.

That

-~

that's an interesting question

22

because I recently saw a video about the future

23

pla.ns for Kahoolawe by the Kahoolawe Restoration

24

COrrimission, and it occurred -to me when I was

25

watching that that we need to increase our
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communication with them and find out more about what

2

they have in mind.

3

about restoration of cultural sites and restoration

4

of forests and vegetation, but it did occur to me

5

that that is a part of the General Plan update and

6

that's a part that we really haven't, you know,

7

discussed very thoroughly.

8

excellent point.

9

those folks,

And, I mean, it was primarily

So I -- that's an

We need to -- we need to meet with

And a,pparently they actually have a

10

plan, which I personally haven't seen, and I -- We

11

need to incorporate that somehow in the General Plan

12

update process and also in the community plan

13

process.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Now, Mr. Foley, I don't recall if

15

you were Director yet, since Bill 84 took so long,

16

that I think some of the consideration might have

17

been that we take the Reserve Corunission's plan and

18

just adopt it into our plan, or somehow get some

19

dialogue going about the best way to approach it.

20

So I wanted to make sure that that wasn't --

21

MR. FOLEY:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

mix.

24

MR. FOLEY:

25

Yeah.

Yeah.

-~

left aut of t.he -- out of the

No, we will -- we will definitely take

a look at that.

Until we see the plan, we don't
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know its level of specificity and how it would

2

relate to the other eight cOlnrnuni ty plans.

3

it may not be apPtopriate to adopt -- adopt it in

4

its current form.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MR. FOLEY:

I mean,

Okay.

But we will look at it and meet with those

7

folks and become more familiar with their -- their

8

plans.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10
11

Right.

One more question, Mr. Chair, regarding this
General Plan.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please do.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

In your -,.. in your budget you had

14

100,000 in this current year and then it goes down,

15

your request is 10,000 for the Fiscal Year '05 and,

16

according to Mr. Boteilho, that's

17

question is to you, Mr. Boteilho, that you feel that

18

that's sufficient to carry us over into 2005?

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes, we feel so.

-~

I guess the

We are already executing

20

a contract with the full scope of the General Plan.

21

This $10,000 really was an in case money, in case

22

there was some small study that we had -- we had not

23

foreseen.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

25

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
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MR. FOLEY:

The money for the general plan update and the

2

hiring of the consultant has been budgeted for the

3

last couple of years and it's been encumbered or

4

held over.

5

now, it's 99-percent ready, does reflect the

6

previous authorizations.

7

contingency in case we missed something.

And the contract that we're processing

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And this is just a

Thank you.

Any other questions for the Director at

10

this time?

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, Mike, thanks for corning and

12

bearing with all this.

When I was just looking at

13

your budget, and Ifm looking at

14

either you or maybe Wayne could answer this, but I'm

15

looking and you have a lot of different categories

16

where in '04 there was money.

17

understand because there's, you know, some things

18

that were not recurring, but I'm looking at some of

19

your column in '05 and it's like film and camera

20

supplies, zero; repairs and maintenance, zero;

21

copier supplies, zero; and how are you guys going to

15~4,

and I guess

Some of it I

, 22

manage':

23

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair, I can -- I can answer that.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Boteilho.

25

MR. BOTEILHO:

You know, we wanted to take a novel
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1

approach, perhaps, and, you know, we felt basically

2

we have enough, we have a flat operations budget.

3

We just wanted to combine all these smaller, I

4

guess, categories into, into the category that it

5

really is.

6

equipment, we put that, you know, like into all

7

office supplies, you know.

8

supplies, you know.

9

appropriating 500 here for postage, we thought we

For example, you know, postage, small

Same with miscellaneous

Instead of -- instead of

10

would just combine it.

11

Council has a better view of what we're actually

12

spending on and it's simpler and it's something that

13

they can look at.

14

that.

15

you.

16

Because this way I think the

And so -- so that's why we did

But with -- yes, we can manage and -- Thank

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

And like the one I guess

17

that really stands out is line 6221, Miscellaneous

18

Other Costs, you went from 251,500 down to 27,000.

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah, I can explain that one, too.
Please.

Last year when the Council was gracious

22

enough to give us $250,000 in high tech funds, it

23

was after the

24

been printed, so -- so we didn't have a line item

25

for it.

the original budget had already

So we -- so we had to fill out a form for
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the Budget Director notifying him that we would put

?

that money in Miscellaneous Other Costs.

3

year we're asking for the -- for the same funding

4

and we have a line item this year.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Yeah.

But this

Then that makes more

6

sense because when I was looking, I thought, wow,

7

you guys spent down, you know, like 260,000 or

8

whatever it was.

9

for explaining that.

It was really a lot.
At least
~-

~-

So thank you

If you don't ask

10

for enough money and you

you know, like this is

11

it.

12

if you can have enough money to manage, because with

13

all these additional bodies, if you have needs for

14

additional supplies or other things, even sometimes

15

just communication, like cell phones or stuff like

16

that, I don't want to have you -- let's say, if we

17

fund the personnel and then they have no tools to

18

work with.

This is your only shot.

So you need to tell us

You see what I'm saying? .

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah, I do.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I donit want to get into that

21

situation because we need to give you the proper

22

supplies to be able to do your duties.

23

MR. FOLEY:

24

MR. BOTEILHO:

25

They can have my cell phone.
Mr. Chair.

Yeah.

No, we have enough,

because last year we had expenses, $90,000 for the
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vehicles.

We're not going to have it this year.

2

invested $100,000 in GIS hardware and software,

3

we're not going to -- we might spend 50,000, but not

4

the whole 100,000.

5

enough.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

Deputy?

9
10
11
12

We

So we -- so we feel we have

Okay.

Thanks very much.

Any other questions for the Director or

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Are we going into the programs now

or -CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would like to start on Administration and

Planning Program, Members.

13

Director, either you or the Deputy, if you

14

have any comments regarding Administration and

15

Planning Program, which begins on 15-4 of the budget

16

narrative.

17

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair, no, I guess we've touched on

18

this already about our operations expenses.

19

have enough.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We do

Mr. Nishiki had to leave, so I'll

21

ask Mr. Pontanilla first.

22

the Department regarding Administration and Planning

23

Program area at this time?

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
expansion.

Do you have questions of

Thank you, Chair.

Just the

I know Director Foley mentioned that you
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~ight

1

got

2

training.

new employees that are currently in
Are we looking

wit~in

the Department as

far as promotions, or going statewide for new
4

recruits, and/or going out of state for new

5

recruits?

6

MR. BOTEILHO:

We have -- Yeah, personnel services does

7

place ads in the statewide papers.

For Honolulu, I

8

think it's the "Star-Bulletin,"

9

word-of-moUth put -- you know, put the word out that

We also try to

10

we're looking for people.

11

attracted two people from Honolulu, and they've been

12

hired.

13
14

MR. FOLEY:

And, in fact, we have

And we're prohibited from recruiting out of

state, just in case you didn't know that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

MR. FOLEY:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

MR. FOLEY:

I wish that

Oh, okay.

wasn~t

Okay

true, but it is.

1--

We have -- we have made promotions, we've

19

hired local people, and we've also hired people from

20

Oahu, so it's -- it's a wide combination.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PON'I'ANILLA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER'l'AVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
No; that's okay.

I think that's a

24

policy for the county, right, or a State policy that

25

you cannot hire from out of state?
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MR. FOLEY:

Correct.

2

MS. KOLLER:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chair.
We have to check.

I think Tamara has a

4

copy, because I think police has been allowed, but

5

I'm not sure.

6
7

Tamara.
MS , KOLLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I believe that is a

8

State law that you have to be a resident of the

9

County.

And so if someone still has residency here,

10

but may be on the Mainland for, you know, a

11

temporary period of time, but has Hawaii as a

12

residency, we could hire.

13

applying, that's -- that's an issue that our office

14

has run into with hiring analysts.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But at the time of

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I just flashed in

16

my mind our budget meeting in Haiku when we had that

17

gentleman from Haiku that was working in San Diego

18

and then because of the tech fair from MEDB, he was

lq

able to hook up with a company that hired him

20

locally and he could come home.

21

that because they have to already be here when they

22

apply.

23

people to fly to Maui, even if they're from here,

24

just to apply and then take their chances if they're

25

going to be hired, fly back, wait for the

But we can't do

And it would be a little hard to expect
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1

recruitment stuff and the testing and all of that.
I'm not sure if we can do anything about

2

3

something like that, or if we need to work on
something with the State Legislature that's -- If we

5

want our kama'aina to come home, you know, we have

6

to make it a little more feasible or economical for

7

them to do so.

8
9

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman, we actually had two former

Planning Department employees who work on the

10

Mainland that would like to come back, apply for

11

jobs l

12

know, they can't quit their jobs

13

any idea of whether they're going to, you know, be /

14

qualified or successful.

15

our candidates decline our offers because of low

16

pay, so three of the -- three of our people rejected

17

their -- our offers of jobs.

and they're not able to.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

And they're -- you
~nd

move without

We've also had three of

Thank you.

Thank you for your comments, Director.

20

We'll ask staff to follow up on that because I

21

believe, and I could -- you know, I'm like anyone

22

else, I could be wrong, but I thought we made

23

adjustments specific for Department of Police

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We did.

-- to be able to have a broader base of
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recruitment because of the concern not only for this

2

County, but statewide.

3

if there's ways we could address it either through

4

HSAC or through the Maui County's Legislative

5

Program as we deal with the State Legislature.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

CQUNCILMEMBER ,JOHNSON:

9

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
No.

I don't have any questions.

Mine would just be about the programs within their

10

budget.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12
13

And we'll follow up and see

Thank you.
Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Director, under your Department you've

15

got like the three different items, planning

16

commissions, the Cultural Resources Committee, the

17

Hana Advisory Committee, and, on your listing for

18

boards and commi:::sions there's a running zero.

19

that because it's covered under the administration

20

part of the budget?

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair, yes.

·22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Boteilho.

23

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

Is

For some reason somebody long ago put

24

that separate commission funding in.

Not funding,

25

but categories in and -- but, really, it's -- it's
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1

from the operations budget, so we just -- we just

2

took it out.

3

should put in the operations bUdget what your

4

operations are, not have to go look someplace else

...

and --

...J

6

COUNCILMEMBER MA'I'EO:

7

MR. BOTEILHO:

8

9

It was -- to me it was confusing.

So-'-

But it's the same thing,

just, you know,

trying to be more organized.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Well, I was just wondering
you know, we really have

10

because like this way we

11

no idea unless you break it out to show exactly

12

the -- what it actually tosts, you know, you to

13

main"tain all those different commissions that

14

they're responsible for.

15

You

MR. FOLEY:

There are -- there are a number of commissions

16

and committees and boards in addition to the ones

17

you mentioned:

18

Burial Council, Maui Redevelopment Agency.

19

most of the cases, the -- the expenses are related

20

to attending meetings and preparing their minutes.

21

And we -- we try very hard to keep the minutes up to

22

date and sometimes have to do that with court

23

reporters, but -- And there's also expense in

24

travel.

25

have -- you know, we have somebody from Public Works

Cultural Resources Commission,
And in

When we go to Molokai or Lanai or Hana, we
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and somebody from Corporation Counsel in addition to

2

two or three people from Planning, so it's -- each

3

one of those meetings requires six to eight people

4

from the County staff.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And a good number of your meetings

6

are also televised, so there's also the cost of

7

Akaku?

8

MR. FOLEY:

g

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Yes.
And all of that is in your

10

operations and not broken down in your boards and

11

commissions?

12

MR. FOLEY:

Yeah.

13

MR. BOTEILHO:

That is.

Well, you know -- Well, okay,

14

first of all, yeah, we have a lack of accounting

15

capability right now.

16

have a clerk typist that is -- that has experience

17

in this type of work.

18

to is that, yeah, you know, we could report on the

19

e4penses for the planning commissioners, but also

20

it's not that much.

21

travel, really; mainly airline coupons.

22

And July 1st we're going to

So I guess what I'm leading

I mean, it's mainly -- mainly

And Akaku, yeah, we know -- we know what the

23

spending for that is.

24

maybe Akaku shouldn't be like directly related to a

25

board, board or commission, but more some other

But I guess I'm saying that
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categories.

1

2

But -- And I shall end there.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Good.

Mr, Boteilho, one more and

3

you -- you kind of talked about it earlier when you

4

referenced the Wailuku Main Street request.

5

strategic plans that they do for the different small

o

r

towns, how exactly does the Administration deal with

7

implementing these plans that they do?

8

MR. BOTEILHO:

Well

all of them.

9

The

well,first, we receive copies of
In the past I guess they were not

10

considered as strongly as they should have during

11

the General Plan and community plan pr:ocess, but we

12

intend to -- to do that.

13

Bill 84, there was talk of possibly attaching all

14

these small town plans orneiQhborhood plans to the

15

r~

When we were developing

community plan for that district.

We're also going

16

to be -- going to be looking at those plans much

17

more closely.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay,

Thank you.

But the only

19

reason I ask is because I don't know if you are

20

aware that Molokai is not part of the Wailuku Main

21

Street organization.

22

entity, 501(C)3 organization called Molokai Island

23

Main Street.

24

had, in fact, met with --,with the Mayor and talked

25

about implementing, I guess, the beautification

Molokai has their own separate

And they, prior to the budget period,
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1

program, for lack of a better word, that had already

2

been in place.

3

of this particular initiation or implementation of

4

that project, and obviously, you know, it's nowhere

5

in this budget.

6

one, you're aware of the Molokai Island Main Street,

7

and, two, whether you're aware of that particular

8

beautification project for Kaunakakai Town?

9

MR. BO'rEILHO:

Arid there were assurances of support

So I was just wondering whether,

Yes, we are -- we are aware of the Molokai

10

Island Main Street -- excuse me -- and we are aware

11

of the -- of the streetscape beautification plan.

12

In fact, it's not in our budget.

13

be in CIP budget.

14

the Mayor has represehted to me, that will be

15

implemented.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17
18
19
20

I believe i t may

But as far as I know, as far as

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chair.

21

Good afternoon, gentlemen, again.

22

reference to program budget 15-9, go for

23

the workload is very overwhelmingly and the demands

24

on time on your personnel is tremendous.

25

question is more along the lines of how do you folks
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1

maintain your personnel's morale, because it can be

2

overwhelming and you've had some recent turnover.

3

Can I get comment on that?

4

much increasing demands on your Department and how

5

do you guys do it?

6

on it?

7

caught up, you know.

8
9

MR~

You know, there's so

How do you keep the ball rolling

(Inaudible) in the backlog trying to get

BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair, yeah, my - - i f I can throw just

a fast comment in, is morale will stay low if you

10

don't have hope.

11

show them, hey, you know, the Council is behind us,

12

the Mayor is behind us.

13

improving, you know.

14

extra -- extra positions, there is hope.

15

MR. FOLEY:

And what we're trying to do is

We are -- we are actually

The Council is giving us

The one thing I wanted to add about that is

16

that remarkable as it may seem, some of the planners

17

really enjoy processing those complicated,

18

difficult, long-term applications, some of which go

19

on for year after year because of the long build-out

20

period.

21

Kaanapali, Kapalua, Maui Lani, we have areas where

22

the same planner has been processing applications

23

for those regions for ten or 20 years.

24

it's not only a frustrating experience, it's also a

25

professional challenge to them and, remarkable to

If you take a look at, you know, Wailea,

And it's --
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2

some of us, they really enjoy it.
What we try to do is -- is prevent them from

3

being overloaded.

And one of the things that we're

4

doing this year that should have been done years ago

5

is to add more people at the plan review stage where

6

we've discovered a backlog and a delay that's longer

7

than we would like it to be.

8

mentioned, Public Works Department has five

9

employees feeding one employee in our Department,

And so as Wayne

10

feeding applications.

11

two recently with an emergency hire, but now we're

12

going to increase it to make them more even.

13

then once we achieve those backlogs, we'll probably

14

consider moving maybe a couple of those plans

15

examiners into enforcement.

16

And we've increased that to

And

But we -- we do try to keep a handle on how

17

many projects are assigned to how many planners, and

18

we need to hire a couple more people in current

19

planning.

20

up is to keep promising them that help is on the way

21

and that -- And we've been very lucky in hiring some

22

very qualified people that have

23

ground running as they've entered the Department.

24
25

And one of the ways we keep their morale

-~

that have hit the

And we've taken a very aggressive approach of
moving people from division to division to broaden
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their experience and to give them an opportunity to

2

see where they best fit in, whether it's current

3

planning, processing applications, or whether it's

4

long· range planning, working on the update of the

5

General Plan and the Pali to Puamana Project and the

6

Redevelopment Agency.

7

those that want to move around, and that makes

8

their -- their jobs very interesting.

9

think any of our employees would say that their jobs

10
11

We try to move people around,

And I don't

are routine or boring or lacking in challenge.
The other thing we do is we try to -- this

12

year for I think the first time we're -- we're

13

developing a multifaceted training program, which

14

hasn't occurred in the past.

15

the first

16

kind of put people in an office and threw a lot of

17

work at them and told them to ask questions.

18

now we're coming up with a coordinated program

19

of building team work, providing reading lists,

20

going to training, and try -- that also is

21

encouraging to the planners that they're being given

22

an opportunity to keep up to date on new trends in

23

planning and in addition to just being given a big

24

workload and being told to sink or swim.

25

making a really concerted,effort to improve the

~-

In the past, including

our first six months, we basically just
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1
2

training situation.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Well, it's good to hear

3

there's some light at the end of the proverbial

4

tunnel, I guess.

5

have to be as creative as can be, so

6

And I guess in difficult times you

One more question, Chairman.

On the Program

7

Highlights, 15-12, the ordinance that will expand

8

opportunities for

9

interesting.

.10

home~based

businesses, I find that

Can you elaborate a little bit on this

legislation that you'te looking at?

11

MR. BOTEILHO:

You said -- Oh.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA;

13

MR. FOLEY:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15-12.

Could you repeat that place?
Yeah.

It's in -- It's under

15

Legislation, Program Highlights, 15-12, No.2, "An

16

ordinance that will expand opportunities for

17

home-based businesses."

18

Department is also working on the following

19

legislation."

20

MR, FOLEY:

Yeah.

It's mentioned that "the

We've -- we have prepared a draft

21

ordinance to codify the home-based business policy

22

that we've been administering for some time.

2J

We've -- we basically are continuously aware that

24

more and more people are operating businesses out of

25

their homes.

And we fully support that because it
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reduced traffic substantially, but we, also, at the

2

same time, have to be very careful about the level

3

of activity in the home to make sure that it's not

4

something that will unduly impact the neighbors.

5

this policy has been tried for a while which limits,

6

you know, employees, traffic, deliveries, storage of

7

hazardous material, signs; all of those things.

8

now we're going to codify it and formalize it more.

So

And

There are a number of other things that we're

9

10

doing to try to streamline the process.

11

looking at the SMA boundaries.

12

trying to make more SMA applications exempt, like

13

tenant improvements.

14

reroofing of a house,

15

on the large applications and the big picture

16

instead of the minutia th~t we sometimes get buried

17

in.

18

We're

We're looking at

One I had today was a

So there a:r,e

We're trying to concentrate

We're also streamlining our

19

application forms.

20

different application forms.

21

get it down to three, maybe six, but not 34.

22

we're doing things like that to just try to make

23

processing the applications easier frankly not only

24

for the applicants, but also for us.

25

We have something like 34
We're going to try to
So

And, you know, those are just -- those are
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1

just a couple of examples.

2

looking at our various applications and trying to

3

figure out if there's some easier way to process

4

them faster with still giving the opportunity for

5

the public to -- to know about it.

6

constant challenge.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

MR. FOLEY:

9

So that that's a

Okay.

But the application forms and the home-based

businesses and the SMA exemptions are three specific

10

examples.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12
13

We are constantly

Okay,

Thank you, Mr. Director.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department, under 15-6 of the program area

14

under Goal 2, you talk -- it talks about your goal

15

to implement high technology analysis.

16

Department's portion of what is to be part of the

17

Administration's proposal regarding the ELlS

18

initiative?

Is this your

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

20

extent.

21

yeah, and we've met with the ELlS team and

22

because we realize we are a major player.

23

we do -- are doing a lot of high tech.

2-'1

are

25

County.

~-

Mr. Chair, basically, no, but to a certain
This is purely Planning high tech.

We

I mean,

Also, we

by Charter we are the official mappers of the
So we've met with them, yeah, and we
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1

will cooperate as far as integration.

2

Department has no problem with integration, I mean,

3

that is the goal.

4

assurances that, yeah, that they will not tell us

5

how to plan, they will not tell us how to map as

6

such,

7

we'll be working with them for integration.

8

MR. FOLEY:

Plartning

And we -- and they have given us

So we are doing our kuleana, if you will, and

I just wanted to add, Mr. Chairman, that this

partiCtilar section also refers to our extensive work
10

to update the zoning maps, some of which are older

11

than our planners, and to improve the quality of·our

12

community plan maps.

13

you've all looked at the community plan maps and

14

some of them are very difficult to decipher because

15

their detail is so small.

16

Because you've all -- I know

And one of the things we're doing -- there

17

are several communi.ty plan documents that are

18

currently being prepared; Molokai and Wailuku.

19

we're attempting to begin to make maps that are more

20

user friendly so that people don't have to come into

21

the office and look at the large version that has

22

more detail as to exactly where the boundaries are

23

between community plan districts.

24

that that's ahother one of the ongoing goals.

25

have a number of people, including several in the

And so
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1

audience, Walle and Dan, who are working full time

2

on improving the quality of our zoning and community

3

plan maps.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments, Directors.
And I -- Excuse me.

I just ask that because

6

this Committee has been informed of t.his major

7

undertaking initiative by the Department of

8

Management.

9

and the need, I guess, to do your part, you know,

And because of your component with GIS

10

for me, I'm trying to bring i t all together for the

11

Committee, because as part of this budget proposal

12

request! there is a total.of 17 GIS expansion

13

positions in various departments for the County, 17.

14

And it was interesting that Mr. Boteilho

15

brought up the number 17 regar'ding the City and

16

County of Honolulu, or 19, I believe, he brought up.

17

And so I just was wondering how your Department's

18

understanding was as it fits into this huge ELlS

19

initiative and whether or not it would interfere

20

with your ability to, one, do the priorities of the

21

Department; two, see there is a significant benefit

22

not only for you to receive information, but for you

23

to provide information and perform the needs of your

24

divisions as well as for us to see whether or not

21:)

the placement Of all these 17 expansion positions
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1

are truly in the right departments and areas.

2
3

Mr. Foley.
MR. FOLEY:

I just wanted to say that I, you know, would

4

second the statement that Wayne made that we are,

5

you know, fully prepared to cooperate in terms of

6

providing information and receiving information, but

7

I would add that none of those 17 expansion

8

positions are in the Planning Department.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And while

-~

And that's why part of that,

10

why I am bringing it up is because you do have, as

11

we see in your details, I believe, seven GIS

12

positions currently with your Department?

13
14
15

MR. BOTEILHO:

Within the County of Maui.

Planning has

four and GIS Division has three.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that correction.

16

One thing I wanted to ask as regards to the

17

mapping portion, whatnot, which is oh page 15-3 --

18

I'm trytng to recall as best I can and, Members, we

19

will not work much longer for the week.

20

GIS Technician I, Directors, which is the beginning

21

of page 15-3, which is a reallocation from the

22

Cartographic Drafting Technician I.

23

again, you correct me if I am remembering

24

incorrectly, that this was something the Department

25

had fought for for a long time and that Council

Under the

I recall, and,
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1

finally provided the support for this, but now

2

you need to reallocate it to a technician.

3

the person dOing the same thing as a cartographic

4

tech that is what you folks have fought for?

5

MR. BOTEILHO:

Is it

Yeah, you know, cartography is, you know,

6

the old style where you go on the table and draw.

7

That is becoming a dying art because of GIS.

8

Most cartographers today are basically GIS people.

9

In this case the person had spent one year working

10

with GIS, so he met the minimum qualifications for a

11

GIS Tech I, and so he was reallocated.

12

MR. FOLEY:

But~-

This is -- I just wanted to add that this is

13

an example where we have provided this individual

14

with training to enable him to convert from the old

15

style of drafting to the new style of GIS and map

16

production on computers.

17

thing that we need to do to maintain morale, to be

18

able to provide opportunities for people to get

19

promotions and to get updated training.

20

know, he was looking forward to that, and now he's

21

asked for more specialized training and so it's a

22

real success.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And this is the kind of

And, you

WeJl, I -- We are happy to hear that,

24

Directors.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, ma'am.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Can I follow up on that, on

3

that -- So the cartographer is like an entry-level

4

position, and then itJs part of the career ladder to

5

move up in the GIS Technician position?

6
7

MR. FOLEY:

In order to qualify for the GIS Tech I,

Yeah.

he needed a year of experience.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

MR. FOLEY;

Oh, okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

And his GIS training was incomplete and

10

we're exploring various different alternatives of

11

getting

12

giving him fairly complicated assignments updating

13

these maps.

hi~

even more GIS training, because we're

14

We do have a GIS V who supervises, but, you

15

know, you have separate machines, you both need to

16

be able to have a proficiency.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
And hearing your needs for the

19

program, Directors, you did reallocate a GIS

20

position back to Clerk III.

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can you give uS some comment, please, Mr.

23
24
25

Boteilho?
MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

This particular individual was a

Clerk Typist III, but she had been assigned to work
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1

on GIS basically as a loan to the digital land

2

mapping project.

3

that job and became pretty good at it.

4

GIS series was created, she met the minimum

5

qualifications for the GIS Tech II, because she had

6

three years experience, and we gave her that

7

promotion, also.

8
9
10
11
12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

She had spent three years doing
So when this

And so the position you reallocated back to

Clerk Typist is now filled and performing those
requirements for your division?
MR. BOTEILHO:

We have hired someone, and that person is

the person that will start on July 1st.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So the four GIS positions is at this

14

time sufficient for your Oepartment?

15

three, four.

One, two,

16

MR. BOTEILHO:

Well

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because you had five.

18

MR. BOTEILHO:

Well

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Four.

20

MR. BOTEILHO:

If we had our druthers, we could really use

~-

No, we have four.

21

a database manager.

The reason for that, just

22

quickly, ability for

-~

23

implementation actions we're going to have to track

24

and just in general we like to track much more

25

things such as zoning conditiops.

there is a lot of

If we could have
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1

a database manager, that would -- that would help a

2

lot.

3

could a fifth GIS person, that would be great.

4
5

So, basically, to answer your question, if we

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And that was my point.

If you consider the

cartographic person entry-level, you had five.

6

MR. BOTEILHO:

No, because that's the same person.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Then what you are showing us in the details

8

is not adding up for me, but we can work on -- we

9

can work on it together, Mr. Boteilho.

10

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

If you

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What are --

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

-- look at our E/P lists, the Cartographic

13

Drafting Technician has been taken out, so our E/P

14

count did not go up.

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's true, but you reallocated what was a

GIS to a Clerk Typist III.

17

MR. FOLEY:

No, it's the other way.

18

MR. BOTEILHO:

19

MR. FOLEY;

The Clerk Typist went to GIS.

The Clerk Typist went to GIS, not the other

20

way around.

21

was promoted to GIS II.

22
23
24
25

MR. BOTEILHO:

The Clerk t'ypist -- the Clerk Typist

Oh, but, Mr. Chair, yes, we did free up a

Clerk Typist position, yes.
MR. FOLEY:

And we have hired somebody to replace her who

hasn't started yet.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

What you can give comment on this

2

afternoon is can you share with us how the Planning

3

Department is utilizj.ng the land base KIVA system

4

within your Department?

5

system allowing your people to track and update the

6

permits?

7

MR. BOTEILHO:

ExcUse me.

And are you using that

Yeah, I'm not the expert, Mr.

8

Alueta is the expert, but let me -- let me give it a

9

shot.

Yes, we are using KIVA.

Our planners input

10

all their projects into there and they -- and they

11

update the statuses as they go through.

12

they also put in all their -- all their permit

13

information in there and they monitor it as it -- as

14

it goes -- you know, as it goes through.

15

closed out at the end.

16

we're working to simplify it.

17

MIS to try and simplify it.

18
19

In ZIAD

It's

So we are using it, although
We're working with

Did that -- did that answer your question?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right.

You know what would be helpful,

20

then, Mr. Boteilho, and just so that, you know, the

21

Department can respond accurately and if you have

22

specific information, we will forward a request that

23

will allow you to secure the accurate status and

24

information to respond back in writing to the

25

Committee, please.
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1

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

Thank

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

yOL~.

3

Members, I know we've had a hard week and we

4

still have continuing questions for the Department.

5

And I don't want to rush through this Department.

6

It's a major component of the County.

7

I will be working to allow Mr. Foley and his

8

division people to have the proper amount of time

9

for them to give you information, as well as for you
t~e

10

to ask all

11

proper. decision.

12

So staff and

questions that you need to make a

So with that, excuse me, Mr. Foley, I'm

13

sorry, we -- I have no additional time today.

14

know that for you and Ms. Johnson, you have

15

additional requirements this afternoon that I would

16

love to honor.

17
18

Any questions by the members?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, just one question.

I'm

19

going to allow you -- tell you I'm not going to talk

20

about performance measures, but on their 15-6

21

especially, that hallelujah, maybe my name is going

22

to be Salmonella Couch, there's finally a Department

23

that understands how to write a performance measure.

24
25

And, Members, if you ._- if you want to read
what performance measures should look like, the
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1

Planning Department so far to date has the best ones

2

that I have seen.

3

but they do include the benchmarks of when -- you

4

can tell if they got their program

5

to date or not.

6

They do also include the data,

if they're up

And I really appreciate that this was done in

7

this way, because hopefully the rest of the County

8

will move in that direction also, because it's much

9

more measurable and gives us a much more better

10

status.

11
12

Can I ask who wrote those?
MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair.

And thank you very much,

13

Councilmember Tavares.

14

hard work of all our division heads.

15
16
17
18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

This was a result of the

Did you get help from somebody, or

you guys figured it out for yourself?
MR. BOTEILHO:

Well, we worked together, the division

heads and I.

And we did not have outside help, no.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Again, thank you for recognizing the effort
~s.

21

of the Department and Divisions,

22

think the Divisions and Department needs to know

23

when we recognize a job well done, so thank you for

24

recognizing the Department and the Divisions.

25

Tavares.

I

Members, before we adjourn, I do have a quick
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1

update that under State Statutes Chapter 78-1, the

2

Police Department has been given an exemption

3

through State law regarding recruitment.

4

allows them the ability to go beyond the normal

5

parameters that our other departments are confined

6

to.

7

want to look at that State statute to see if we can

8

provide our Departments greater flexibility in

9

recruitment and obtaining the very best to serve the

10

So I just share that with you in that we may

County.

11
12

And that

Other than that, any questions before we
adjourn; Members?

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

1.f

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any closing comments by the Department?

15

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes, Mr. Chair.
~-

No, Chair.

I just had a few things

16

and we're

17

request that we had was to grant our two LTAs

18

permanent status and another I guess we have to

19

revise, we actually want to cut our CZM funding.

20

Right now it's like $311,000, that WaS

21

overestimated.

22

cutting it down to $285,000.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

we'll transmit this in writing, but one

Okay.

It's -- We need to -- We will be
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Boteilho.

We'll

24

await the formal transmittal so that we can have it

25

documented.
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1

Anything further?

2

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. FOLEY:

Yes, Mr. Foley.

I just wanted to mention that one thing that

5

we didn't get to today was the recommendation of the

6

Maui Redevelopment Agency.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. FOLEY:

9

Oh, yeah.

And there are a couple of different

alternatives there depending on how autonomous you

10

want the agency to be.

11

about that when we -- when we reconvene.

12
13

Do you know when we will reconvene?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

16
17
18

Thank you for that question, Mr. Foley.
Tamara, if you could give the Director,

14
15

So we'll be prepared to talk

please, our tentative reschedule.
MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

We're looking at Thursday of

next week, the 15th, at 1:30.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Department, if you do have

19

difficulties, please contact Committee Staff as soon

20

as possible.

21

and your requirements.

22

and we'll, again, try to work with you.

We will do our best to work with you
And so if

make us aware,

Other than that, thank you very much, Mr.

23

24

Foley.

25

MRA and the various --

We appreciate your comments regarding the
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR HOKA.tv1A:

3
4

t-1r. Chair.

.... - options we can consider.
Yes, Ms. Tavares.

COUNCIIJMEMBER TAVARES:

While we I re talking about the MRA,

5

could they also be ready to address the question of

6

what is the difference in jurisdiction between --

7

or, yeah, between the MRA and the Tri-Isle Resource

8

Center, Wailuku Main Street.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

they can have a communication they can refer to.

11

Okay.

12

thank you very much.

13

your

14

meeting is adjourned.

E~ster

15

COUNCIUMEMB~~S

16

and WKN)

17
18

We will forward that so

ACTION:

ADJOURN:

Any other questions, Members?

If not,

You've had a hard week.

holiday and Good Friday tomorrow.

Enjoy
This

(Gavel.)

VOiCED NO OBJECTIONS.

(excused:

DEFER pending further discussion.

4:44 p.m.
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